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CHAPTER. I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Purpose.-- The purpose of this study is to develop a handbook of infor-!j 
:! 
II /i .mation to be used by the teachers of the elementary schools in Plymouth, 
I! 
11 Massachusetts. 
1: 
d ,, 
lj 
Justification.- Throughout the United States there is a trend toward 
'I 
,I 
'i !I 
li 
" i! 
'I !I ,, 
n 
There is no doubt that there is :! ll li some orientation program for new teachers. :: 
!! need for pertinent 
.II both community and 
d 
ii work. 
jl 
informatioh that will make for a pleasant adjustment to 
school during the first few important weeks in any new 
j\ 
H 
Plymouth has an elementary school personnel of approximately sixty 
II 
II ji teachers, supervisors, consultants, and principals. As in most communities, 
,! 
1: the turnover of personnel is on the increase, and each year brings a new 
II ii group of teachers and other members of the elementary school staff, each 
~~with the desire to make a good start in his new work, each with countless 
,, 
I! li questions concerning this work. It is the right of every member of the 
,, 
ii group to have some source.:of reference which will answer these questions. 
II 
I! ,. 
j)meet with new teachers before the opening of school, to acquaint them with 
It has been the custom for each Plymouth elementary school principal to 
li 
j!the school philosophy, policies, regulations, and procedures, but no matter 
i! li how carefully and completely these are discussed verbally, the ground to be 
\I covered is too broad and the information cannot be absorbed and remembered. H '· q 
~ i 
!! When the need for this information arises, the teachers find themselves 
I; 
J! uncertain, with no written source to give them guidance. 
,, 
!i 
:! 
., 
il :: 
1! 
~ l 
n 
:j 
ii Teachers, old to the system, often find themselves in the same confusion.:: 
·· ··· ··ii··.· ··:.c.··:.; ... :::::~.--·.- .. · ·' :...... --- ......... .... ·.: -_:· _. ::·c::- ._ .. .-:.· .•• :·c:· ij· · 
Jl 1 . ,, 
!' 
,: 
,. 
jj ,, 
,, 
i 
:: li 
ll ? li' ==-~..=-=--d!-.---=.=..::===-~-===-..::..-=-·-===.:-===:'"='=~--=-:=:------·-------~· --~----. ---·---·-·:---·- -. ----·~---~~~ :;.:;;~ == I! Policies and regulations chang;,;:;- ~ci~-the-~~- ¢h:ru;:g;~- hav~-be~;;p~~~~d on "t:;··---w= -- -·--
i' !t 
II i1 
i/ teachers through bulletins and notices which· have never been organized, and !I 
I' ,, 
1! now neither new nor old teachers can quickly and systematically find needed '!11 
11 1 
11 information. II 
li There is a real need for a guide to present a si.¢.ple, overall picture lj' 
I! ,1,. i! 
lj of policy, not only to the new teacher, but to the entire teaching staff. IJ 
I, 'I 
!J The development of an information handbook is an initial step in meeting I! 
,I l'i 
·!I this need. '.I 
1\ It II 
!,·I Plan and scope.- In order to discover what a handbook should include, ji 
I' il 
lito give teachers the information they want, certain studies and surveys will il 
I, ,, 
II be made. \1 
ii :! li Plymouth elementary school personnel and Boston University, School of !! 
IJ Education, seniors will be asked to list the items they feel should be l! 
II II 
jj included in a handbook. .Analysis and tabulation of this data should show !j 
li !; 
I\ !! 
lithe felt need of both the experienced and new or beginning teachers. ,. 
li ji 
il Handbooks, obtained from school systems throughout the country, :j 
I! !: 
j\ comparable in size and set-up to Plymouth, will be studied and analyzed. il 
I! .. · il 
II Information obtained from this study will show what items and format are 1: 
li common in handbooks now in use. I! 
il !{ li Theses, service papers, magazine articles, and other available li 
r lj 
:jliterature dealing with purpose, nature, use, value., content, format, and II 
jl:il' development of handbooks will be read, studied, and reviewed. il 
II 
ii As the handbook is being written, frequent conference with teachers, II 
ii li 
ll( principals, supervisors, and other members of the staff will be arranged to 1 
II li I li 
'I· obtain suggestions, criticism, and guidance. 11 
11 !t 
!I The information and direction gained from these studies, surveys, li 
o.·'~""i~~~~:~~~s?_,;n~-.. ~o~=~=!lc::~--~:~ -~:~=~~::=~.~~.,~~:~~-~~~~=~-~-e.o·-~,:~~0=~~: __ ,;:~--~·:"~ -l~-. 
,, :i 
i! !i 
i : I ~ l: 
iJ 
.; lj 
;J !! 
ii i! !i 1r 
n li 
I' " J . i! =~~~i .. - ,, 3 l! 
I! the hope of the writer that the finished product will be an instrument w.bli.ch jj 
1! will give the elementary teachers of Plymouth1 the information and guidance II 
I 11 !! they need. il 
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CHAPTER II ll '• 
REVIEfiV OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
I' II 
II 
,! 
II l ~vailab~e literature and research.-_ Although the handbook technique is il 
I becoming increasingly useful as an aid to teachers, very little literature 
•! y 
I and research dealing with handbooks are available. Tefft and Lamontagne 
I 
!sum up this scarcity of material as follows: 
'jj liThe development of a teacher's handbook is not completely 
j new. A large number of school systems throughout the country do 
11 have, or, are in the process of developing a handbook for both 
lj their new and experienced teachers. Available literature perti-
1
! nent to this subject, however, is quite limited,because the hand-! book has been a functional asset to the teacher for a relatively j: short time. Much of what has been written is in the form of 
t! short articles appearing in current educational periodicals. 
jll These articles justify the need for a teacher's handbook because 
I 
of such reasons as:· helping to explain the complexities within 
II a system, aiding efficient performance, leading to a happy adjust-ment, acting as a guide post for procedure, and attempting to 
bridge the gap between administration and the teaching staff. tt 
I! 
II 
'I ,,
II 
II 
II 
I! 
,! 
I jj 
Definition, purposW nature, and use.- Writers define the handbook in jj 
jvarious ways. Turner, in an article on teachers' handbooks, says: il 
I j! 
j "A handbook is a statement of general information about a ~~~.-
1
. school system and the policies governing its operation. Hand-
books are useful both in the process of inducting new members to II 
'i the staff of the school system, and as a ready reference for l: 
, both old and new staff members.n lli' 
li :2/ il 
1
.1 Shulman states: !I 
II 
I! 1/Charles W. Lamontagne and Morton C. Tefft, The Development of a Teachers' \1( 
'j! Handbook in the Newton Public Schools, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston 
1
1 
l University, School of Education, 1955. Iii! 
!j s/Lawrence E. Turner, 11 How "it'o Develop a Handbook," The American School I' Board Journal (April, 1953), 126:24.. i! 
,12/Florence Shulman, II Helping Handbook for Teachers, 11 National Elementary ll 
I! Principal (April, 1954), 33:12. 
1
!/ 
~ ~ 
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II li 
1.~ I ' 
·! ;j 
-l 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
11The handbook is an instrume{\.t designed to give teachers a 
feeling of security and to spare her and the school embarrassment, 
or more serious consequences, of avoidable mistakes. The handbook 
is a lifeline for the new teacher who finds the strange waters 
troublous. 
It is her staff as well as her guide. More than any other 
device, it gives the beginning teacher something solid on which 
to lean. She can touch it, study it, depend on it and derive 
., 
'· ;I 
li 
ii 
'I II 
5 ll ~· l=r = 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
ji security, encouragement and strength from it.H 
II Discussing a handbook for high school students, Kershaw and Carbeck Y 
/: 
say: 1l ii 
li 
11It ,Lthe handboolJ is an administrative device promoting 
I efficiency through the economy of time and effort; it is of value 
1
1 to the pupil as a means of training him to be self-reliant in 
, going to a standard source of information instead of resorting to 
I the haphazard assistance he is able to gain from those about him I! or learning by ~e slow and wasteful process of making mistakes. tt 
lHamrin and ~ickson point out: 
Ill "The school handbook is the most recent member of the publications family. Its purpose is to familiarize students, 
It teachers' and the community with the school, its organization, ) physical facilities, management, curricular and extra-curricular 
l1 opportunities. n 
II Along the same line of. thought, McKovm 2/ says: 
II 
II 
II 
II II 
" It /Jhe handboo.!J provides for him, in a concise and 
convenient form, the information which will .aid him in becoming 
a real member of the school; it codifies the various rules and 
regulations of the school; explains its purpose and organization; 
describes its curricular and extra-curricular program; offers 
counsel and advice •••• u • 
II 
I 
! 
1 11-=-g...,w~~~· J~J=-,=-. am--=K=-e-r-s-=-haw and Clarence 
I School Review (October, 1924), 
Carbeck, 11 The High School Student Handbook,ll 
32:5S9. t . 
/ g/Shirley A. Hamrin and Clifford E. Erickson, Guidance in the Secondary 
1
:school, Appletoh-Century Company, New York, 1939, pp. 194-197. 
1..2/Harry G. McKown, Extra-Curricular Activities, The Macmillan Company, 
\New York, l93S, PP• 4S0-500. 
I 
I 
! 
I "-~-~==l·· ,, -~~-·~-~--" ._,.._,,,,, --~ ---- . -~---=---~~---
'I I: p 
I• 
!' 
I! 
II 
ii G '~ ===========~~r=-=--=== 
II 
11Many school. systems and local education associations, ~~ 
realizing that the properly-informed classroom. teacher can be the 11
1 school's most effective public relations agent, are slantLI'lg hand- Ill 
books her way. For example, 11 Hello, New Teacher," The Illinois 
Education Association 1 s new publication, welcomes her warmly_, and 
is well-salted with sound advice for getting along with parents, i 
youngsters, and colleagues. tt 1 
2:/ ,I 
Elsbree and McNally comment: 11 
. ttAnother device which can save time is a teachers' handbook '1 
which contains explanations of the school's routines •. Such a book 11 
can be planned co-operatively by the_ staff_, and will obviate much 11 
of the question-asking which is otherwise likely to consume much \1 
time. It also serves as an aid in inducting new teachers, and as 
a continuing orientation for the others. 11 11 
! 2.1 
11 Concerning the use of handbooks, 0 1Neil says: !1 
I ., 
J "It could be justly said that this is an age of handbooks. I 
I Glances into the various branches of our military during World 1 
ll War II would partially prove this to be true. Indoctrination IJ. l procedures were aptly explained to service men and women through ·.'I'! 
II the preparation of handbooks. The United states Navy, for I instance, places into the hands of every recruit a Bluejacke:b 1 s 11 
II Manual. This manual (considered the bible while in the Navy) !'II 1 covered all facets of Navy life -from how to tie knots, to I'! 
I corresponding with the Secretary of the Navy." 
I !±! · 11. 
j Kyte discusses the nature and purpose of the handbook, as follows: 11 
1, liThe principal's foreword indicates clearly the nature and I 
1 purpose of the handbook: II 
I, 'I Every school has an e:s:tablished method for handling routine 1 
! and detaiL To secure desirable conditions, it is necessary that 
1
1 I there be uniformity in procedure and methods. These notes are a II 
! II' 
IY John L. Bracken, ttLet the Handbook Answer Those Questions, n The School .I ,Ex:ecutive (October, 1953), 73:55. II 
Jywillard s. Elsbree aJ:ld Harold J. McNally, Elementary School Administration \i I and Supervision, American Book Company, New York, 1951, p. 316. 1
1 
b/Paul L. O'Neil, The Development of a Handbook for Nashua Junior High 11 
l.'l. School Students, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1954. lj 
' h 
\Ur/George C. Kyte, The Principal At Work, Re-gised Editioh, Ginn and Company, i! 
· II Boston, 1952, pp. ll4-ll5. II 
! . I[ 
.. _ .. ·.;c. """'-"'"''"=' .o.ccc --('~"-''"··=-=·''-'"~'·::.:·c"-c·.:..o·.:o.c"·: -~=---=--""-::"'"-" . .::::::::.:.c.=o•,::.-o-.:::·; ""-''·'·.:c ... - : •. -.. c "'~' :..c:~_-:;.;c=:o;o;o===="""'-·: ... :.c:":.:.-: .::·:c. c·.:-::-:·.::::.·:.:=-.;::,-_::::c::if"~-::::::.~ .-:-.. c= .. ·: 
I il 
i, I. II ii !i ii j: 
!: i; 
states: 
I 
II 
.-
consolidation of suggestions from many teachers, revised regularly 
on the basis of these suggestions. Many items are the outgrowth 
of. methods that have been tried and have proved satisfactory. 
They are designed to fit the needs of teachers who have been 
in the school for a number of years as well as those of the 
teacher to whom this is the first experience in school. For the 
teacher who has been a school for some time, it is difficult to 
remember proper procedure for all activities. There is also 
frequent question of interpretation of the accepted method to be 
followed. 
These notes are for your assistance in relieving this 
uncertainty. It is not expected that they will be memorized, but 
rather that they will be used for constant reference to standard-
ize the conduct of verious situations that arise throughout the 
school year. It is expected that they will afford a common basis 
for all teacherst problems. They are not all-inclusive, but are 
based on experience and will be altered as the need arises. II 
7 
,J 
II I 
I 
I 
i 
d I' II 
'I 
" 
I 
li 
II 
I, II 
I General principles.-- Turner J} suggests some general principles to be I 
I. 
I 
! 
\followed in developing a handbook: 
I . , 
I 
II II 
I 
ll 
li 
II 
liThe handbook shoUld be in accord with, and complement state 
laws and the rules and regulations of the state board of education •..• 
The handbook should be specifically developed for the 
particular school system. It is permissible to examine handbooks 
from other schools, and the textbooks for lists of subjects which 
might be discussed, but the policy pertaining to those subjects 
must be locally determined. The llscissors and paste-potll method 
is no more successful for handbook development than it is for 
curriculum development •••• 
The handbook should be the result of group thinking. No 
administrator-however able-can write a handbook If from the 
fullness of his wisdomll that will be acceptable as one which 
results from the efforts of many people •••• 
li 
11 The handbook should be written in clear, concise language. 
li Exactness should be the criterion. If certain practices are p mandatory, the word shall should be used rather than should or 
111
! ought to. May should be used to indicate permissive practice. 
It ·is usually unnecessary to go to the degree of ·exactness that 
•\ would be used in writing a law, but it is necessary to state 
i ~r=--p_o_l_i_c_i-=e:-s~in unmistakable terms •••• 
:\ 1/Lawren ce E. Turner, op •. cit • :,.: p. 24. 
1: 
-' ·"·=.·.-:-.::..=..c:~-,,_JI- ···-~~=---" .. c-.-
1 
I 
i 
II 
il 
ii 
:I 
II 
II 
Jl ~I 
'I I 
I 
,, 
il ji 
•I I' 
q 
1: 
II JL =ll-~=== 
II 
,, 
========s tl ~ ,!=,==== 
In the preparation of the handbook uniformity of style should 
also be given consideration. Standards for abbreviations, titles 
11 and similar things should be adopted, and followed uniformly •••• n' JJ 
Content of the handbook.- Wiles makes these suggestions: 
"A handbook of employee services is helpful to teachers, 
especially to those entering a new system. This handbook should 
include among other items: descriptions of the pensions, group 
insurance, and hospitalization plans; statement of school policies 
on employment, tenure, salary scale increments, and promotion and 
payment procedures; a list of papers and cert1£icates that must be 
filed with the administration; and the names of members of the 
teacher welfare co.mmittee.u 
I y 
!Bracken states: 
I "Typical teacher l;landbooks include items on school-board 
1
·1. policies, administrative regulations, philosophy of the school 
system, scope of the curriculum, time allotments and schedules, 
j lesson plans and records, class management and discipline, 
i accidents and first aid, meetings and conferences, office rules, 
11 school calendar, field trips, standardized tests, and so on. 
ij! Often, too, such handbooks publish information on the salary 
1j schedule, transfers, leaves of absence, physical examinations, 
r, rating, summer work, and professional growth. II 
I· 21 
i!Kyte says: 
II 
II I! 
•I 
'I I, 
!I I 
tl 
.I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I! 
II 
"A well-planned handbook furnishes explicit information II 
regarding many details, practices, and policies. The new teacher ·I' 
'I I 
! 
is able to refer quickly to many matters on which she needs ~1 
guidance. The teacher long in the school is able to refresh her li 
memory regarding any of the items included. Thence the book il' 
should contain (1) instructions regarding the procedure in begin- !
1 ning the new school year, (2) explanations of routine to be !1 
I
. followed, (3) copies of various schedules, and (4) statements li'i 
regarding numerous administrative practices. Although brevity is 
1 essential, neither absolute clarity nor democratic kindliness of 'I 
II 
expression should be sacrificed. Some handbooks have contained j· 
sections which give the impression of being the dictates of an I 
I 
I autocrat. The feelings aroused in teafhers by such an unfortunate fl 
presentation would tend materially to defeat the very purpose of a jl 
l
j go®l•d handbook. 11 
1! .... 11Standard Practice Proceduret 11 deals with pp:blic relations, !/ 
1( sc ool customs, method of handling books, fire drill, the testing 
1
11 
I l I 
IYKim.ball Wiles, Supervision for Better Schools, Prentice-Hall, Inc., ji, 
iNew York, 1950, p. · 235. ' p j.Y John L. Bracken, op. cit., p. 55. !I 
·- -_.. ___ . __ .. _JJ.~/Ge_c>l:'g~ -~!.._Kyt~, __ op. cit ._, .... PP·~--J.:J-5-:-1::17.~-------·~~----· ··'"':;..~-=--- '""'"" -"'-"'·~==-==-'·'=---=--=c:.."'--"'·"';:--'-=~)L,_=----·"""0'7""~-=.--, --------T~- - - - ----- -- ---- ------ ---- --- I! 
II 1i i H 
i ~ l : 
j, 
!I 
" q 
I 
I 
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il 
II I! 
II 
9j! 
================================================~=,rbt ========= L 
1
·1 program, signal system for the school program, direction of the 
I lunch period, substitute teachers, the school nurse, adminis-ll tration regarding lost and found articles, distribution of pencils, .
11 
locker assignments, and cases pf poverty. Procedures and instruc-
tions are outlined briefly with respect to the following "Records 
II and Forms": lefts and transfers, report cards, absence and tardi-
1
1! ness, room inventory, daily-attendance slips, platoon program, 
attendance and scholarship, monthly statistical report, students' 
II permanent record cards, schedule of classes, and room-membership 
report." 
l y 
!Turner contends: 
I! 
I
I 
11 The content of the handbook should be limited to a statement 
of policy. A statement of the operating policy of a school system 
will be relatively stable, although no school administrator will 
consider the policy to ·be unchanging. Items such as temporary 
schedules, annual assignments, and the like should not be included 
in a handbook, but should be published in bulletins. Inclusion of 
items other than policy renders the handbook obsolete within a 
short time, and destroys the confidence of the users in the content •.•. 
A handbook recently issued for an elementary school district 
contains the following divisions: Administration and Organization; 
Certified Employees; Personnel Administration; Noninstructional 
staff; Salary Schedule; Buildings and Properties; Student Relations; 
Transportation; Cafeterias; Miscellaneous. It should again be 
emphasized, however, that' each school system in which a handbook is 
developed will have its own unique organization •••• 
The handbook should contain both a table of contents and an I index. The need for these two rttoolslt is apparent. The index 
I should be carefully prepared, and cross indexed for ease in finding specific sections.u I . y 
j Many areas of Ll'lterest are pointed out in the handbook. Hutton states: 
n •••• things to include. Usually there are state or local 
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laws which directly affect every classroom. The display of the 
I. flag, flag salute, Bible reading, and the use of a prayer are I ~~~ probably well-defined in most states through either mandatory or 
1
1 
permissive laws. Acceptable disciplinary measures should be 
clearly understood in order to save your teachers and you from I' 
I emrarrassment or, sometimes, even from legal trouble. II 
!!' I Teachers are always interested in the salary scale, tenure, certification, contracts, the sick and absence leaves, the 
1
j 
1\!,hawre~ce Jl. Turner, op. cit . , pp. 24-2 5. II 
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retire!llent system~ and the number of school days in the year. A lj. 
school calendar which mentions the number of school days for each · 
month is helpful when monthly attendance reports have to be done. I 
II 
11 A line-up of the supervisory and administrative personnel for 
1
/:
1
· the state and for the local school system will enable your teacher 
to know from whom she may expect visits and help when she needs it. tt 
1 I 
y 
1 Type and format.-. Regarding type and format of the handbook Bracken 
I says: 
II 1~ 
'I II 
I 
' 
"To be good, a handbook must be as up-to-date as milady's 
newest bonnet. An obsolete handbook is about as useful as an old 
telephone directory just after the company has relettered all the 
exchanges. On the other hand, complete revisions of the handbook 
every year soon would have the most robust school budget gasping 
on the ropes. 
Some school administrators keep their handbooks up to da~e by 
saving the type or plates or by cutting new stencil pages for such 
later revisions as may be necessary. Others issue new information 
on slip sheets to be inserted into a convenient pocket of the hand-
book4 Still others adopt a loose-leaf design in the first place so 
that new pages can be added or substituted at will.ll y 
Shulman offers this information: 
"The format of the handbook is important. The book should be 
loose-leaf to make possible the insertion of supplementary material 
from year to year. Since the school is not static, its reflection 
must also be flexible. II 
II 
1! Mimeographing is favored because most schools have that 
11 facility for duplicating right at hand. The cover should be of a I permanent nature, decorated possibly with an attractive picture of 
I thy school. n 
II Hutton asks and answers:-
!' 
1\ be us:~~w ~~~~~~;~:\~o~:n:~~i!~:!e~: ~;ei~!s:~~e~a~: 
jl fastened in a folder with brads seems to be the most practical. 
1j Most of the information contained will not be changed from year 
1
1
1 
tof year, and the loose-leaf type will easily allow the substitution 
of new sheets for out-dated ones. 11 
!1 ~ 
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11 The handbook should be published in a form which will make 
it most convenient to the people who use it. Some school systems 
print the handbook; many merely mimeograph it. In small systems 
the spirit process of duplication is used. Whatever the method_, 
it should be clearly legible and in accord with a standard format 
adopted for the pages. 
In many systems loose-leayes have been used so that the hand-
book can be kept current by substituting new sheets containing 
newly enacted provisions for obsolete sheets. The loose-leaf 
system is adaptable to a printed book as well as to a book produced 
by other duplicating processes. In the event this system is used, 
each page of the handbook - including the pages of the original 
enactment - should bear the date of its publication. This makes 
correct substitution of new pages for old much easier, since a 
memorandum can be issued directing m1ich pages shall be removed 
and which pages put in their places.u y 
Kyte offers this advice: 
"The most satisfactory and inexpensive type of handbook is a 
loose-leaf one consisting of punched sheets of mimeographed 
irlstructions. The pages are fastened into a cardboard cover or 
loose-leaf binder so that they may be kept in good condition for 
reference. Principal 1 s foreword, table of contents_, classified 
items, and index are included. The loose-leaf arrangement makes 
possible the substitution of important modifications found 
necessary from time to time. 11 
Making the handbook official.-- Once the handbook is completed, steps 
21 
should be taken to make it official. Turner offers the following method 
II 
II 
I 
I 
J of procedure to attain this official acceptance: I, I, 
., 
"The governing board of the school system should officially II 
adopt the handbook, and make it apart of its official records. 
1
j 
A tentative draft of the handbook should be submitted to the 
governing board for its study. One or more meetings of the govern- I I ing board should be spent in discussing the provisions, and the 1 
I
I, administrator should be able to explain any of the suggested policy 11 
statements contained. Members of the governing board should be 1 
I made to understand that theirs is the power to modify the provisions, '!I bat the administrator should be prepared to show why certain 'I ( mqdifications might be unwise." !1 
I I II 
\.YLawr+nce E. Turner, op. cit., p. 25. • 11 
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1i Sunnnary .-- Although handboOks have been used and are on the increase, jtl !\ . . . 
ll there is Tli.ery little literature and research about them. Th consensus of !I 
It ·,II li opinion is that handbooks are a desirable aid to bath new an experienced I 
'II teachers. Handbooks should be developed for a particular sc ool system and !I 
I should be in accord with the 'state laws and regulations of t e state board I! 
11 I 
'II of education. No one person should develop the handbook. should be the I 
1
1 result of the thinking of many people who have worked togeth Handbooks II 
I, I! should contain general school policies and items concerning atters that 
11 ~~ I' !, remain stable, so that the books will not become 
1
1 
I! time. Most handbooks are mimeographed and loose-leaf, to m e it easy to ~~~~· 
lj keep it up-to-date. Handbooks should be officially ~ccepted by the school 
I 
!j 
l governing board before being placed in the hands of the teac I' 
'I I 
!.' The development of a teachers' handbook is not an easy but the 
j: I advantages that come from using the handbook. far outweigh t of II 
I effort involved in developing it • II 
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'1l' I! II, e II PROCEDURE II 
It II 
1 Approval of the project.- The first step in developing the handboek I' 
lwas te obtain the approval of the schoo~ administrative stall' At a meeting 1! 
I of the superintendent,· assistant administrator, and principals, the project 1,'
1 ! was presented and discussed. The group unanimously approved and pledged 
I assistance. The" assistant administrator already was working on rules and I 
!regulations governing the duties and responsibilities of the entire sbhool 
, . . . I 
I personnel to be ua ed. in a Gener_ al. H~dbeek fer the Plym:>Uth jchool System. I 
1 · • 
1
1 I! The writer would develop a handbook which. would deal primar~ with inferma-\1 
II/_ tion f~r the: element·ary· school staff<. · 1·j , ' I 
!I Haridoook su.r:vey and ana.lysis.~ A form letter, requesting a sample II 
i"""dbook, ....., sent to titty-eip sopex-inteft<l.ents or schO•~ rtems in the 'I 
I
IUnitecl states, comparabl.e in size to !"lymoath. Nineteen """t"'oks, used in ,[ 
I
I thi~ . stucl.Jr, were ebtained from this source. Members of the~· seminar :furniS1 e~~ 
ii some handbooks, a.ad. the rest were obtained from the Plymout scheel office. /1 
:1 h 
!! In all, thirtiy-feur handbooks were studied and analyzed as to binding, II 
,, . . I II 
!! ~inting, size, length, ease of use, and content. The inforbation ebtained 'II 
i -$-s: organized a.ncl tabulated in Chapter IV. ,, 
I 1 !j 
i·
1
! Related literature.- Theses~ articles in periodicals, and sections in ji 
II ,, !I 
'I I !i te:x:tb~ks dealing with the use, value, aad development of h dbooks were rea~ 
e II and surkarized. Rules and. r egulatiens pertaining to elementJiary schools' il 
I ~ 'I l bullet~s, notices, and school oommittee rulings issued by he Plymouth II 
! Schooli:Depazotm.ent were obtained, studied, and evaluated for use in the hand- I! 
. r 1 ~ . 11 • I 
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1! &.u:veY suggestions.-:- Beaten Universi'by, Scheel ef Education, seniors ! 
1 and members of the P]J>mouth element.ary school staff were askL to offer su~ I 
I gestions as to what they thought should be included in a han~book. fer ele- j 
lmentary teachers. The wr:!.ter felt that these tm saggestion sources muJ.d 
1
1 
~~help to include in the handbook, informatinn desired by both beg:i.Ening and ~~~ 
I e%perienced teachers·• J 
I ' I I 
j Conferences and lli.scussions.-:- As tm handbeok was being developed, I 
I informal discussions were· held with principals and teachers· bncerning speci ,I 
. I 'I 
1l fie items and policies. It became evident, early in the protlect, that an 'I 
I' . I 
1f :iafonnational. guide that would be suitable .for all the elementary schools, li 
'I . I 
jwould need to be supplemented by another handbook for each e1Lementary scheo~ q 
~to. deal with specific policies, rules and regalations, and rlutine duties il 
.1 pe~ar and applicab:Le. to that particulaJ:< selwol. II 
j Several conferences were held with the -assistant admini rator to dis- ·1, 
cuss topics being developed se that no duplication of conte,t would. be made·• 
Supervisors were consulted about items pertaining to their special areas. 
I I I I Analyzing the data.- Information, gathered fro:m the anrsis or the 
I thirty-four lwldbooks and th<> suggestions offered by the PJs!oouth teachers II 
·I and Boston University seniors, was organized and tabulated. Tables, figures,!! 
i and pertinent comments concerning this dat.a make up Chapl;e':' [V of this study~~ 
1
j The Plymouth han:doook format and content is based on the datiL s_.,.ized in I 
1! this chapter·. I 
I Developing the handbook.- The handbook was developed · seven sections.,·! 
I i I l 
Jl The Fo,eword in Sectien I was wr:!.tten by the ...,erintandent If scll<>ols. I 
11 Section. II, dealing with Community. Informatio.· a, was obtaine] fro:m bulletins, : 11 l I 
IJ monographs, and pamphlets issued by" the Plymouth Chamber of Commerce. lj 
·====;j~!<>:1'_~ .. J::J:!:.~, which !'ertains to_ the duti!s_ <>ndresponsiblllt·es of school ~l-~~~ 
I! . ' II 
II 11 ' II 
1! 1i l; ;: 
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was contributed by the assistant· administrator. 
eration of supervisors, principals, and teachers of 
Some of the inform at ion was taken dir eetly from · ins, notices, 'i 
Relating II 
; some from bulletins issued by the Teachers I 
·staff of the school system. 
~=~~~~~~~~~~~~h~an~d~-bo~--~o~k.--.. Upon completion, 
superintendent 0f schools fer 
n-r•,.,...,n=•ionaJ. guide for the elementary scheol teachers ef 
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CHAPTER IV 
.ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction.-- It has been established that the purpos of this study 
I is to develop an information handbook for elementary teacher • In keeping 
II with this purpose, the data presented in this chapter have b en analyzed 
11 and tabulated in terms of their value in providing a basis f r the handbook 
format and content. 
In an effort to obtain data that will give guidance in hoosing the 
most practical set-up for the handbook, the following studie have been 
I made: 
I· I 1. An analysis of 34 handbooks now in use in communitie in various 
I parts of the United States. 
2. An analysis of suggestions for handbook content offe ed by 56 
Plymouth elementary teachers. 
3. An analysis of suggestions for handbook content offe ed by 58 Boston 
University, School of Education, seniors • 
. The data obtained from these studies have set the patte n for the 
development of the handbook. 
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Table l. Handbooks Analyzed in tlus Study I! 
I !I 
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1! Beaver Fal~s Pennsylvania Handbook for Parents an Teachers 1 
\1 
Boul_. ¢1-er · Colorado Policies and ~ocedures f the Public l'l' 
Schools 
I• Bristol 1 Virginia Handbook for Teachers 11 
11 Carlsbad New Mexico Professional Handbook 'j 
I Davenport Iowa Elementary School Buil · g Rules 1
1 i Frederick County Maryland Handbook ~ \\ 
l Hw..nibal : Missouri Index Guide for the Year 
1 Hav~rhill ' Massachusetts Bulletin for New Teache s I 
'I Helena ' Montana Elementary Schools Teact ers' 'Manual , 
I Hillsborough County: Florida Guidebook of Policies and Procedures II . Holland 1 Michigan · Teachers 1 Handbook i Kenosha 1 Wisconsin These Are Your Schools j 
'Lakevvood Ohio • Professional Personnel I olicies I! 
Las Vegas Nevada Teacherst Handbook 
1 Levit"fjown Ohio 'Teachers' Information Gtd.de 
1
1 
I 
Lexington · :Massachusetts 'Lexington Teachers Asso< iation 
Lynvrood : California 'Howdy \'1 
!Madison Wisconsin ·Handbook for Teachers I Manchester New Hampshire Handbook for Teachers .I I Mankato Minnesota Handbook 1:
1
. I Malden Massachusetts Handbook for New Teache s 
Maplewood-So.Orange New Jersey Handbook for Teacher-s il the Elementary ll 
Milton 
Montgomery County 
1.
1 
Murfreesboro 
New Britain 
Pocatello 
I 
I Portsmouth 
i! Shippensbu:r,:g 
II Towson I . I Tulsa 
I Wellesley 
\Winchester 
Schools 1' 
il Massachusetts 
Maryland 
Tennessee 
Connecticut 
Idaho 
Focus on Learning 
These Are Your Schools 
Murfreesboro Mailbox 
Handbook for New Teache s 
Handbook of Assignments Policies, and 
Procedures for Adminis.rative and 
Teaching Pe~sonnel 
New Hampshire Teachers' Guide and Man al 
Pennsylvania · Handbook for Parents an Teachers 
Maryland · Handpook for Baltimore 1ounty Public 
Schools 
Oklahoma ! Handbook for Teachers N~w to Tulsa 
t Public Schools 
Massachusetts , Handbook for Teachers 
Massachusetts • Information for the New Teacher 
i 
I 
-dl 
ll 
!i II 
ll 
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II . . Thirty~four h~db~~ks we~e analyzed. A total of fifty- ight communi tie;, 
1 ~,;yarioua _p.a.rts.::ef,_tb,ft.l.9'.~~ were contacted. Twenty-one 36%) returned all 
~·copy o:f their handbook, ~e (16%) replied stat:ing they had o handbook, and 11 
r twenty-eight (48%) did not reply. Of the twenty-one handboo s received, two 1\ 
I 
,, 
were for parents and not used in this study. tendents 11 
l \1 II reguested a copy o:f the P4>lnouth handbook when completed. o:f these I 
~~ requests were from systems having no handbook. I 
I Fifteen handbooks were obtained from members 
i 
I Plymouth School Department Office. 
I 
I 
I 
Table 1 gives an over-all picture of the states covere • The titles 
I give an indication of the material included. 
11 Handbook :format • - Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 give an :in · cat ion o :f hand.- II 
I book :format currently in use. It :is :interest:ing to note tJ the :findings l 
in tMse tables bear out the information in the related lit rature. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
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Table 2. Binding of Handbooks 
Analyzed in this Study 
Binding 
(1) 
Stapled .. 
Bound .. 
Looseleaf 
Total 
. . . 
Frequency 
(2) 
14 
11 
9 
34 
Table 2 indicates how the handbooks were held together. The three 
methods were fairly well distributed. The findings in this study do not 
I bear out the recommendation for looseleaf handbooks, fotind the related 
I literature. 
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Table 3. Size of Handbooks 
Analyzed in this Study 
Size of Handbook 
(1) 
S!xll ........ ·: 
6 X 9 . . ~. I 
9 X 11 3/8. . ~ . . • • 
8 X 10 ....... ,..1 
Bi X 9 5/8 
7 3/4 X lai • • • • • 5! X Bit . •• 
5-:1,_ X 7 3/4 
. . . 
·. Frequency 
(2) 
20 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 ~X 6 3/4 
4 X 7 • • • • • \1 __ _...:;1:::-___~ 
Total. . . .. 34 
li 
l'l _ The handbooks varied in size and shape. 
a~u x nu was the most commonly used. 
As indicated · 
I 
I j, 
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Table 4. Duplicating Process Used 
in Handbooks Analyzed in 
this study. 
Type 
(l) 
Mimeograph. . 
Printed ... 
Spirit Duplicator 
Total .... 
Frequency 
(2) 
18 
12 
• • , __ .::~:...-li._ 
34 
Table 3, 
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"More handbooks were :mimeographed than were printed or spirit duplicatedJi 
I Th. . b bl b . h . . t . '1 bl l h 1 ff. I! l 1.s 1.s pro a y ecause nrun.eograp eqUJ..pmen 1.s ava1. a e Jl.ll sc oo o 1.ces 1\ 
and :mimeographing the handbook v.ould cost much less than ha · ng it printed. l\ 
-
_jl Another advantage is that the stencil can be used again and agein. Liquid I 
I duplicating is the least expensive of the processes used, b t the master 11 
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ll sheet is limited in the number of clear 
~~ volved in running off enough copies for 
copies it can make, ar d the time in- '1 
II 
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II 
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a faculty would be a factor. 
Table 5. Number of Pages in Handbooks Analyzed in th: s Study 
I 
Number of Pages Frequency Number of Pages Fr~quency 
. (l) (2) (1) 
' 
IJ22 
75 . . . . 
62 . . . . 
1 27 .. . . • l 
l *~ . . . . l 
59 . . . . 1 24 . . . . l 
58 . . . . l 22 . . . . 3 
49 . . . . 2 20 . . . . l 
40 . . . . l 18 . . . . 3 
37 . . . . 2 ! 17 . . . . 2 
36 . . . . l ! 15 2 ! . . . . 
35 . . . . l l2 . . . . l 
32 . . . . l a . . . . 1 
31 . . . . 2 7 . . . . l 
29 . . . . l ; 
: 
*Median 
i Total. 34 f i 1 
j I 
. 
I Table 5 points out the range in length of handbooks. Some handbooks 
II 
11 were very general in their content; others were quite specific in their 
11 coverage. 
I 
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Table 6 .. Swnmary of Inclusion of Table of Content and Index 
in Handbooks .Analyzed in this Study 
Included 
(l) 
Both Table of Contents and Index. • . . • • • 
Table of Contents only. . • • . . . . • •• 
Index Only. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . • 
Neither Table of Contents nor Index • . • • • 
Tot.al .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 
1 Frd.auency 
I 2) 
4 
16 
a 
6 
-+--+---':,__ __ 
34 
I 
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.All but six handbooks had some means of locating speci ~:tc j_11formation. 
I One of the six handbooks, containing ne:Lther Table of Conte ts nor Index, I 
_ '~.h~_~h_e ite_!lls arr~~d~--~p~~be~~~-~~d~_<:-ccor?i~~-to a: ea. l _ 
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Handbook item 6ontent.- A major problem confronting thE writer was. the j\ 
II 
1
matter of handbook content~ In order to give consideration 1: o all personnel!! 
I who may need to use the handbook, the surveys and studies mac e were chosen I 
I 
I. 
with care. The handbook analysis represents content which i being used in 
! I systems similar to Plymouth; the item content offered by PlY! outh teachers 
presents the felt need of teachers already in the system; an the item con-
/tent offered by the School of Education Seniors provides for the anticipated 
II needs of the new or beginning teacher. The data obtained fl'lpm each study is 11 
II 
I' 
, first presented separately in Tables 7, 8, and 9.. No item m~ntioned less 11 
I - -jthan five times has been included in these tables. 
I 
I 
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Table 7. Frequency of Mention of Items in Thirty.....:Four Handbooks 
Analyzed 
t 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II J 
ll 
\I 
li 
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I! 
Items 
(1) ' 
Teachers: Duties and Responsibilities . 
Foreword or Introduction . . • . . . . . 
School Day: Teacher and Pupil . . . . 
Pupil Registration, Admission, and Transfer. 
Attendance~ Register, Rules, Notes. 
. . . . ~· 
. ' 
' 
Clerical Work: Records and Reports • • • . . 
Teacher Absences and Substitutes . 
Health Program • . . . . • . • . . 
Safety Program • . . . . . . . . . 
Supervisors~ Duties, Teacher-Relationship . 
Salary Information~ Schedule, Leaves, paydays • 
Pupil Accidents and Illness, First Aid ••..•.• 
Guidance' Help. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
School Calendar and No School Regulations. 
Reporting to Parents . . . . . . . . 
Testing Program. . . . . • . . . . . • 
Legal Requirements:: Oaths, x-rays_, Bible. . . . . .. 
Policy on Drives_, Collections, Advertising 
Supplies, Textbooks, Equipment . . . . . . 
Lunch and Milk Program . . . ...... . 
(cont:Lnu•d. on ne>;\:,~g<i_L l 
!Frequency 
pf Mention 
I (2) 
34 
32 
31 
29 
29 
27 
27 
26 
26 
26 
25 
25 
25 
24 
23 
22 
22 
22 
22 
2l 
I 
I' 
·I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
'I 
I· 
II 
j! I 
I 
I 
_j 
\I 
ij 
h 
!1 
\\ 
1i 
jl 
II ~r~ ====~T~ab~l~e~7~.~(~co=rr=,t~in==u=ed~)~============================9=====.====~~~========= 
I 
il II 
II 
22 lL 
I 
I 
! 
Items 
(1]_ 
Audio-Visual Aids. . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • 
Professional Organizations • . . . . . . . • . . . • 
Discipline and Corporal Punishment • . • • . . • • . 
Care of School Property. • . • • • • . • . • • • • • 
Meetings; General and Individual School. . • • • .• 
Classroom Planning; Planbooks, Schedules ..•.•• 
Special Classes. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 
In-Service Training. . . • . . • . • . . • • . . . . 
Parent-Teacher Association . • • . • . . . . . • • • 
Drills~ Fire, Civil Defense, Earthquake. • . . . . • 
Curriculum Guides, Basal Texts . . . . . . . . 
Field Trips and Resource People. • . . . . . . 
School Philosophy and Objectives . . . . . . 
School Board:- Duties and Responsibilities. . . 
School Directory: Names, Addresses, Phone .• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
Insurance: School, Blue Cross and SPield. • . . . . 
Code of Ethics • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Teacher Appointment and Certification. . . . . . • • 
~~ra-Curricular Activities. • . . . . . .... 
Retirement and Tenure. • . . . . . . . • . • .. 
I 
i 
: 
I 
Public Relations . . . . . . . . . . • . · . · . · · , 
School Resources: Supplementary :Material, Library • 
Homework . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . • • • 
Released Times: Lessons, Appointments . . . . . • • 
Promotion Policy . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ~ 
Principals: Duties and Responsibilities • . • ••• 
Outside Work: Tutoring, Clerking. . • . . . . .•• , 
Visitors to School • . . • . . . • • • . • . . • . . 
Use of Viorkbooks • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • 
Community Resources. . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . 
Fjr'equency 
o~ Mention 
I (2) 
21 
20 
20 
19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
18 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
14 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
10 
9 
9 
I 
i 
!I 
II 
J, 
II 
II I, 
'I L 
II 
II :, 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
8 
i I 
7 I 
Superintendent and Assistant: Duties ... • • · · · 7
7 
I' 
Superintendent of Buildings and Custodians . . . . • 
Use of School Buildings Outside School Time. . . . . 7 jl 
Student' Teachers . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • 7 II ::::i~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ II 
Profe~siQnal Improy~ent:: ,courses. • • · · • • • • 7r 1 Inventor~es: SuppJ.~es, BooRs, Equ~pment . . . . . 
Civic Organizations. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · • J 
Teacher Rating and Evaluation. . . . · · · · · · · • 6 1 
-·- (_concluded_o.n..-n~-.-.J?fl-E~ -==-==-:?:.F=---'=====:.=Jif=L ===== 
II 
li !l 
i! 
i! 
'I II 
:1 
ji 
II 
- l ,I 23JL=_ = ![ Table 7. (concluded) 
II 
I' ,, 
I 
II 
" 
II 
,I 
II 
II 
I 
l 
" 
II ,, 
II 
Items 
(1) 
Opening and Closing School Procedure • . . • . . . • 
Home Visits . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . 
Map of Community - Marking Schools • • • . • . . . • 
Churches in Community. . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 
Recreational Facilities of Community • • • • . . . . 
Community Transportation Facilities .....•... 
Housing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • · 
Adult Education~ Vocational - Colleges •.•.... 
Cooperating Social Agencies •........•••• 
School Census. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
Description of School Building • . . . . . . . . ••• 
Class Size and Set-up. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 
Policy and Procedures for Changing Textbooks • • . . 
lj'requency 
<?f Mention 
(2) 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Table 7 indicates those areas most freqJ.ently mentioned in the thirty-
11 four handbooks anal,yzed, Specific treatment of an it em had vo be made for 
1 it to be considered a mention. 
I 
Items most often found in tl:J e handbooks are 
j clearly indicated. 
l 
I 
l 
I 
.I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
,, 
li 
_ji 
II li p 
!I 
Table 8. Frequency of Mention of Suggested Handbook ~ntent-­
Offered by Teachers of the Plymouth Element
1
_y Schools 
Suggested Items 
School Directory: Names, Addresses, Phone 
SuperVlsors: Duties, Teacher-relat~onship 
Teachers: Duties and Responsibiliti~s • • • 
Drills: Fire and Civil Defense .....••. 
Pupil Attendance: Register, Rules, Notes .. 
Lunch and Milk Pro gram: Supervision . 
Teacher Absence and Substitutes. . . • 
Salary Information: Schedule, Leaves, 
Reporting to Parents . • . . . . . . . 
Health Program . . . . , . • . . . . 
Paydays 
/
Frequency 
of Mention 
I J21 
34 
33 
?f.) 
30 
29 
26 
25 
25 
24 
24 
===========~oncJ,y,_q~d Q.Q._p.~~_Qa,ge~===:!l=---·=== 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I! 
II 
ii 
II 
II ij ,, 
II 
II ll 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II II 
I 
II 
II 
,, 
I' 
I 
II 
!j 
li 
II 
II 
I 
'I 
II ,, 
'I 
I 
I 
!! 
!I 
Table S. (concluded) 
Suggested Items 
(1) 
School Day: Teacher and Pupils . . . . . . . • • • 
Professional Organizations . . . . . . . • . • • • • ; 
Banking Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 1 
Calendar and No School Regulations . • . . • . . • ; 
Supplies :J Textbooks, Equipment • . • . . . . • . ·' 
Audio-Visual Aids ................ . 
Classroom Planning~ Plan book, Programs . . . . . • 
Guidance Help. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • . 
Pupil Registration, Admission and Transfer • . . . . 
Legal Requirements: Oaths, J(-rays, Bible .•.•.. j 
Curriculum Guides, Basal Texts . . . . . • . . . . . 
1 Clerical Work: Records and Reports. . . . . . . . . 1 
! Field Trips and Resource People •.......... 
I 
Administrative Assistant: Duties. . . • . . • • . 
School Comnrl.ttee: Duties and Responsibilities • • • ! 
Parent-Teacher Association • • . . • . . . • • . • ~ 
Rules and Regulations for Pupils . . . . . . • • . • . 
Bus Pupils: Distance, Rules, Regulations .••••• 
Public Relations • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Code of' Ethics . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • 
Conrrfiunity Transportation Information • . . • • • • • 
Professional Iro~rovement: Courses . . • . • . • • • 
Visitors to School . . . • . . . . . . • • • . 
Community Resources: Museums, Libraries, Industry • 
Pupil Accident and Illness . . . . • . . • . . . . • 
School Philosophy and Objectives • . . • . . . . • • 
Meetings: General and Individual School • . • • . . 
Discipline and Corporal Punishment • . . . . . • • . 
Frlequency 
ofi 'Mention 
I (2) 
23 
20 
2D 
19 
18 
lS 
17 
17 
16 
13 
12 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
9 
s 
s 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
Table S indicates item preference of' the teachers of' t.l:: e Plymouth 
24 
!Elementary Schools. .Areas relating to the classroom appear to be of' most 
! 
!importance to this group, probably because 
the 
I 
general policies of' the school system. 
J II========= 
,, 
ll 
I' II j) 
they already are familiar with 
I 
I! 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
! 
!I 
II 
I! 
11 
li 
ji 
II 
'J 
II 
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Table 9. Frequency of mention of Suggested Handbook Contat --Offered 
by Boston University, School of Education, Senio Is 
,, 
I 
Suggested Items 
1 
Supervisors: Duties, TeaCher-relationship 
Teachers: Duties and Responsibilities . . • 
Curriculum Guides: Basal Texts, Y~ork Groups • 
Lunch and MiJlc Program.: Supervision 
School Philosophy and Objectives . . 
Reporting to Parents . . . . . . • • . 
History and Background of Community. 
Parent-Teacher Association . . . . • . 
Supplies, Textbooks, Equipment •... 
Pupil Attendance: Register, Rules, Notes .• 
Socio-Economic Status of Community . . . . 
Classroom Planning: Plan books, Programs. 
Drills~ Fire, Civil Defense ...... . 
. . . 
Public Relations • . . . . . • • . . . . . 
Community Resources: Libraries, Museums, Industry 
School Day: Teacher 
Banking Pro gram. . . 
Salary Infornation: 
Special Classes .•. 
Audio-Visual Aids •• 
and Pupil . 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Schedule, Leaves, Paydays • 
Discipline and Corporal Punishment 
Field Trips and Resource People. 
EXtra-Curricular Activities. 
Health Program . • . . . 
In-Service Training. . . . . . . .• 
Description of Building. • . 
School Resources: Supplementary Material, Library • 
Guidan.c e Help. . . . . . .. . . . "' ... .. . . • . . 
Clerical Work: Records and Reports. • . . 
School Directory: Addresses, Names, Phones. 
Bus Pupils: Distance, Supervision, Rules. 
Help for New Teachers. . • • 
Code of Ethics . . • . . • . • . 
Civic Organizations. • . • . • • . 
Teacher Rating and Evaluation. • . 
I~ 
I 
Frequency 
of }Jention 
2 
52 
50 
42 
39 
38 
32 
32 
29 
28 
27 
27 
26 
26 
26 
26 
25 
24 
24 
22 
20 
19 
18 
17 
17 
17 
16 
15 
14 
14 
14 
12 
12 
11 
ll 
9 
I 
I 
II 
ji 
rl 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
(con=c=l=u=d=e=d==on==n=~====p=a=ge=)========~:=========~==== 
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II 
H 
e. 
II 
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Table 9. (concluded) 
I Suggested Items 
(1) 
Meetings~ General and Individual School • . . . . • . . • 
I
I _Pupils Socio-Economic Backgrounds, IQs . . . . . . . . • . 
Community Recreational Facilities. . • . . . . . . . • . 
Churches and Religion iti Community • . . . . . • . . . . . 
School Galendar and No School Procedures • . . . . . .• 
Accident and Illness, First Aid. . • . . . . . . . . .. 
1
1 Policy on Drives, Gollections, Advertising ..... . 
History of the School System . . • . . . . . . . . . 
I Housing Facilities . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
11 Professional Improvement:: Courses • • . . . . . . . . 
. 
. 
. 
I' 
,, 
II 
. . 
. . 
Safety Program . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • 
Pupil Registration, Admission, Transfer. . . . . . ... 
:Map of Community - Marking Schools . . • • . . . . . . . . 
School Board: Duties and Responsibilities • . • • . . . . 
Principals: Duties and Responsibilities • . • • . • . • • 
Legal Requirements: X-rays, Oaths, Bible. • . . . . . .. 
Rules and Regulations for Pupils • . . • • . • • . . . . . 
School Personnel Relationship • . • . . . • . • • • . • • 
Insurance: School, Blue Cross and Shield. • . . . . • • . 
q 
I' 
i 
I 
I 
II 
2G ll 
I 
Frequency 
' 
of Mention 
(2) 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
i 8 
i 
I 7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
' 5 
5 
5 
5 
,I 
I! 
Table 9 points out areas considered important by the new or beginning il 
Items concerning general school policies and the community have I teacher. 
j a higher frecw.ency of mention than they have in either TabJ e 7 or 8. 
I Table 10 combines the data of Tables 7, 8, and 9· ThE totals in 
1- Column 5 indicate the number of times an item was treated c r suggested 
in the three studies. No area mentioned less than five tiles has been 
,I included in this table. 
-]I 
·I 
II 
I q 
li 
il li ,. 
-· 
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Table 10. Summary of Data - Tables 7, 8, and 9 .Arranged Accctr'ding to Tot'8l 
of Handbook Item Content Most Frequently Used in t:he Thirty-Four 
Handbooks .Analyzed and Most Frequently Suggested 1:~ Fifty-Six 
Plymouth Elementary Teachers and Fifty-Eight Bostcn University, 
I 
School of Education, Seniors. ' 
I. I I I· I ==============================~====~======~F=~======~~~~ I Frequency of !Mention I I· Item Content Handbooks · Plymouth I B.U. Total i 
II Teachers ·Students 1 
(continued on next page) 
II i! 
11 il II I~ 
. II .I I. I 
28jl I 
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1' Table 10 .. (continued) 
'I 
·I I· I Frequenc.v of Mention I I 
I Item Content !Handbooks Plymouth B.U. Total!! 
• 
I Teachers Students I 
I ( 5) II I (1) (2) (3) I (4) 
'I I 
371 l1 Safety Program . 26 4 7 I . . . . . . . . . . . . i Introduction . 32 2 ; 1. ' 35 I . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
In-Service Training. 18 0 17 1 35 1 . . . . . . . . . ' 
1 
Hi.story & Background of Community. . . 3 0 32 35 'I Policy~ Collections, Drives • . • . . 22 4 8 i 34 
I Code of Ethics . . . . . . . • . . . . l 14 8 11 33 II MeetL11gs:: General, Individual School. 19 5 9 ' 33 ll School Board:: Duties. I 16 10 5 31 . . . . . . . I II ! i EOCtra-Curricular Activities. . . . . . I 12 0 17 29 I, 
Socio-Economic Status of Community .. . 1 0 27 28 
II j 
I Bus Pupils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 7 9 I 12 28 Testing Program. . . . . . . . . . . . 22 2 2 26 I I School Resources: Library,. . . . . . ! 11 0 15 ~~I 1 Insurance: Blue Cross & Shield. 16 3 ! 5 . . . I I Description of School Building : 5 1 16 2211 . • . . 
i I Care of School Property. . . . . . . . 20 0 1 21 
I Professional Improvement . . . . . . . 7 7 7 21 i I Help for Beginning Teachers •. . . . . 4 3 ' 12 19 I Civic Organizations. • . • • • 1. 6 I 1 11 18 . . . . I 
I 
i Teacher Rating and Evaluation. . . . . I. 6 3 9 18 
,, 
I Retirement and Tenure. • . . . • . . • i 12 i 4 2 18 I ' , Superintendent and Asst .Superintendent ,, 7 11 0 18 ;i ! I Churches in Community. . . . . • • • • ' 5 3 8 16 : I Visitors to School • . • • . • . . . • i 8 \ 7 
' 
1 16 
Map of Community:- Marking Schools •• 5 4 i 6 15 ! 
ll Rules and Regulations for Pupils • , 
! i 
,, ! 0 ' 10 5 15 . i 5 1 9 15 i' Recreational Facilities. • • • • . • . 
' 
i i 1! Community Transportation Information • ! 5 7 2 14 I I Principals: Duties. ' 8 I 1 5 14 
II 
. . . . . . . . . I' I l Homework ••. i 10 I 0 3 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . i I ' i 0 i: 4 13 ,, i Released Time. . . . . . . . . • . . . " 9 I I H . II I ,' I j' 5 i 0 i! 7 12 \ OUSll1.g ,._ • • . • • • • • • • • • ,. • . 
-
12 I 0 ' 0 : 12 I 1 Teacher Appointment - Certification. • ,• i 
II I Promotion Policy • • • • 9 ' 0 2 11 . . . . . . ' . i I Hi.story of School System 2 1 1 i. 8 I 11 . . . . . . . 
' : I ·I I 
I' I 
II (concluded on next page) I 
_j I~ - II 
jl 
!t j: 
.I 
,! I! 
il ,. ;: 
'I I· i: 
.I I' 
1
1)1 Ill I: 
IL_ 29 I! 
, Table 10. (concluded) li ==== 
I 11 l'=====================================r======~F~r=e=~q=·u=e=n=c==v=o=f~IM=~e=n=t=i=o=n========ijl ' Item Content Handbooks Plymouth B.U. T tall 
1
1
1
1
 Teachers Students
0 
(
5
.} ., 
(1) (2) (3) CLJ.Y 
I Supt. of Buildings; Custodians • • • • 7 0 4 11 ,j 
II Pupilst Socio-Economic Status: IQs . • 1 0 9 1
10
0 
1
1
1
1,  Adult Education; Vocational; Colleges. 5 1 4 
1 Ope~g and Closing ~chools. • . . . • 6 , 3 1 10 .,, 
l
l Outside Work:· Tutor1ng. . . • • • • • 8 0 0 8 .j 
1 Use of Buildings, Keys - Outside School 7 0 1 ~ I 
· Student Teachers • • • • • . • . . • • 7 0 1 o 
! 
1 Use of Vlorkbooks • • • . . • • . • • • ; 8 1 0 0 8 I 
1
1 
Inventories. . . . • . • • . . • • • 7 0 0 7
7 
I 
Home Visits. . . . . • . . • • • • ••.. , 6 r 0 1 
i 
l 
1
·
1
, School Personnel Relationship. . . . • 2 0 5 7 I 
School Census. . . . • • . . . . . . . 5 i 0 0 5
5 
Ill 
11 Policy & Proc. for Chg. Textbooks. • • 5 0 0 
I i II 
and considers information found in handbooks currently in us~. 
I, 
'I li most important in the handbooks analyzed and by the Plymouth teachers and 
I Boston University seniors. These items were organized under 'seven general 
11~11 catagories, as follows: I. INTRODUCTION I 
I 
II 
It 
!1 
!I 
Foreword and purpose 
School Directory 
School Calendar 
No-School Signais 
,I 
II 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
11 
I 
I 
II. COMMUNITY INFORMATION 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
General Information 
History and Socio Economic Background (history, pop ation, housing, 
industries, transportation, historical points f interest) 
Libraries and hluseums 
Churches 
Recreation 
ADMINISTRATION & ORGANIZATION 
Duties and Responsibilities of 
School Committee 
Superintendent 
Administrative Assistant 
Principals 
Supervisors and Special Teachers • 
Health Personnel 
Teachers 
Supervisor of Attendance 
Supervisor of School Buildings 
Custodians 
Pupils 
Regulations for Use of School Buildings 
TEACHER WELFARE 
Employment Information 
(contracts, tenure, assignment, oaths, x-rays) 
Salary Information 
(schedule, pay days, deductions) 
Insurance and Hospitalization 
Blue Cross & Shield 
School Accident 
Health & Accident 
Resignation, Retirement and Pension 
Leaves of Absence 
PROFESSIONAL POLICIES 
Philosophy and Objeptives 
Code of Ethics 
In-Service Training (courses, professional library, visiting days etc.) 
Professional Gro~~h 
~ra-Curricular Activities 
(meetings, conferences) 
Criteria for Teacher Rating and Evaluation 
Professional Organizations 
Public Relations 
Parent-Teacher Association 
Student Teachers 
I 
ll 
I' il 
II 
II 
II 
II 
r 
II 
11 
l\ 
II 
I' 
I 
II 
'I 
I 
! 
I 
i 
.I j· 
.I 
J! 
I 
il 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
I 
VI. :INSTRUCTION 
Curriculum Guide and Basal Texts 
Grouping 
Class Planning 
Supplies, Books, Equipment 
Supervisors and Consultants 
Guidance Pro gram 
Testing 
Special Classes 
Field Trips and Resource People 
Safety Program 
Audio-Visual Aids 
Banking Program 
Homework 
Discipline and Corporal Punishment 
Reporting to Parents 
Laws Pertaining to Bible Reading, Flag Display and Salute, 
Care of School Property 
VII. MISCELLANEOUS 
School Day-- Teachers', Pupils' 
Rules and Regulations for Bus Pupils 
Lunch and :Milk Program 
Clerical Work, Records and Reports 
(Register, Cumulative Folders, A.D.P. Cards, Transfer, 
Reports cards, etc.) 
Keys and Use of Building 
Released Time 
Pupils' Accident and Illness 
School Census 
31. 
.. 
I' !i 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 1. 
1% Intro-
i! duction 
I 
!6o 
II 
I so 
I 
I~ 
i( 
~0 
I lo 
Percentage of Frequency of Mention of General Catagories l~ade Up 
of Items Found in Thirty-Four Handbooks Analyzed, and Offered by 
Fifty-Six PlyniDuth Teachers and Fifty-Eight Boston University, 
School of Education, Seniors 
Community Administration 
Information Or~anization 
Teacher 
Welfare 
Professional Instruc- Miscell 
Policies tion laneouM 
\ /1~ 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
II 
il 
\I 
Figure l cJ...early shows the areas of greatest interest in each of the II 
Jl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
three groups surveyed. I 
I 
II 
lj 
,I 
I' 
,I 
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CHAPTER V 
I' SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ~ ~ 
11 Summary.- The official approval and consent of the Plymouth superin- I 
I tendent of schools was first obtained. Fifty-eight school systems, similar .,1 
IJ in size and set-up to that of Plymouth, were contacted for sample handbooks. 
1 
\Nineteen of these returned teachers' handbooks, two returned handbooks for 
!I parents, nine replied stating they had no handb~ok, and twenty-eight did not 11 ~~~reply. Fi1:teen teachers' handbooks were obtained from members of the ~~~~· 
I seminar and from the Plymouth School Department office. The thirty-four II 
. !! teachers 1 handbooks collected were then studied and analyzed as to format ~~ 
r I 
11 and item content. I 
II Teachers of the elementary grades in Plymouth were asked to suggest 1 I !, l items for the handbook, as were School of Education seniors at Boston Univer-11 
. 'I !. sity. Fifty-six Plymouth teachers and fifty-eight Boston University seniors !1 
II offered suggestions. '! 
.I j The item content in the thirty-four handbooks studied, and the suggestai
1
1 
content offered by the Plymouth teachers and the Boston University seniors l1 
,I were organized, tabulated, and studied. The findings from the study formed IJ 
II . i' .I the basis for the format and content of the Plymouth handbook. ,1 
11 I 
11 Frequent conferences with department supervisors, principals, teachers, j 
'l and superintendent and his assistant were held to discuss and evaluate the 
1
i:li 
l content of the handbook. 
I j'i.' Conclusions.--
·I II 
1' 
II I, 
II i! 
il 
1. Handbooks are useful instruments in orienting new teachers to a 
3·3 
ii 
il 
.:.t~~~c::-:;-~-:::::-=:.=:_• ••-
!! 
li 
,, 
d 
\\ 
II 
li 
I 
I 
!. 
I 
I 
,, 
tl 
I 
:I 
11 
I! 
li 
!i 
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school system and in keeping teachers already in the--s-y-st-~-m-~for~~~~=~---: 
of school policies. J 
I 
2. Handbooks should I 
a. be the result of group thinking. 
b. be developed for the systems in which they will be used. I 
c. contain statements of general policy, and the material should be II 
such that it will not become obsolete in a short period of time. 
d. contain a Table of Contents and an Index so that information 
sought can be readily and easily found. 
I 
II II 
e. be written in clear, concise language to allow correct interpre- II 
II tation of the information presented. 
f. be bound in a manner that will make possible the addition of 
supplementary material or the changing of material already 
included. 
3. Most handbooks are m.i.m;_eographed. 
II 
il 
I 
I· 
Ji 
II 
4. In addition to a handbook developed for the teachers of the elemen- 11 
tary school system as a whole, a handbook for each of the elementary II 
h 1 h uld b d 1 d Thi uld t · ·f· · f t· I sc oo s s o e eve ope • s wo con a:Ln spec~ ~c ~ orma ~o41· 
peculiar to a particular school. Jl 
5. Those areas concerned with the duties and responsibilities of school~~ 
personnel, especially those of supervisors and teachers, show~d the ~~ 
highest interest. ~I 
. II 6. Beginning teachers, as exemplified by the Boston University semora, i! 
showed interest in community and socio-economic factors, almost II 
" !
completely ignored by both the handbooks and the Plymouth teachers. l 
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·-----~[ 7. The. handbooks concerned themselves with those items having to do =r
1
·. 
1
1
1
, I 
· with financial returns to a greater degree than did the beginning or 11 
II! 1111, experienced teacher. 
II 'I 
1
J 8. Items concerned with instruction were predominant in the handbooks, l,j 
II 
1! and high in interest, to the teachers and Boston University i 
'I I II ~~~~·· students. 
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9. The least interest was shown in items pertaining to information 
about the community. 
10. Future teachers showed little interest in items concerned with 
teacher welfare. 
11. Generally speaking, the handbooks, beginning teachers, and experi-
enced teachers agreed on content material. 
12. The handbook for Plyinouth, developed as a result of this study, is 
not the whole answer to the problem presented in the introduction. 
It is a beginning, however, and can be used as a guide by a 
committee assigned to more completely solve the problem. 
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REQUEST FOR SUGGESTIONS FOR 
HANDBOOK IT:EM CONTENT 
Suggestion Form 1 was submitted to the entire Plymouth 
Elementary School Staff. Fifty-six were returned. 
Suggestion Form 2 was distributed to senior students 
in the School of Education at Boston University., Fifty-
eight were returned. 
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, OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT r 
I PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DEP A.."R.TMENT IIi 
I 
November 4, 1955 II 
I 
TO THE TEACHERS OF THE PLYMOUTH ELEliiDJ'TARY SCHOOLS:: II 
il 
11 A Teachers t Information Handbook is being developed for the elementary 11 
j teachers of the Plymouth schools. Your help is requested so that the hand-
11 !I book will contain the items which will be most helpful to all elementary I' 
II school personnel. , I I 
1! L11 the space below and on the back of this sheet, please list at least I 
I 15 items which you feel should be included in such a handbook. Please 
I return the completed sheet to the office as soon as possible. Thank you. 
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I, TO THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, SE.UORS:: 
II A Teachers 1 Information Handbook is being developed for the elementary ,
1 
!'teachers of the Plymouth schools. Your help is requested so that the hand-
book will contain information which will be most helpful for beginning 
j teachers. - I 
I In the space below, please list at least 15 items which you feel should! 
'
be included in such a handbook. Thank you. j 
Eleanor L. ~ite II 
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REQUEST FOR SAMPLE HANDBOOKS 
The following letter was sent to fifty-eight school 
systems, comparable in size to that of Plymouth. Nine-
teen handbooks were received. 
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ELEANOR L. WHITE 
PRINCIPAL 
CORNISH- BURTON SCHOOL DISTRICT 
TELEPHONE 933 
November ?J 1955 
Dear Sir: 
As part of the re~irements for the degree of Master of Education 
from Boston UniversityJ I am developing a "Teachers' Information Hand-
book" to be· used in the Plymouth Elementary Schools. Your help, in 
carrying out this project, is respectfully requested. 
If any of the elementary schools in your systems are currently 
using teachers' handbooks, or any related material, I would be grateful 
if you would be kind enough to forward copies of such materials to me 
at the above school address. If there is any charge for this material, 
I will be happy to reimburse you. 
At your request, I will be glad to send you a copy of the hand-
book when it is completed. Thank you. 
Very truly yours, 
~;(!~ 
Eleanor L. White 
ELW/t 
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SECTION I 
!j 
II 
I 
~~FOREWORD 
jl A set of written policies and procedures is necessary to help insure I 
l the efficient eperation of a school system. While written school regulationjl 
I . I I are especially necessary for the orientation of teachers new to the system, 
i I 
1
1! they also serve as helpful guides to all school personnel. Strict uniformit~ 
I II i in all matters is not desirable thr<:>ughou.t a school system, oot matters whic~ 
I il 
I are of common concern in all schools are better handled when everyone operatJ.s d . i 
,, 
11 from the same basic principles;> 
I Teachers new to Plymouth should read this handbook carefully and ask I 
i I questions on any sections which are not clear to them. All members of the I 
j staff will find this a useful reference and guide and shottld be thoroughly I' 
I familiar with its contents. Any departure from the specified PL"ocedures ~~ 
I should be made only w.i.th the consent of the principals.. I 
i This handbook is a compilation of policies which have been in operation 11 
1 in this system., tegether with procedures -which would seem. to be desirable ,, 
I for the Plynr:>uth Public Scl:wols. The content has been suggested by various . 
II members of the school. staff, all of 111l11>m have been given an opportunity to I 
I assist in the formulation of these written policies. 11
1 
. As conditions change, it is expected that revision of this handbook I 
.I 
II 
I 
\. ll 
'Will be necessary. Your suggestions for its improvement will be welcomed. II 
.I 
II i· 
II 
I' 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS~~ 
I' 
11 
===-·------~·L=== 
'i l! 
" J! 
!I 
Edgar J~ Mongan 
Helen M. Bagnall, Mrs. 
Ellen M. Downey 
Lydi.a J. Gardner, Mrs. 
Carlo T. Guidoboni 
i.:Iargaret M. Healy, l\fr's. 
Roland YJ. Holmes 
JeruLnette C. Jacques 
Helen c. Johnson 
Elizabeth C. Kelly 
Virginia Kingman, ]Jfrs. 
Nellie R. Locklin 
Donald M. Nfullen 
John W. Packard 
Arthur G. Pyle 
Miriam A. Raymond, lira. 
Mario J. Romano 
Richard Smiley 
JohnS. Tavernelli 
Alice F. Urann, Mrs. 
Donald G. Wilson 
Claiborne H. Young 
Mary 11. Dolan 
Beatrice M. Arthur 
David E. Bar low 
Lavvrence M• Bongiovanni 
Phyllis R. Boucher 
Louis L. Cappannari 
Esther M. Chandler 
Andrew A. Dietlin, Jr. 
Deane E. Eldridge 
Viola M. Figueiredo, Yrs. 
Doris M. Gault, J\u~s. 
William Gault, Jr. 
Rosemary Gibbons, ~~s. 
Alice Graeme-Harrison 
Marian E. Heath, Mrs. 
Phyllis M. Johnson 
Muriel P. Loring, 1Irs. 
Robert ':f. McLain 
Loring R. C. Mugford 
Hector Ep Patenaude 
Jean W. Patenaude, Mrs. 
Barbara E~ Pioppi, Mrs. 
Doris S. Rogers, Mrs. 
Sara B. Sharkey, l.Jirs. 
Antone J. Spath 
Wendell H. Thornton 
Catherine D. Welsh 
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES 
Plymouth, Mass. 
1955-1956 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Principal 
Ec. Geog., T;}rpe I 
World History, Guidance 
Stenography I, II, Office Prac. 
Auto. Mech., Basic Mech. 
English II, French I 
English III and II 
French I, II and III 
Type I and II, Bkkp • II 
Bkkp. I, Bus. Economics 
Household Arts 
College Preparatory Math. 
U,S. History, Frob. Dem. 
Physics, Chemistryj Radio 
U.S. History 
English IV, Dean of Girls 
Basic Math I and II 
Driver Education 
Latin II, III and IV 
English III and IV 
Psychology, Guidance 
Biology 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Principal 
Bus. Trg., Math 
Science 8 and 9 
Civics, Guidance 
Soc. St~, Eng., Civics 
Science, l!!I<;J.th., Drafting 
Math., Algebra 
English, Latin 
Industrial Arts 
Foods 
Eng., Soc. St., Lit. 
English 
Music 
English, Science, JPA 
Math., Soc. St •. 
Civics, Soc •. St. 
Clothing 
Art, English, Soc. St. 
Math., Soc. st., JPA 
Industrial Arts 
Eng., Soc. St., Latin 
. Soc. st., Lib., Lit. 
Eng., Soc. St., Lit. 
English, Girls' Counsellor 
Soc. St., Math. 
Science 8 and 9 
Mathematics 
45 
195 Sandwich Street 521 
193 Sandwich Street 9784Y 
19 Oak Street 1741-M 
41 Russell Street 1016-R 
12 Atlantic Street 428-liJ 
Point Road, Man. 3414 
Clifford Road 28734V 
31 Alden Street 1446-I\ 
13 ·whiting Street 509-h 
11 Clyfton Street ~97 
203 Main Street, King.2077 
204 Court Street 1252-J 
3 Lothrop Street 
3 Obery Street 1689-J 
229 Sandwich Street 348-R 
25 Leyden Street 1308-M 
Carver Rd., R.F.D.l369..:V~ 
67 Pleasant Street 1379-J 
14 ·washington Street 1803-W 
5 Davis Street 557-J 
24 Olmstead Terrace 2237~1 
6 School Street 2112 
11 Lothrop Street 23 
400 Court Street 2633 
30 Olmstead Terrace 945 
118 Standish Avenue 581 
33 Russell Street 1395 
4 Bradford Street 1421~ 
62 Evergreen St.,King. 504 
280 I~Iain St., King. 2239 
7 Lincoln Street 1508-M 
33 Russell Street 1395 
Sunrise Avenue 2701 
Sunrise Avenue 2701 
24 Allerton Street 1430 
P.O. Box 188, Man. 3733 
196 Summer Street 1580 
3~ Mayflower Place 15434I 
Indian Pond ·Rd.JK:llcg.617 
2 Riverside Dr., K:ing. 2.689 
Capt 1 s Hill Rd.,Dux:.339 
160 Sandwich Street 986-R 
160 Sandwich Street 986-R 
Warren Avenue 418-M 
18 Chilton Street 2209-M 
5 Howes Lane 648-M 
106 Summer St., King. 413 
Vfashington St.,Dux.l050 
21 Alden Street 439 
C.ORNISH-BURTON AND OAK ST.RE:i:..'T SCHOOLS 
Eleanor Il. Vfuite, Mrs. 'PJ;'incipal 
Mora E. Norton . · G'rade 1 
Gertrude W·. Zabn Grade 1 
Jeanette M. Holmes, Mrs •. Grade 2 
Dorothy A. Judk;i.ns Grade 2 
Virginia Huttqn., l!JJrs. Grade 3 
Helen G. MQrrill, Mrs. Grade 3 
Helen F. Holmes Grade 4 
Ruth H. Tolman Grade 4 
Mar-y- A. Stinnett, Mrs. Grade 5 
Francis Verre Grade 6 
Carolyn L. Avanzini, :Mrs. Practical Arts 
OAK STREET SCHOOL 
Demitra Colas Grade 1--- 54 Court Street 
Florence L. Gordon, Mrs. Grades 2 and 3 16 Bay View Avenue 
HEDGE SCHOOL 
Etta-Hix Allen Principal 7 Highland Place 
Jane C. Busi, Mrs. Grade l 14 So. Spooner Street 
2523 
l823.o..J 
·i02l..JN 
2376 
23l44'f 
726-M 
'1393.it; 
1019-Vv 
6-4370 
. 743..;M 
205-M 
Esther Melkonian Grade l White Horse Beach, :Uanomet 
305-M 
674-R 
3715 
888-3 
1652 
Leona A. Hathaway Grade l Buzzards Bay 
Amedoa D. Parkhurst, Mrs. Grade 2 10 Suosso Lane 
Lucy Rae, Mrs. Grade 2 4l Mayflower Street 
Carol Manchester Grade 3 140 Summer Street 
Mary E. Henry., Mrs. Grade 3 ll Washington· Street 
s. Claire Goodwin, Mrs·. Grade 4 90 Standish Avenue 
Janet Blackburn, Mr~. Grades 4 and 5 44 Samoset Street 
Marjorie Radcliffe Grade 5 5Wood Street 
Sara F .. Doten, lYTrs. Grade 6 23 South Street 
Mary Guidoboni, :Mrs. Grade 6 12 Atlantic Street 
Emmett B. Finck 
Rose B. Watkins, Mrs .• 
Kathryn H. McCarthy 
Nancy Ward 
Margaret L. Christie 
Louise E. Tosi 
Maxine Ludington, 1~s. 
Margaret Rezendes, Mr~,. 
Sarah S. Bent 
COLD SPRING SCHOOL 
Principar- 56 Cliff Street 
Grade l 78 Oak Street 
Grade l 10 Franklin Street 
Grade 2 Box 4o4., Plymouth 
Grade 2 42 Allerton Street 
Grade 2 281 Sandwich Street 
Grade 3 202 Court Street 
Grade 3 19 So. Spooner Street 
Grade 4 14 Hall Street 
Grade 4 3! Mayflower Place 
Grade 5 Federal Furnace Road 
Grades 5 and 6 124 Water Street 
M. Louise Peterson 
Olga .Anderson, Mrs·. 
Esther Maloni~ Mrs· .• 
3usan M. Beauregard, 
Lois R. W:i?ight, Mrs·. 
Berthine P. Cavi, ~~s. 
Mrs.Grade 6 7 .Alden Street 
Sub-Special Class 24l So • .Avenue., Yfhitman 
Practical Arts 3 Howland Lane 
MOUNT PLEASANT SCHOOL 
Helen S. Manchester, Ivirs .Principal, Orade 6 224 Sandwich Street 
1ladys L. Simmons, Mrs. Grade l 6 Franklin Street 
;Jarjorie J. Cassidy Grade 2 R.F.D.,Box 56, W.Wareham 
660 
2861 
,1641-R 
ll68.:W 
2670 
'1305-J 
1948-M 
428-W 
809-M 
1457-R 
1565 
King. 2328 
743-W 
I 
1412-M 
564-M 
2860 
207 
1372-W 
l515-M 
.2209-W 
2253 
Whit. B72-M 
lC~ll-M 
~velyn M. Gellatly, I~s. Grade 3 3 Stephens Street 
label R. Mitchell, Mrs. Grade 4 Long Pond., Buzzard's Bay 
2116-M 
449.Jtf 
Un.6 .... 3689 
136-R 
:Man. 2059 
568 
240 
!:sther M. Ward Grade 5 2 Willard Place 
'lelen H. Linnell Grade 6 (Part-time) 72 1iJarren Avenue 
Elouise E. Cashin, Mrs. 
Flora H. Kite_, Mrs.· 
Gladys M. Higgins_, Mrs. 
Mary G~ Perkins, Mrs. 
Christos Koumantzelis 
Ren'3lta A. Moran_, Mrs. 
Emma H. Anderson, Mrs. 
Iviill\IOI'JiET SCHOOL 
Prjncipal, Grade 6 
Grade 1 
O.ff Point Rd., Manomet 3537 
16 Riverside Dr._, Kingston 412 
Grade 2 60 Su~~e~ Street 159-W 
Grade 3 Ri;rer Street 1883-M 
Grade 4 33 R~sssll Street 1395 
Grc..de 5 
Grade 6 (Part-time) 
Sec.~:ld Brook Rd._,Kingston563 
State Road, Manomet 3664 
SPECIAL TEACHE.llS 
Janet Broadbent 
I:.Ia:r.garet E. Brown, 
Lena Iacovo 
Ilarjorie L. Knight 
Armen Milton 
Remedial Reading 103 Warren Avenue 604 
Mrs. Art, Jr.-Sr. High 7 Winslow Street 832 
Elem. PhysD Ed. 35 LaFoye St., Brockton 4258~f 
Phys .Ed., Jro-Sr.High Girls 34 :Mt. Pleasant Street 1139-YT 
Supv. of Vocal Music 30 Stedman Ave., Braintree 230JD-J 
Joh...'"l Pacheco 
Violet A. Pinto 
Harold E. Rogers 
Supv. L"-lStr. Music 30 Allerton Street 2247 
Art, Elementary Cooper Street 1133 
Phys .. Ed.,Jr.-Sr.High Boys Warren Ave., R.F.D. 2174-M 
HEALTH DEPARTi'.IENT 
Frank J. Abate, J:f.,M.-D.School Physician, Boys 258 Court Street 
Elizabeth R. Beane, ~~s.Asst, to School Nurse 234 Court Street 
Jane B. Bradford Dental Hygiene Teacher 26 Allerton Street 
Medm:'a V. Eastwood,M.D. School Physician, Girls 79 Court Street 
Hilda R. Swett, R.N. School Nurse 202 Court Street 
Donald T. Welch 
Walter M. Snyder 
Elinor B. Sanderson 
Jacquelyn M. Sander son 
OFFICE 
Superintendent of Schools 
Administrative Assistant 
Secretary 
Secretary 
SCHOOL CLERKS 
Marion Whiting, 1t~s.. Senior High School 
Frances c. Carletti,Mrs.Junior High School 
cJoyce T. Gallerani Cold Spring School 
Margaret F. Tracy, Mrs. Hedge and Cornish Schools 
L~5 Rus::ell Street 
9 Winter Street 
Morton Park, P.O.Box 44 
40 Mt. Pleasant Street 
5 Mayflower Street 
1 Massasoit Street 
60 Cherry Street 
12 Soo Spooner Street 
Johi"l. J. Reagan SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDP~CE 19 L~'"lcoln Street 
John J. McCarthy SUPV. OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS Birch Avenue 
JANITORS 
Horace J. Ardizzoni Mt. Pleasant School 
Francis V. Balboni Jr.-Sr. High School 
Joseph Bernardo Jr.-Sr. High School 
Atteo J. Ferazzi Cold Spring School 
Thomas Goodwin Cornish,Oak, Cold Spring 
Aroldo Guidoboni Hedge School 
John J. Robischeau Junior High School 
Carmine Rossetti Cold Spring School 
Everett Rowell, Jr. Manomet School 
Adelard Savard Jr.-Sr. High School 
Louis J. Taddia Cornish School 
Elizabeth Tetreault,Mrs.Asst. at Hedge School 
Frances Bosari, JlJirs. Dental ..Clinic 
Helen C. Doherty 
Mary Scagliarini, Mrs. 
SCHOOL LUNCHES 
Jr.-Sr. High Oaf eteria 
II Jl 
" 
lit 
21! Cherry Street 
29 Standish Court 
50 Samoset Street 
14 Howland Street 
210 Court Street 
35 Prince Street 
3 Hamilton Street 
58 High Street 
Bartlett Road, Manomet 
113 Court Street 
33 Cordage Terrace 
61 Cor~age Terrace 
10 Bartlett Street 
11 Lothrop Street 
Gould Road 
432-R 
748-J 
1202-J 
547 
564-M 
2205 
646-R 
804 
854-M 
502-R 
61-M 
2749 
1102-M 
487-M 
2450 
1583-J 
1578-W 
1709-R 
65-J 
2280 
2289-R 
1917-M 
3403 
489 
2117-M 
1241-J 
1.646-W 
23 
1897-J 
SCHOOL LUNCHES (Cont 1d) 
Lily Thomas, .Mrs. Jr.-Sr. HighCafeteria 27~ Fremont Street 
Dora Zoccolante, Mrs. 11 tt 11 " 55 Alden Street 
Mary Zucchi '' 11 11 11 5 Lincoln Street 
Alice Manfredi, Mrs. 11 11 11 11 5 Cherry Court 
Joseph S. Rogan " 11 11 .• 11 2.7 Newfield Street 
Thomas R. Longhi 11 11 11 11 21 Vernon Street 
Sylvia B. Smiley, Mrs_ Cold Spring School 67 Pleasant Street 
Barbara B. Bartlett, 1\tts.. II " 11 35 Russell Street 
Barbara E. Ruffini, Mrs. 11 11 11 25 Vernon Street 
Ruth L. Bates, Mrs. 11 11 11 2 Alden Street 
Frances Bosari, Mrs, Cornish School 10 Bartlett Street 
Hilda R. Lewis, Mrs. tt 11 21 Cordage Terrace 
Annie Vaz, Mrs. Hedge School 207 Standish Avenue 
Deborah N. Briggs, Mrs. Manomet School State Road, Manomet 
Adelaide M. Morse, Mrs.. 11 11 State Road_, Manomet 
NOON SUPERVISORS 
Jeannette Giovanetti, ¥~s.Hedge School 
Doris Pedrini, Mrs. 1' 11 
Margaret Bent, Mrs. Cornish School 
Clara Dyer, Mrs • 11 " 
Mary Connelly,; Mrs. 11 " 
Lavina Alberghini, Mrs. Cold Spring School 
Helen Littlefield, Mrs. 11 11 " 
Priscilla Post, Mrs. " II tr 
Harriet B. Harding, Mrs. Manomet School 
Alverda E. Randall, Mrs. 11 11 
Philomena D 1Ambros1.o,WJrs. " 11 
Doris Pederzani, Mrs. Mt. Pleasant School 
233 Standish Avenue 
253 Standish Avenue 
28 Russell Street 
18 Samoset Street 
97 Allerton Street 
13 Lothrop Street 
15 Russell Avenue 
30 Standish Avenue 
Point Road, Manomet 
Thomas Avenue, Manomet 
Homer Avenue, Manomet 
Warren Avenue 
871-JN 
923-J 
1976-w 
196-J 
887.;w 
743-R 
1379-J 
2042-M 
485 
549--W 
1646-W 
1241-M 
1477-J 
3556 
3936 
1294-J 
433 
721-W 
l62l.Jff 
1003-M 
23'51 
907-JN 
2022-J 
3598 
3320 
3435 
1053-w 
46. Public Schools) Plymouth) Mass. 
SCHOOL CALENDAR 
1956-1957 
s M T w T F. s 
SEPTEMBER 
I \\\' 
,\\~ l\ \g\ l\ \4\1. 5 6 7 ~~\ 
f\\ \} 10 ll 12 13 G);) N_\\\ 
~i~ 17 18 19 20 21 ~~~\\ 
:\a~;· 24 25 26 27 28 ~9\\ 
OCTOBER 
(l 2 3 4 5 \6\\ 
\\ \r_\ 8 9 10 ll ,\~\\ l\~\ 
1\ \1~' ~5 16 17 18 .\~\ \~~ \ 
r\\~' 22 23 24 25 26 )}\ 
L'-\~' 29 @_ :::31 
NOVEMBER 
l 2 \~\ 
\\~ 5 6 7 B 9 '\~\ 
,\h\ \\\\ 13 14 6:5) 16 \~\ 
.\w\ 19 20 21* ,~\\ \~~\ '~~\ 
\\~\ 26 27 28 29 !@ 
DECEMBER 
\\1.\\ 
,\\a 3 4 5 6 7 T\\~ \ 
.\~ 10 ll 12 13 @ 1\~\ 
~\w 17 18 19 20 6) 1\~\\ 
~\; l~i1\ l\~\ l\~\ l\~\ 1\~\ f\~\\ 
JANUARY 
\~\ 2 3 4 ,~\ 
,\ \~ 7 8 9 10 ll 1\~\\ 
.\\~ 14 '(15) 16 17 18 1\~\\ 
,\\d 21 22 23 24 25 1\~\\ 
~\\r 28 29 G~ 31 
~ No School Session 
~ Pay days for t~achers - July 15 
and August 15 checks mailed 
* Early Closing: 
Elementary - 10:45 A.M. 
Jr.-Sr. High- 11:30 A.M. 
s M T w T F s 
FEBRUARY 
1 ~\ 
.\~\ 4 5 6 7 8 ~\ \ 
:,\~\ ll 12 13 14 165) \6\\ 
~\~\ ,\!_'&_\ ,\!_\\ ~~\ .~J\\ .\~\ l\3\ \ 
l\~\ 25 26 27 G8J I 
MARCH 
l ~\> 1\\\\ 4 5 6 7 8 ~\\ 
1\\6: ll 12 13 14 Ci5. )~\ \ 
I\\~· 18 19 20 21 22 ~\\ 
R\~' 25 26 27 28 (?9) ,\o\\ 
APRIL 
l 2 3 4 5 ,~\\ 
1\\)\ 8 9 10 11 ~~ ,~\\ 
I\\~ 1\ \5\'.\\6\.' 1\\7\' r-..~\" ~1e\\ ,~\\ 
I\~\ 22 23 24 125 26 ,'2q\ \ 
\~\ 29 G~ T 
MAY 
l 2 3 ~\\\ 
.\\\ 6 7 8 9 10 f\~\\ 
,'\1_\ \ 13 14 65) 16 17 f\~V 
,\i~ 20 21 22 23 24 ~\\ 
,~\' 27 28 ~· ,)Q\\ ,~\\ 
JUNE 
f\\\\ 
l\~\ 3 4 5 6 7 1\\\\ 
l\~\ 10 ll 12 13 6M N-\\\ 
f\L\\ 17 18 19 ,~\ ~~\ ~~\\ 
R~\ .~~\~~\ .\6\\\7\ f\~X~\\ 
If more than 2 days are lost because 
of weather) any additiona~ 4ay there-
after so lost is to be mad~ up by 
Jr.-Sr. High School on the pext Satur-
day forenoon which does nql:; :immediately 
prece-de· a vacation. · . · 
ii 
1,; 
I I 
'ij i; ,, 
J.il ,: " . .... "'}. ,. 'i I .:L 
====111 11 
'I I! 
•• _) 
• 
I No-SCHOOL SIGNAL II 
. I! I 2-2 Repeated on Fire Alarm Ji 
I
' ji 
11 
I
! 7:05 a.m. No school :ror Junior and Senier High Schools ~~ 
 8:15 a.m. No morning sessien fer Grades 1 to 6, inclusive I! 
i2:15 p.m. No afternoen session for Grades 1 to 6, inclusive !I 
I I' j . Radio Stations WEEr and 1\0RL. broadcast n.o-schoel signals shortly after i 17:00 a.m. 1 
II . R~e ~~ati~n WBZ broad~asts., no-school s~~al~ during the follcrw:.ng il , perJ.ods. 7 .. 00-7.25 a.m., 7 .. 30-7.45 a.m., 8.30-8 .. 45 a.m., 12 m.-12.15 p.m.1 
II II i Radio Station 'WPIM broadcasts no-school signals at 10-mi.nute intervals ii 
//beginning at 6:30 a.m. 11 
II !I 
'I Unless otherwise requested, teachers are not expected to report on days lj 
when there is no school.. I! 
I I 
·I I 
I I 
' I 
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il 
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il il 
The town of Plymouth, in Plymouth County, is located in southeastern li 
1 Massachusetts, bordered by Bourne on the south, Wareham on the southwest, ii 
/! Carver on the west, Kingston on the north, and the Atlantic Ocean on the ll 
1\ east. Plymouth is 38 miles from Boston, 24 miles from Brockton, 44 miles jl 
It from Providence, and 219 miles from New York City. The town has a land areali 
;\ of 97! square miles and a population, according to the United States Census II 
I! of 1950, of 1~,~08.- A Board ?f s:lectmen, elected annually, governs the !i 
h town, and a lJJnJ..ted town meetJ..ng J..s the form of government. 1: 
li il 
!I HISTORY AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND II 
!! Historical background.-- Plymouth is the oldest town in the United i\ 
;i States. On December 21, 1620 the Pilgrims landed and established the first ii 
1~ settlement. This colony was an independent Pilgrim Republic until 1692 when!: 
!i it was joined with the Massachusetts Bay Colony. For many years after the :; 
i! first landing, the settlers suffered severe hardships but, by the turn of li 
l; the century, the population had increased to 2000. Agriculture, fishing, ;: 
:! and conunerce comfortably supported the inhabitants of this area for many " 
!·years. By the nineteenth century coaches were running between Plymouth and i! il Boston and also to various other points. By 1830 the population had in- j! 
f'i creased to 5 ,000. Over 100 ships V'tere engaged in world-wide trade and H 
il fishing. The town had five iron mills, two cotton mills, and three rope- :i 
;: works, among which was the Plymouth Cordage Company, which today is one of , 
!'the largest in the world. il 
., 
;r il 
, Population.- In 1950, the population was 13,608. Of these 82% were :; ii native-born whites, 17% were foreign-born whites, and 1% were Negro. Of the !i 
!! foreign-born persons reported in Plymouth, 38!% were of Italian origin, 5% i; 
!i English and Welsh, 5% German, 2~% other European, and 8% Canadian (not . :: 
1: French) • :: 
n !i 
\: Housing.-- Plymouth is primarily a residential, home-owning town. Of 
il about 4,000 permanent families, some 40% own their own ho~es, 50% live in 
;j one-family dwellings, 25%. in two-family dwellings, and 25% in multiple 
I: dwellings. Of the more than 5,000 dwelling units in Plymouth, 1,200 are , 
:: swnr.o.er homes. About 1% of the total dwelling units are vacant and available ii 
I! for occupancy. There are available in various homes, rooms for teachers. :: 
;i Kitchen privileges vary as do the accommodations. i: 
,! 
i: ' 
II Industries.- Plymouth is a manufacturing community and a summer resort,'i 
:; accommodating many tourists and seasonal residents. :Manufacturing is the :I 
:! largest source of employment. The principal manufacturing firm is the 
!i Plymouth Cordage Company. Other goods produced in Plymouth are textiles, 
48 i~ ,. 
• 
il 
1',1 i! il 
II 11 . =-=--=-·-=-.=-=-=-=~,.,:rivets,-burr:, was~ers and s~aple.", t~cl<s- and small nails, women's an·=d==4=!)=+~. ·--~~·· 
I girls 1 apparel, zinc plates, rubber goods, ice cream, curtains~ venetian \1 
'I blinds, storm windows, woodworking products, pottery, printing, food prep- I' 
. 
1
. arations, boats, beverages, and printing industry machinery. About one- ~~ 
third of the workers are employed in wholesale and retail trade, and many 
others earn part of their income from the summer tourist trade. Fishing, a 
t basic Plymouth industry, has shown an upward trend in recent years. I Cranberry growing, a native industry dating back to Colonial times, has 
I increased rapidly in recent years. The town, located in the heart of this 
I cranberry country, benefits as a cranberry trading center. I . : 
I Transportation.- Local travel within Plymouth and to Boston, Providem~il 
I
I and neighboring towns is provided by the bus lines of the Plymouth and I 
I Brockton and Interstate Transportation and by local taxi service. Railroad 1 
.! and passenger service to Boston is provided by the New York, New Haven, and jl 
j Hartford Railroad. I 
j Historiaal points of interest.- One cannot enter the boundaries of I· 
i Plymouth without immediately becoming aware of its historical sites and 
! landmarks. The brochure and map may be used as a guide to these points of 
I interest. The office of the Plimouth Planaation Inc. at 59 Court Street, I 
I the staff at the Mayflower Society House on Winslow Street, and the curator l 
.I at Pilgrim Hall on Court Street are available sources·; for further infor- ' 
II mation on Pilgrim history as is the office of the Plymouth Chamber of I l Commerce at 35A Main Street. 
I LIBRARIES AIID MUSEUMS. il 
. 'II Li1Jraries ·-:-- The 'it'own of Plymouth sup~orts two l~braries. . The Plymouth P 
J Public Library ~s located on North Street JUSt off Mam street ~ the center 
1! of town and the Loring Reading Rooms, a branch library, is found on Court 
II Street in the north part of Plymouth. Library privileges are available to 
1
1 
teachers, and the librarians will be most helpful to those who wish to 
\, avail themselves of library services. 
llj: Museums.- Pilgrim Hall houses Pilgrim relics that date back to 1621. The old houses in Plymouth, while not museums in the strictest sense of the 
11 word, have much that indicate.~ the manner in which early Colonial America 
II lived, while the Antiquarian House deals with the late Colonial period. 
1, CHURCHES · 11-=-==== 
I
I Church groups.-- The church groups connected with the various churches 
\ are too numerous to mention. Information, concerning these groups, may be 
11 obtained by contacting the secretary of each church. 
i Plymouth churches.-
II 
·I 
I 
,I 
,\ 
II 
I' 
II !I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
, BAPTIST: First Baptist Church Cole's Hill 11 
~ CHRISTIAN SCIENCE: First Church of Christ, Scientist 190 Court Street II 
~~- -· · •· ···· · · ----·---·-·"·'·"" ··-···· ~"--=--:c:::=.c""---'=--c ........ ·.:::., .. "~-::-=c ... -::::--"'---·:o..:~":-..c.~:;cc··.··c..... -- ---- .. --~~ ---------------·-· ···~·l~·. . ~-. ---·--· .. --· -·· -· ··- -. ·-· --· .. l. -···--
i il 
i !I 
" 1,1 !; 
EPISCOPAL: 
JEWISH: 
. LUTHERAN:. 
II METHODIST: 
I, LATTER-DAY SAINTS: 
ROMAN CATHOLIC~ 
Church of the Pilgrimage 
Chiltonville Congregational Church 
Second Church of Plymouth 
Christ Church 
Congregation Beth Jacob 
Zion Evangelical Lutheran Church 
1/Iemorial Methodist Church 
North Methodist Church 
Bethel A.M.E. Church 
Reorga~ized Church of Jesus CP~ist 
of Latter~day Saints 
il 
\j 
/i 
1LGJL 
----,r--- -
Town Square IJ 
River Street j! 
Manomet, Mass. II 
Corner Court and II 
Lothrop Streets 11 
II 
g Bleasant street II 
3g6 Court Street 1!1.'_ 
Court Street 
Standish Avenue 1
1 6 Sever Street I 
32 Bay View Ave. 
(Call Ply. 2305) 
Saint Uaryt s Church ~15 Court Street 
Sali1t Peter's Church g1 Court Street 1 
i Saint Bonaventure Church Manomet, Mass. I 
II THE SJ\LVATION J\RMl': ll !.Iiddle street II 
II UNITARIAN: First Parish in Plymouth Town Square 1\ 
. J, 
II RECREATION II 
-II Activities and facilities.- Plymouth offers a wide variety of recre- IJ 
I ational activities. Fresh and salt water fishing, sailing, camping, swim- I! l'ming,_ bowling, dancing, . skeet shoot~g, ?olfing, tennis, c:nd bocce are some ! 1
1 
of the most popular •. F1rst-run motJ..on p1ctures may be enJoyed at the local li 
I 
theater throughout the year, and, during the summer season, summer stock may 1 
l 
be seen at the Priscilla Beach . Theater in Manomet and the Duxbury Playhouse. j~ 
1 Straw circuit theaters at Falmouth, Dennis, and Cohasset are within easy 11 
h driving distance from Plymouth~ The Philharmonic Orchestra and various 11 
\
1 singing groups may be joined or enjoyed by music enthusiasts. Square danci.Qg1! 
has become a popular activity and new groups are constantly being formed. 11 
Only the most common activities have been mentioned. Special hobbies and J 
1j interests have their own particular groups which welcome new members or 1 
participants. J1 
'II SCHOOL J\!ID COMMUNITY YAPS - BROCHURE II 
j (See back cover) I 
I
I [I 
II 
I 
1! 
Jl 
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II SECTION III ,:: 
'I I 
j, ADMINISTRATION .AND ORGANIZATION jl 
1
'1.· 1. 
li li 
11 il II SGHOOL COMMITTEE II 
jl The Plymouth School Conunittee shall be the policy forming body of the jl 
tJ Plymouth Public Schools and shall derive its pcwers from the statutes of tl:e jl 
. 11 Commonwealth and the rules and regulations so adopted by this Committee. 
1
: 
i\ .I 
l'i Organization.- The School Committee shall organize annually at the !j J first meeting after the annual election. This meeting shall be called to li, 
Iii order buo the senior member of the Committee. 
" ·.:!'!' ll I! Officers.- The officers of'>. the Committee shall be a Chairman and a Jl 
J! Secretary who shall be elected by a secret and majority vote of the it
1
, 
li Committee and they shall continue in office until the next annual election. li 
~~ II 
n ,~ 
! Powers and duties of members.-- The powers and duties of members of the ii 
! School Committee are defined in pertinent chapters of the General Laws of '1! 
i Massachusetts and within the various chapters of these Rules and Regulations.! 
II Since the Committee perceives its policy-making role to be one that demands !! 
j! both breadth and flexibility, no attempt will be made to catalogue all the !!
1
! 
1 powers and duties of the Committee. However, certain rights and duties, 'i 
! because of their unique nature, will be given specific mention. ii 
I I II 
:! 
1! Duties of the .Chairman.- The Chairman shall preside at all meetings of j: 
:! the Committee. In the absence of the Chairman, the Committee shall be 1l 
1
1j called to order by the Secretary and no business shall be transacted until i! 
1 a Chairman pro tem has been chosen. . li 
I' 1t 
1
1!1 Duties of the Secretary.- The Secretary shall notify all members of :1 
.1 all meetings, shail atter;-d to the corres-?ondence of the Committee, and shall\! !1 keep records of the meetmgs of the Comttee. II! I - I li i 
1i Actions outside Committee.-- No member of the Committee, including the i! 
11 Chairman, shiUl exercise authority outside of Committee meetings nor !; 
:! exercise any administrative responsibility with respect to the schools l! il unless such authority has been specifically delegated to him by statute ofi i! 
:: by vote of the Committee. I! 
I'! ;i !j li Unit action.-- The Committee shall act as a unit. All cpestions of li 
n general policy shall be settled by formal vote of the Committee. Matters of I! 
!! minor nature, or those that require such prompt action that there is not i! 
,
1
·: time for a full Committee meeting, may be deci~ed by the Superintendant li 
i subject to the subsequent approval of the Comttee. li 
Ji 1/li i! 
1! H 
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====================================== rF,========== 
II Procedures.-- The conduct of the meetings and business of the 
!I shall be in accordance with the rules of parliamentary practice as 
II in 11Roberts Rules of Order", except in cases in which they are not I sistent with the ·rules and regulations of the CoiD_mittee~ 
Committee II 
set forth! 
con- il 
I! I I! II 
I for Quorum.- A majority of the entire Committee shall constitute a quorum the transaction of business~ 
1 Rules and regulations.-- The first business of the Committee after its I organization shall be the adoption of rules and regulations for its pro-
!' ceed.ings. 
I Rules.- They shall not be suspended· except by unanimous consent~ 
I 
I 
I 
I I, 
.Amendment of rules and regulations.-- These rules and regulations may ~-
be amended by a majority vote of the Committee, provided notice of such 
1
1 
I proposed amendment has been given at a previous meeting and a copy of the ~~ 1
1
, proposed amendment given to each member of the Committee. 
I . d 
·~··,. Terms and sessions .. - The terms and daily sessions of the public II 
I schools shall be determined by the School Committee. These sessions may be !1 h 
1
1 temporarily changed by the Superintendent, but no permanent change shall be \'II 
lmade unless by vote of the Committee. 
I 
II Entering age.~ The entering age shall be determined by the School ~~~ 
II Committee. Parents shall be required to furnish copies of birth certifi-jcates or other acceptable substitutes to establish the age of children for ' 
lj admission to first grade, vaccination certificates, and to meet other 
1
1 
!·requirements as may be established by the School Committee. 
II I II Complaints.- Any complaint should be presented or reported to the 
!Superintendent of Schools. Cases of discipline or other complaints should I 
1 go to the School Committee only when reported by the Superintendent of 11 
jSchools or on an appeal of a pupil or parent from a decision of the 11 
! Superintendent. P 
I ~ I :Minutes.-- The minutes of the School Committee may be shown upon 1 
1lrequest of a resident of the Town of Plymouth in the presence of the \ 
1Superintendent or any member of the Committee, provided, however, that 1 
\records shall not be removed from the Committee 1 s office except by vote of 1\ 
\the Committee. II 
l!sUPERINTJiliDENT I 
ll I li The Superintendent shall be the advisory and e..>cecutive officer of the \1 
!\School Committee, and under its direction shall administer and supervise 
lthe public schools of the Town of Plymouth and have control over all School 
\Department personnel. He shall be the liaison officer and attempt to 
/maintain fluid channels of communication between the Committee, the school 
. -··- -rta£f, parents, and the community.---------
'1 I I! 
!I 
I! jl 
.I 
<! 
,, 
iJ li 
l
i,ll ~ 
'i 
" I 53!i '-· . ~ Attendance ~t meet~gs.- He ;hall attend meetings of th~ Committee buJf -y be directed to withdraw when his OWn office is under consideration. He 1: 
· 11 have the right to speak upon all questions, but not to vote. I' 
1
1 R ul t' d . 1 t t' f 1' . . I eg a: lons an J.mp emen a: lOll o po ley.- As executlve offlcer of thell 
Sch~ol Committ~e, the S~per~ntendent shall be re~ponsible for the implemen- , 
tatlon of Co.liiiDJ..ttee policy. ln the everyday operations of the Plymouth Public I 
Schools. In those areas of operation that are not peculiar to Committee 
policy, he shall make and enforce s~ch regulations for the conduct of the 
I 
schools as he may deem conducive to the best interests of the schools, sub- I 
ject to the approval of the Committee. Such regulations are to be reported I 
II to the Committee at Hs regular meetings. 1, 
I Direction of the educational program.-- As educational leader of the I Plymouth Public Schools, the Superintendent shall devote himself to the j study and improvement of the school system. He shall utilize available 
I resources to evaluate the educational program of the Plymouth Public Schools I and furnish leadership .Iilecessary to make this pro gram harmonious with both 
1 
I the public mind as seen in Committee policy and contemporary educational 
I thinking. . 
II Visits to schools.-· He shall visit each of the schools of the town as II 
\ often as is practical, and give careful attention to matters of organization)! 
instruction,and discipline. He shall direct all supervisors, principals or ! 
teachers, general or special, from time to time, to make such changes in 1!1 
methods of school management or of instructions as shall seem best calcu- \1 
lated to give greater efficiency to the schools. II 
Meetings of teachers.- He shall organize and call such teachers 1 I! 
meetings, institutes, and committees as he deems necessary to improve !1
1 
II instruction, discipline, and efficiency of the schools. II 
'I Reports on work of teachers.- He shall report to the Committee the 11 
I 
failure of any teacher or other employee to do s'atisfactory work, to comply II 
with the rules of the Committee, or to carry out his directions. 
il,
1 
Recruitment and nomination of new employees.- With the assistance of J 
his staff,· he shall recruit new employees who meet the professional stand-
I 
a:rds of the Plymouth Public Schools. He shall nominate all new employees 
\ 
to the Committee as vacancies occur. 
, Filling vacancies.-- The Committee may empower the Superintendent to 
fill vacancies that arise by making an offer of employment to acceptable 
candidates. Such offer of employment will be confirmed by the Committee 
vote of election at the next regular meeting. 1 
. i 
l Temporary appointments.- He shall have the power to fill all vacanciesjl 
1! caused by temporary illness or necessary absence of teachers or other 1 
!. employees and to make other temporary arrangemen~s relative to ~h: schoo~s \i 
which he deems proper. He shall report such actlon to the Co.liiiDJ..t vee at lts !j 
I next regular meeting. I· t I ---~-~-~-~-r--=-,-~ ------~-----~,~------'~'- --~---~-~-~-~-=~~,,~---·~ -~ ~'-~---------~,------~------~---4~--~~--- ,, 
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~r ==tl1r=-==== 11 Reports of employees.- He may require of any teacher, principal, 'i 
supervisor, or any other employee an annual report in writing of the work 
done in his department; all reports and communications of such appointees ~~~ 
shall be submitted to the Committee through him, and all orders or communi-
cations from the Committee to such appointees, are to be transmitted through j 
the Superintendent; unless otherwise provided by the rules and regulations 9 I 
1 Visiting days.- He may give permission to school personnel to visit 1 
1 schools or to attend educational conferences when in his judgment the best I' 
j interests of the schools will be advanced thereby.. He may request from j 
1 personnel after such visits a report of their observations in order that 
'I other personnel of the schools may benefit. by them. Not more than two J 
regular visiting days shall be granted in any one year. I l Closing schools.-- He shall have the authority to close any school or I 
, schools whenever conditions are such as to endanger the health or safety of 1 
I the pupils. I 
11 Study of other school systems.-- He shall keep himself informed, by I 
1
.
1 
visiting an. d other means, in regard to the school systems of other towns andl 
cities, their plans of organizations, modes of government, methods of 
.
1 
instruction, and such other matters as may enable him to keep ~formed on ~~~ 
progressive movements in education. 
- Fire drills and air raid safety.- He shall require the principals and l\1 
teachers of the schools to instruct and train their pupils in S'afety by Ill 
means of drills, so that they may be able to leave the building quickly or 1• 
i seek shelter without confusion. There shall be at least ten fire drills a ~~ I year. and as many safety drills of a varying nature as circumstances may .,. 
1 reqlll.re. 1 
I II 
1 Other duties.- The Superintendent shall perform such other duties as tl 
1 are required of him by statute; and such other duties as may be required by J. 
I the School Committee. II !I 
II AD!!INISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II 
1
1. Planning.-- He shall help secure, organize, and interpret information 1,1 
essential to sound planning by the Superintendent and the administrative I 
ji staff. · j 
1! Administration.- He shall assist in the development of such organiza- 1\ 
I! tion as will best provide for an effective educational program. He shall I 
1
!\ assist in securing the faclh·litlh. es
1
and personnel necessary for an effective ,I 
educational program in eac_ sc oo • j ~ I 
ll Public relations.-- He shall assist in providing sound coope:eative I!' i I 
1 relationship between the schools and the homes and the community. jl 
i ,j 
I Other duties.- He shall perform such other duties as are assigned by II 
II the Superintendent of Schools. lj 1 I, 
jl J! 
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Each principal, under the direction of the Superintendent, shall be 
l! 
li 
I' 
responsible for the organiz~tion and administration of his own building. I 
I ·-·· ! 
I Principals and the educational program.- Principals are responsible fori! 
!the implementation of. the education~ p:ogram ~f their respective schools. II 
!They shall be respons~ble for coordinatJ.ng available school resources. 1'1 
I Principals and teachers.~- Under authority delegated to them by the 
1Superintendent, principals, in relationships with their teachers, will :fur- II 
l
lnish the educational leadership necessary to maintain the standards o:f the 
/
Plymouth Public Schools. II 
I · I 
1
'1 Ratings o:f personnel.- Principals shall, on or before April 15, or whenlj lreques~ed, make recommendati~ns to th; S~perintendent for re-employment, II 
1 1 promot~on, transfer, suspens~on, or dis~ssal of faculty members and all jll 
!!other personnel employed at his school. ·I l . i 
'I! Responsibility :for buildings and equipment.- Principals, under the I 
_!direction of the Superintendent and the Supervisor o:f School Buildings, shall! 
libe responsible for the supervision of janitors and the care of buildings, 
!/equipment, and grounds. They shall render reports of needs to the Supervisor 11 
llof Buildings and/or to the Superintendent before emergencies arise. it 
I. II 
I! Principals and pupils.- Principals shall make and enforce those regula~! 
iltions necessary for good order and discipline in the schools. 11 
II II 
I
! Suspension of j;!upils .- A pupil may be temporarily suspended :from schooljl 
1by a principal for habitual disregard of rules, or opposition to authority 1 
until such time as the Superintendent may be notified. il 
I 'I i Attendance of pupils.- The principal is responsible for the regular I 
lj' attendance of pupils enrolled in his building and should report all cases o:f !1 
1
1
, irregular attendance and doubtful absence to the Supervisor of Attendance. il 
. II 
1l Accidents.~ Principals shall notify parents and the Superintendent in 11 
11 case o:f accidents, including those in athletic engagements. In case of I' 
!!emergency, the school nurse or physician should be called. 1 
j Collections, drives, and business on school property.- No principal II 
1 shall conununicate or distribute; or permit any other person to communicate 11 
1 or distribute, in any school, any notice relating to other than school 
I matters without first obtaining the Superintendent
1 s permission. Unless I 
I authorized by the Superintendent, a principal shall not permit the sub scrip-! 
I
I tion or collection o:f money on school premises, or allow any article to be 11 I exhibited thereon for the purpose of sale or otherwise, or permit any per-·son I 
1
1 to enter the school for the purpose of photographing pupils, securing the \1 
l'i names o:f pupils, or transacting any private business. The making of special,! 1 appeals for charitable relief in the schoolroom shall be permitted at the lj li discretion of the Superintendent in each case. )/ 
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/ Principals and officers of the law.- Principals shall be present at an~, I interW"iew, during school hours, of pupils with any officers of the law. j 
I II i. Drills.- Principals shall give such instruction to teachers and pupils:! 
i as will enable them to act promptly in case of fire or other emergency, and ~· 
shall train the pupils by monthly fire drills to leave the buildings speedil ! 
and in order, on the sound of the emergency alarm. J 
I · :1 I' SUPERVISORS AND SPECIAL TEACHERS li 
1! Supervisors and special teachers, under the authority delegated to them 1/ 
!: by the Superintendent, are responsible for implementing the educational 11 I program in specific areas of the school curriculum. It is expected that j'l 
1 such implementation will take the form of a cooperative enterprise among I' 
I• supervisors, principals, and teachers in meeting the needs of specific areas j j· of the curriculum. , 
II HEALTH SERVICE. il 
! School Physician.- The school physician, in cooperation with the j1 
II Superintendent, will constantly endeavor to further the health interests of !I 
1
1 
the schools. He shall be subject to call by the Superintendent and by the i•l 
I principals of the schools. Physical examinations for all pupils, as I .J required by statute, will be conducted by the school physician at intervals 'I 
1 prescribed by the State Department of Education and Public Health. !1 
I The school physician may be called upon for first-aid in case of 
1
1\ 
.emergency. He shall give such treatment as may be necessary for the child I 
II'!' to be taken home. Any treatment beyond this must be at the parent's request !: 
1
\with a definite understanding that it is done at the parent's expense. \I 
In cases sent to the school physician for examination he may give a Jl 
I written recommendation for treatment at home or advise consulting the family :l 
I 
physician. !I 
, II I It must be clearly understood by all concerned that the school physician,! 
llgives no treatment. His work is to recommend to the family and to render lji lifirst-aid in emergency. 1 
11 School nurse.- The school nurse shall devote herself to the health !'I 
ljinterests of the schools and shall endeavor to secure the cooperation of the , 
llhome. She shall act under the immediate direction of the Superintendent of 1: 
.. ll 
ischools. II 
I School Dentist.- The school dentist shall m~e every e~fort to promote 1·
1 
ljdental health among the school children of the Plym,outh Public Schools. I 
1
1
1
Early in the school year he shall examine the teeth of all children in the I, 
l
lschool system, and he shall conduct clinics in the elementary schools for ! 
j children in the first and second grades whose parents are financially unable 1 
lito send them to a family dentist.. i 
I' ), jl ,! 
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11 dental health interests of the schools and shall make every effort to secure :1 
I' the coopera~ion. of the home. She. s~all assist the school dentist with the I'J' 1 dental exanunat~ons and at the cl~n~cs, and she shall give instruction in ,, 1
1 elementary school classrooms. The dental hygienist shall carry on a teeth- 1'i e cleaning program for elementary school children • 
1
1 
; TEACHERS /j 
I Teachers.- All teachers shall be responsible to the Superintendent Ji I through their respective principals. Theirs shall be the function of imple- lj 
·,llmenting at the classroom level, the educational policy of the Plymouth Publidi 
I Schools. II 
. 11 
·,'j Non-tenure teachers.- The annual election of teacher, not under tenure,lj' 
1 shall take place at a meeting of the School Committee not later than the l 
li first meeting in April. Teachers whose contra.cits are not to be renewed, I; il shall be notified of such action on or before April 15. After notification jl 
j1 of election, each teacher shall notify the Superintendent, in -writing, withinji 
ill two week~ of the receipt of said notification, whether he accepts or declines!! 
I! the appo~tment. Upon such accept~ce, he shall make no new contract which :II 
1!' calls for leaving the position for anothe:;-, during the year except under ; 
I! extraordinary circumstances. 11 
ll . ~ssignment of personnel.-. The Superintend~nt, with the aid of the II 
qpr~c~pals, shall make all ass~gnments of teaching personnel. Transfers il 
I! from assignments to another will be in keeping with the personnel policies il 
I! and needs of the Plymouth Public Schools • 1'1 
II ! 
' • 1 ll Salaries.- All salaries paid regular and subst~tute teachers shall be j· 
jl in accordance with such schedule as may be approved by the School Committee. ,I 
I! 1 all d t h · d · th -,; I' Absence.- Sick leave pay shal be owe eac ers ~ accor ance w.L ,i 
!I such conditions as may be set forth by the School Committee. il 
II Teachers and pupils.- In implementing educational policy at the class- !! 
II room level, teachers shall make every effort to adopt the resources of the j: 
II educational program to the needs and capabilities of the individual child. !' 
'I .I ,, ., 
!'! Teachers! reports on pupils.- Teachers shall make careful and respor;- I 
i. sible application of all report methods aimed to appraise parents concernmg l! 
il pupil performances. Teachers shall approach such application with intelli- II 
!I gent interpretation and objective implementation of the purposes of such .I 
!: reporting methods. !II 
li I 1 Substitute teachers.- Qualifications for substitute teachers, :I:.naer:·far :1 
'I as possible, are the same as those for regular teachers. Duties and respon- I e li sibilities of substitute teachers, fu:so far as they are applicable, are the l 
11 same as those of the full-time teacher. 
'I ,, 
I II 
jl ll 
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il . II II Duties of supervisor of attendance.-- The attendance officer shall be 
irnder .the control and direction of the Superintendent. When properly noti- jil 
~~ied by the principal, he shall promptly look t;-P tru~ts and investigate 
1 
11cases of absence. He may make a formal compla:t..nt aga.l!lst such pupils when 
1
1! 
j~he complaints are necessary. When required, he shall make for the Super- I' 
lp.ntendent, a detailed report of his doings, which report shall be presented /. 
1rto the School Committee. :i 
'I 'I 
,,SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS I; 
11 Supervisory duties.- The supervisor of school buildings shall be responl 
j:sible for coordinating the activities of personnel in his department and for lj 
!!likewise supervising the repair and upkeep of the physical plant of the I; 
!;School Department and its equipment~ II 
II Maintenance of buildings and grounds.- He shall, with the approval of il 
lithe Superintendent, engage such labor and purchase such materials as are !! 
![necessary for the accomplishment of this function. He shall make frequent II 
):inspections of the school buildings, their equipment, furniture, and grounds, i; 
l~~d shall report to the Superintendent any defect or condition which consti- Ji 
1
1uutes a hazard. n 
I Supervision of. custodians.~ The supervisor of school buildings shall ~~~ 
11supervise and be responsible for, with the approval of the Superinten:lent, \1 
lj.the schedules and duties of the school custodians. !j. ' ,, 
I
I Janitorial vacancies.- The supervisor of school buildings shall keep ll 
!the Superintendent informed of vacancies as they occur in the janitorial 1! 
istaff and shall help interview applicants when vacancies occur. j/ 
I . 'I 
II othe: duties.- He shall perform ~uch other duties as may be requested btl 
l
ithe SuperJ..ntendent and the School Co.rnnu.ttee. I' 
I ,I 
iiCUSTODI.ANS i1 
j, ,I 
1i Duties and responsibilities.- The proper care, custody, and operation !I 
liof the school building shall, at ~ times, day or nig~t,. be th~ dt;-ty of the il 
!iheqd custodian who shall be responsJ.ble through the building prJ..ncJ.pal to the11 
!!supervisor of school buildings and the Superintendent. j 
!I Assistant custodians.-- Assistant custodians shall have the same respon-1 
ljsibility as the ·head custodians. He shall be dire~ted by the head ~us~odian 11 l:and shall work by schedules approved by the superVJ.sor of school bUJ.ldings i, 
!land the Superintendent. II 
II II 
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1 1! 
i ... .Conditions of attendance and admission.- The conditions of admittance ~~~ 
IJ and attendance for pupils in the Plymouth Public Schools shall refiect statel 
I
! statutes and the will of the School Committee. i, 
I . II 
1! Entering .age.- Pupils will be allowed to enter school only in accord- !! 
11 ance. with the policy governing. the entrance age determined by the School !I 
I Colllllllttee. In order to be adrJU.tted to the first grade in September, a childil 
11 must. be six years of age on or before the following January 1. Before the J! 
1! opem_ng of school, parents who have not already secured admission cards for '' 
I! the~ children at t~e Pre-School Clinic, should secure such a card from the !/ 
1 Off~ce of the Supermtendent of Schools, and at that time present (1) a !l 
I
, vaccination certificate_, and (2) a birth certificate if the child was not jl 
born in Plymouth. :1 
lljl Pupils and school district boundaries._-_ Pupils shall attend the schoolli 
, within the attendance district in which they reside, unless otherwise ji 
It designated by the School Committee. ii 
I! 'i 
·I Health requirements for admittance and attendance.- No pupil will be !I 
I admitted or allowed to attend the Plymouth Public Schools who does not 1,1, satisfy the regulations concerning health as set forth in the health policy 
1i for the system. ij 
'I I( 
l1 schooia~~~;~i~~;~-p~s~~:~~~a;~dac~;;:o;~~c~~~i~~c:~:~~e~0b; ~u~;~~ [I 
II istered physician designating that the physician has, at the time of giving /! 1 the certificate, personally examined the child and that he is of the opinion !I 
II' that the physical condition of the child is such that his health will be IJ l endangered by vaccination. !J 
II Readmission after school absences.-- The Plyl;!iouth School Committee has J; 
11 set up the following regulations for Plymouth public school children return-ij 
1 ing to school after absences: j'i 
. I 
j When returning to school after absence caused by a contagious li 
I
, disease. or an inJ·ury. a pupil must have a certificate from his r! 
'I ~ ~ ~~.-~,--family physician indicating that he should return to schooll In 
I case of absence for other than contagious disease. parents should •, ,j take the responsibility for keeping the child at home until he is Ji 
II well enough to return to school without endangering his own health I, 
II. or the health of his classmates. The school principal shall refer !! 
., a child to the school physician or nurse if he feels that the ,, 
II child is not well enough to be in school. When a parent knows i! ii that his child will be absent from school for more than three days, 1'1 
li the school should be notified of the absence and the reason for it. 1. 
,
1
, Children returning to school after any absence must bring a note i! 
j from the parent or guardian indicating the period of absence, as !! 
I
J well as the reason for that absence. li 
• It will no longer be necessary to ha-ge pupils examined at the School Depart-ji 
1
1
1 f b II 1 ment Office before returning to school after five days or more o a sence. 1 l n 
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!! Attendance.- Pupils are expected to be in attendance at all times un~ !I 
!! less personal illness or home emergency prevents them from doing so. Not ij 
/!only is regular attendance at school required by law, but it is a very im- I! 
!/portant part of a child's preparation for adult life. Unusual cases of ;i 
!)absence will be judged on individual merits by the principal and the Super- \1 
11 intendent. 'I e. ~~ :; li T t t.. Ch'ld wh 1· · d I: 
1, ranspor a J.o.ru:- J. ren o J.Ve a nule an a quarter from the Junior'1 li Senior High School or one mile from the elementary schools shall be trans- !) 
IJported at the expense of the Town. Responsibility for the supervision o:f /i 
!)transportation shal~ rest with the Superintendent. Where the health or :j 
!I safety of school children appears to be endangered, the School Committee may !: 
j!relax the distance requirement by specific vote. /1 
fl ;l 
i 1 li ;! Respemse to calls.- A pupil shall not be permitted to answer calls of !:1 . 
• 
1
:;persons other than parents, guardians, or persons who may have charge or i 
,Jcontrol of the pupil. Messages, cleared through the principal's office, may 11 
Jibe sent to the pupil. !i 
li 1: 
!! Permission to leave school property.- After pupils have arrived at i! 
![school; they may not leave the school grounds during school hours, including ji 
!!lunch hour, unless their parents file written requests with the principal ford 
ilthem to do so. These requests shall be definite and specific and shall be !! 
!!filed for reference. i! 
1: 'I 
I I! 
jl Errands away from school property.- Attention is directed to the fact !I 
lithat principals and teachers may be held liable for pupils who are sent on li 
!i.errands away from school property. No child shall be sent on errands except il 
ilfor school busines.s and then only with the approval of the principal. Ji 
II !! 
/i General rules for pupils.-.. Pupils, in their relationships with faculty :; 
!!members and other pupils, are expected to conduct themselves with that 1: 
!' 1! nmeasure of conduct, courtesy, and school citizenship which reflects respect q 
lifor the rules of the school and the rights of others. l! 
i: i' 
I/ Insurance for pupils.- A school accident policy is available for both il 
1\ teacher and pupil at a low premfuum for each school year. This covers 1; 
I; accidents going to and from school, throughout the day, and during any organ~! 
1: ized field trips sponsor~d by the school. T~s accident policy is a ?ontrac~~ 
il strictly between the pupJ.ls' parents and the J.nsurance company. PremJ.ums ar~i 
I! collected by the teachers in September of each year. il 
lj General supervision of pupils.- Children must be under suoerVJ.s~on of iJ 
lj a teacher throughout the school day. Supervision of pupils during recess j: 
II! activities is a stated requirement. Legal liability may arise if an accident
1
,
1
1
,_ 
l occurs when a teacher is not present. ;; r! 
I' •I e ll Pupil dress.- Children should be encouraged ~o come to school dress?d li 
1\ cleanly, neatly, suitably, and modestly.. The c§;n.sJ.stent observance of th~s 1: 
1! will help children set and mai.11.tain desirable standards. !! 
II
'· I' ii 
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REGULATIONS FOR USE OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS 
School buildings may be used for all public school purposes and for 
activities of all groups or organizations officially connected with the 
public schools, including parent-teacher associations_, and such other 
groups whose activities are of educational, philanthropic civic or other 
"t ' ' commum. y value as may be specifically approved by the School Committee 
without charge whenever a custodian is regularly on duty in the buildin~. 
II 
II 
i! 
II 
I 
.I 
II ji 
School buildings may be used for all purposes and activities described ;II 
in the above paragraph at such times as a custodian is not regularly on I 
duty_, upon payment of $L 50 per hour for such overtime work as is actually P 
i performed by the custodians beyond their regular hours_, to include the time ~~~i,i 
I
! needed to prepare for and to clear up after the activity, as well as the 
I 
time the activity is actually in progress. q 
II I! School buildings may be used for other educat:ional activities without 'i 
1 charge whenever a custodian is on duty in the building. 11 
I I' 
I ~~~ School buildings may be used for activities sponsored by organizations ;I li not connected with the public schools and not covered in the above para- ill 
li graphs when not in use for school activities, on payment of rental fees as 1, 
\1 set by the School Conunittee. I! 
1! There will be no charge for the use of other rooms, except for the li 
il custodial fee of $1.50 per hour when custodians are required to remain over-jl 
lj time. However, if it is necessary to provide heat other than that which 1\ 
1
1
1 
would ordinarily be in the building at the time of the meeting, the same feeJ'i 
1
',
1 
will be charged as for the gymnasium or auditorium under similar circUlll:- : ;I II stances. lj 
,, 
li The following procedures shall be followed in all cases of use of lj 
1
'!,' school buildings not officially connected with the school in question:: lj 
ll 
I 
l. Written application for the use of the facility niust be made on the Jl 
I proper form and filed, in advance, with the Superintendent of .! 
'1;
1
, Schools who is the designated agent of the School Committee for this(\ 
purpose. !1 
,; 
! 2. A custodian shall be in attendance on all occasions when the build- !! 
l
i ing is in use. When a fee for custodial services is required, it H 
1
1 
shall be paid directly to the custodian before leaving the premises ii 
on the date on which ·the facility is used, and the custodian will II 
I
' give the user a receipt on a standard form provided by the school 11 
1 
department_, and will file a copy with the principal of the school. !I 
I 3. The organization or individual sponsoring the activity Il}Uf:}t provide,.1
1l 
II 
at all times, proper adult supe::vision and adequate polic:Lng ,) 
satisfactory to the School Co.mnuttee. II 
.I 
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Payment of rental feeJ when required, shall be made to the principal II 
of the school in advance of the use. of the building. The ·principal /1 
I, 
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I 
will give the user a rece:Lpt on a standard form provided by the II 
School Department and deposition of the receipt with the payment will!!' 
be made to the Office of the Superintendent of Schools. J. 
I' 
'I 5. All authorizations for use of school buildings are subject to the j'i 
approval of the School Committee, and no exceptions to these regula- 1 
tions will be made without the expressed authorization of the School j 
Committee. 
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EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 
SECTION IV 
TEACHm WELFARE 
Application procedure.- Candidates shall file applications at the 
office of the Superintendent. When vacancies occur, the superintendent 
reviews applications on file and makes a canvass of desirable candidates 
from other sources, which may include colleges and universities, public and 
private placement agencies, and other school systems. 
Appointments, xeelection, dontracts, and tenure.- Teachers are ap-
pointed by the School Committee upon recommendation of the Superintendent. 
Educational training, professional attitude, successful teaching experience 
I (if any), health, character, and personality are the criteria used in 
1/ judging the fitness of candidates. Contracts are issued upon appointment 
I and must be signed and returned to the Superinterdentt s office by the date stated on the contract. 
The School Committee, upon the recommendation of the Superintendent, 
reelects teachers not under tenure in April of each year. Contract pro-
cedure is the same as for new teachers. Teachers who will not be reelected I are notified on or before the 15th of April. 
lj The probationary period for new teachers shall be three years. Tenure 
is attained when the teacher is reappointed for the next year after three 
II 
jl 
II 
li 
!I 
'I 
II 
I 
,I 
II li 
r 
" 
·j l, 
II 
!I years of successful service. 
Assignment and transfer.-- Notification of placenent is sent from the I 
Su,_oerintendent • s office before the opening of school. The Superintendent I 
may transfer members of the teaching staff whenever the best interests of 
the schools will be served. Requests for transfer and/or change of grade 
II level shall be made through the Superintendent. I 
Teacherst oaths and X-rays.- The new teacher must take two oaths: Jl I one administered by the Superintendent of Schools and the other by the Town 11 
I Clerk. The substance of each oath follows: 1 
I 
Oath administered by the Superintendent of Schools: \ 
OATH OF .ALLEGIANCE II 
,, 
I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I vcill support the 
1. Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the 
1 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and that I will faithfully dis-
!' charge the duties of the position of • • • • • . • • • • in il . . . . . . according to the best of my ability. 
== +=-====o==-- -- ·========== 
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Oath administered by the Tovm Clerk: 1' 
·I 
Oath upon entering the employ of the Town of Plymouth, 
Plymouth, Massachusetts., in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts (See General Laws Chapter 264, section 14., 
inserted by Chapter 619 of the Acts of 1949.):: 
I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will uphold and 
defend the Constitution of the United States of America 
I 
li 
I 
and the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 1·, 
and tlat I will oppose the overthrow of the government 
of the United States of ..America or of this Commonwealth 1 
by force, violence or by any illegal or unconstitutional •i 
method. \1 II 
1 SUBSCRIBED BY ME UNDER THE PENALTIES OF PERJURY. II 
11 A chest X-ray is required of all School Department employees every 11 
,
1
, three year-s and of all new employees at the time of initial employment. ·1 I X-rays are provided, free of charge, at the Plymouth County Hospital in Soufu J, 
li Hanson. X-rays_, taken elseV~Ihere, must be approved by the Physician in j' 
II Charge at the County Hospital before they can be accepted by the Plymouth i 
11 School Department,. !' 
'I 
l1 II 
11 SALARY I!IJFORMATION !'I 
II 
J Salary schedule.- The salaries of all teachers are determined accordingj 
j\ to a salary schedule approved by the School Committee. The schedule has been I 
I adcipted. .. for the purpose of recognizing training, experience, and improve- i 
j ment., and providing automatic increments. Advancement on the schedule pro-
1 
ceeds from the initial position or placement at appointment. The School / 
1 Committee determines at what step new teachers shall be entered on the , 
I schedule. I 
I On March 4, 1952, the School Committee voted to require the earning of lj 
II four credit points of professional study, approved by the Superintendent of l1 
1 Schools, on the part of eacP. teacher during each three-year period, as a pre-+1
1
', 
,,
1 
requisite to advancEment on the salary schedule; this requirerent to be made 
1 
1 retroactive to January 1, 1952. 1 
I A committee is currently at work on plans to allow credit for other l than college courses which would be accepted to fulfill the four-credit 
1 requirement every three years. Consideration is being given to credit for 
Jtravel, participation in workshops, curriculum revision, special committee 
Jwork, and professional writing. , 
'l Transfer from one column to the next on the :aalary schedule shall be 
, achieved by the earning of thirty credit points of college 110rk or its 
1 equivalent. After transferring from one column to another, a teacher must 
1 
earn the degree for that ·column before she can proceed to the next column I with thirty more semester hours or the equi.valent .. 
II 
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BASIC SALARY SCHEDULE 
(Based on Preparation, Experience, and Improvement) 
September l, 1955 
II 
Those new teachers now at $2700 will go to $3000 in September 
II 
II 
II 
B. Degree 
4 Years Plus l Yr. 
2 Years or or 
(or less) 3 Years B.Degree M. Degree 
$2626 $2738 $2900 $3100 
2776 2888 3000 3200 
2926 3038 3150 3350 
3076 3188 3300 3500 
3226 3338 3450 3650 
3376 3488 3600 3800 
3526 3638 3750 3950 
3676 3788 3900 4J_OO 
3826 3938 4050 4250 
3976 4088 4200 4400 
4126 4238 4350 4550 
4276 4388 4500 4700 
3200 3400 
3300 3500 
3450 3650 
3600 3800 
3750 3950 
3900 4100 
4050 4250 
4200 4400 
4350 4550 
4500 4700 
4650 4850 
4800 5000 
M. Degree 
Plus 1 Yr. 
$3300 
3400 
3550 
3700 
3850 
4000 
4150 
4300 
4450 
4600 
4750 
4900 
3600 
3700 
3850 
4000 
4150 
4300 
4450 
4600 
4750 
4900 
5050 
5200 
Doctor 
Degree 
$3400 
3500 
3650 
3800 
3950 
4J_OO 
4250 
4400 
4550 
4700 
4850 
5000 
3700 
3800 
3950 
4100 
4250 
4400 
4550 
4700 
4850 
5000 
5150 
5300 
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Pay Days .. - School Department employees are paid bi:....monthly, on the lj 
15th and the 30th of each month when school is in session. Principals pick i 
up the checks at the Tovm Treasurer's Office and distribute them to the staf~ 
I of their respective districts. The . July and August checks are payable on th I 
II 15th of each month and are mailed to the teachers. Pay days and method of I 
payment are indicated on the School Caler1dar. 1 
I Salary deduction.- According to law, the follovrl.ng deductions from I 
.
1 
salary must be made: !1 
1. Retirement Fund. A five per cent deduction for Massachusetts ' 
Teachers Retirement Fund is required for all teaching personnel. 
2. Federal Inccme Ta.:x:. The School Department office automatically vl.ith.lf 
holds from each teacher's salary t.b..e amount specified by law for federal ! 
I 
income tax.. The amount is based upon the number of exemptions claimed and I 
is determined by the use of wage-bracket tables specifically authorized by I 
, law. The amount withheld is indicated on the Salary Notice distributed to ,
1 
! each employee by the School Department in September of each year. In Januar* of each year, each employee receives duplicate copies of the withholding 1 
sta~ements (W-2. forms) showing the tot~ wages. p ~d and the tax. withheld 1 
durmg the prenous calendar year. This form J.S l.!IlpOrtant to all employees 11 
as it is his record of tax. withheld and must be used in computing and report...!-
1
·
1
• 
ing federal income tax.. · ,1 
Considerable misunderstanding exists regarding taxation of required 
deposits in the Teachers' Retirement Fund. These deposits are considered 
I an investment and, therefore, must be included in the total amount taxable. 
The school office may be authorized to make the following optional 
deductions:-
il 
I' 
,J 
I 
I !I 
1 Blue Cross and Blue Shield - Premiums may be deducted if so authorized~\ 
I United States Bonds - Deductions for the purchase of United States ~~~ 
1 Bonds may be rrade upon the req.J.est of the employee. Bonds should be picked · 
· up at regular intervals at the Town Treasurer's Office.. j 
I 
!I 
II 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield;- Those wishing to join this group may get il 
information and application blanks at the Superintendent 1 s office. New 1! 
employees may join-within the first thirty days of employment. Additions , 
to the group or changes by present employees are accepted only once a year. I' 
INSURANCE AND HOSPITALIZA~ON 
' Notification of this period will be made by the Superintendent 1 s office. ,. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield members may authorize payroll deductions for pay-
ment of monthly premiums.. i' 
School Accident Insurance.-- Teachers and other school employees are ~~~ 
eligible for coverage by the pupiL;school accident iP..surance described in I' 
Section III under PUPILS. Premiums are payable in September at the same . 
t:4n~~.Pi:1s 1 ___Pf' emiUI.ll:E? are collected. I 
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Health and Accident.- A group health and accident insurance policy is jl
1
: 
available with the Lester Burdick Insurance Company. This policy is a con-
tract strictly between the teacher and the insurance company. Information I 
may be obtained by writing to Lester L. Burdick, Inc., Accident and Health 1 I Divisi.on, 19 Congress street, Boston 9, Massachusetts. II 
I RESIGNATION' REI'IREMENT' AND PENSION 1! 
1l Resignation.- A teacher intending to resign should notify the Super- I I intendent of Schools in writing at least one month before such a resignation, 
is to take effect. 1 
I 
II 
Retirement.-
===---===j~==== 
II 
I! 
fi 
1. Membership in the Teachers 1 Retirement System 
a, All teachers who enter the service for the first time must ,1, 
become members .. 
(1) Definition of teacher: For the purpose of the Retire-
ment Law, a ttteacher 11 is any person employed in a I 
public day school on a basis of not less than half-time 1 
service as a teacher, principal, supervisor, or super- 1
1 intendent in any public school, or as a supervisor or : 
teacher of adult civic education. ! 
I 
b. All teachers who reenter the service, irrespective of forme~ 
membership_, must become members, with the exception of: I 
(1) Teachersaged po or over on the date of employment who I 
have never been members of a Massachusetts contributory I 
retirement system. II 
(2) Former members of a Massachusetts retirement system who 11 
reenter the service at 60 or over, but ~~der age 68, wh~ 
do not return in one sum the amount withdrawn with 11 
interest, or provide for payment in installments. 1 (3) Former members who reenter the service at age 68 or ove~ 
'I 
c. Reinstatement to membership. II 
(1) As a condition of reemployment, a former meniber who hasli 
withdrawn the amount to his credit m:.ust return in~ II 
~the amount withdrawn, with accumulated interest to I 
the date of payment if reemployed in Massachusetts :! 
within two years from the date of the last separation i 
therefrom, provided he is subject to membership in the 
Teachers 1 Retirement System. 
(2) A former member, reemployed in the public schools of I 
:Massachusetts after two years from the date of his last!! 
separation therefrom, has the status of a new employee, 11 
not entitled to credit for previous service unless, 11 
within five years from the date of his reemployment and1i before retirement_, he repays the amount withdrawn plus II 
accumulated interest. j 
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d. Credit for service outside Massachusetts. 11 
(l) Credit will be given for the most recent service in I! 
public day schools of ather states, also for service in. 
a state normal school, teachers college~ ?r like insti-j! 
tution, or a college under state superVJ.sJ.on of any j 
other state .. 
(2) Total credit for service outside the state cannot excee•. 
ten years. In order to receive credit for the full ten I\ 
years, it must be matched with ten years 1 service in i 
Massachusetts II 
(3) Claim for such credit and the payment. of the required 11 
deductions with accumulated interest must be made wit~' 
· five years after becoming a member or being reinstated ! 
as such. ! 
II ~. Assessments ~I 
. (l) Deductions are five per cent of the regular base 
of each payroll period. 
salaryjl 
II 
II 
f. Interest 11 
(l) Interest is to be credited on December 21 of each year j 
on the amount to the credit of members on the preceding,! 
December 31, at a rate to be determined~ \1 
II 
g. Refunds \'i
1
' 
(1) If a person leaves the service before age 55 or dies 
before retirement_, the total deductions with interest !I 
will be refunded. 'II 
(a) A member resigni.11g before age 55 with 20 or more ,
1
,,
1 
years of service ~ov:i.ll be permitted to apply for 
retirement to take effect at once or to leave his 
total deductions with interest on deposit and ~~· 
retire at any time thereafter, but not later than 
age 70.. I 
(2) A member entitled to a refund who does not withdraw his I 
funds within two years from termination of service willJJ 
only receive, when he withdraws his account, his deposi~s 
with interest for two years from the end of the month lj 
immediately preceding termination of service. 11 
h .. Disability 1! 
(1) Retirement for disability for persons other than vetera.Q.s 
is permitted before age 55, with not less than 15 years I! 
of creditable service required~ A person who wishes to 1\ 
be retired for disability must not resign his position. il 
(2) There are provisions for accidental disability retire- j1 
ment and accidental death benefits, which will only . 
apply to teachers in exceptional cases. \ 
I 
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il i. Transfers 11 (1) A former member of any other contributory retirement 
1 system established w1der the lawa of the Commonwealth I 
who becomes a member of the Teachers 1 Retirement System!! 
shall be subject to all the requirements and entitled !' 
to all the service credits which would have applied if I 
his former membership had been in the Teachers 1 Retire-j 
ment System4 .Any funds will be transferred. i 
(2) A teacher may Jikewise transfer to some other retiremen 
system on the same basis. I 
Retirement Procedure 
II 
a. Members may voluntarily retire upon attaining age 65. !1 
Retirement is compulsory at the end of the month in which ,,,. 
age 70 is reached. 
b. A preliminary Information Blank must be filled out and I! 
returned to the Retirement Board before fonnal application 11 
for retirement is made. Estimates of retiranent allowances li 
will then be furnished by the Retirement Board. !I 
c. The Formal Application must be filed prior to the date \ 
retirement is to take effect, but not earlier than four 
1 
months. Sixty days prior is desirable.. I 
Retirement AlJ.owances 11 
a. Allowances for retiring members are to pe paid monthly; and 
the yearly amount of the annuity, pension, or retirement 
allowance will be computed according to one of two basic 
formulas, details of which are available to teachers. 
b. The annuity derived from total regular deductions w.i..th 
interest is a part of the retirement allowa11ce, and the 
balance of the retirement allowance is pension paid from 
state appropriations. Retirement allowances are payable 
under one of three options. 
II 
II 
I 
II 
II I c.Members are permitted to pay for the purchase of an addi- d 
'II :~~~ annuity while in service or at the time of ret:ir&- II 
I 
d. The Superintendent 1 s office will furnish teachers with all :II 
'
I figures and information from the official records which !,
11 are needed in connection with retirement.. · 
I I· ~~ 4• :::~:: :n:::~:t:iring allowances ""Y be addressed to II 
J
l the Teachers 1 Retirement Board, 88 Broad street;~ Boston, II 
· Massachusetts. !, 
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11 (Voted By The Plymouth School Committee On March 2, 1954) :: 
1: p 
n The basic thinking underlying an adeq)l.ate sick leave policy for profes- !I 
\! sional staff members is the improvement of instruction. In t!Uls respect, it ii 
!l is a safeguard for the pupils in the classroom against the presence of jl e /i teachers unable to perform. their d':ties' ~ut forced, due to economic factors~~ 
11 to attempt to carry on the~r teach~g ass~gnments. \! 
!1 Moreover, adequate sick leave policy is sound personnel administration ii 
II in that it provides a measure of security for the teacher who is ill. 
1
ij 
I ·I I Sick leave, hmwever, is not to be construed by members of the staff as Ill 
1 vacation with pay, but rather as insuran,ce against the time of illness and ! 
!l emergency. 11 
11 I.~ Leaves of absence with pay are granted for: li 
11 . II 
li A. Illness, Disability, and Emergency i1 Iii • ~~~ Each staff member in the employ·of the Plymouth School Committee 
l1 will be accorded leave with pay at the beginning of each school I 
II year in accordance with the following schedule noted below ji 
11 'i 
11 1. Ten school days during any school year plus cwnulative leave 
1
1i 
'1 as indicated below. ' il 
I !! 
1 
2. Such leave as provided above when not used, shall be II 
I! cumulative to the amount of: \! 
,, i ,,. 
1: 20 days during the first 10 years of service in Plymouth i. 
'l 25 days for teachers with 11 to 15 years service in Plym.outhj!l 
I 30 days after 15 years of service in Plymouth j 
I II 
1
1 Days used may be replenished at the applicable rate. II 
[
1 
B. Definitions: ![ 
II I' 
1
·1 1. Illness ....;_ personal 
1
j 
! II II a. Verification of cause of absence may be requested. II 
11
1 
b. Quarantine (personal or group) by order of the Board of li 
I Health is deductible from cumulative sick leave. 1: 
II 11 i .. 
'' 2. Disability- personal lj l il 
A 1 Verification of cause of absence may be requested. ll 
., II !I 
i1
1
, 3. Teachers may be requested to take sick leave when, in the i! 
11 op:w..J..on of the priJ?.ci:t'al, (or. in the absence of the principal_, 11 ~~~- the school nurse) ~t ~s unde:s~rable for physical reasons to !1 
attempt to carry on in the classroom. !! 1
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Emergency 
a. Family bereavement (defined and limited) 
t: 
I' il 
il 
71 il 
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1 (l) Up to four consecutive school days at full pay in I 
case of death in the immediate family (wife, husbandJ! 
parent, child, brother, sister, legal guardian, or !I 
ward.) l 
. II (2) One day at full pay in case of death of grandparent, 
llin-lawstt, uncle, aunt, or intimate friends. Ex:tra I 
leave may be allowed at discretion of School Com-
1 
mittee. I 
b. 1V"eddings !1 
I 
One full day with pay to attend the wedding of a member 
of the immediate family. In case of personal wedding, 
extra leave with pay may be allowed at the discretion 
of the School Committee~ 
c. Court Summons 
lj (Any leave taken under this provision may, at the dis-
1 cretion of the School Committee, be deducted from i accumulated sick leave. ) 
'li \1',· I II. Conditions under which the above regulations shall not apply:: 
i 1\ i A. Disability from operations unless the attending physician certifies 1 
I
, the operation imperative. lj 
I' 
1
1 B. Illness or disability illUllediately preceding and continuing to the fj 
I
I effective date of termination of employment, except with verifi- I 
' cation of cause by a recognized physician. ,
1 ,! 
1
1
1 
C. Substitute and temporary employees are not included in this schedule .I 
(11Substitute" and "temporarytt are herein defined as a teacher not I I working under an annual or regular contract, involving a full school I 
J year 1 s employment. ) . 
1 
1 J). Unused accumulated leave (as provided herein) will become immediate~~~-
unavailable as of the effective date of official termination of Ill 
employment with the School Committee. " 
III. There shall be a Staff Advisory Council with power to recommend to II 
the School Committee appropriate action in all of the following cases,!! 
and such other cases as may from time to time be considered advisable ,ij 
if not covered elsewhere in this schedule. II 
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• 
I' Council. ~~ B. Beglnning in l954, the President of the Plymouth Teachers Club shall! 
1 organize the Council as follows: 
I 
,I 
I 
,J 
I 
I
I 
I 
I 
I 
IV. 
c. 
D. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
The nine elected members shall be divided into three groups ac-
cording to term-of service, as follows~ 
Three members for a term of two years. 
Three members for a term of four years. 
Three members for a term of six years. 
t 
I 
Each odd-numbered year thereafter, one third of the total member- Jl 
ship shall be elected for a period of six years. 11 
li Should vacancies on the Council occur, they shall be filled by a 
vote· of the Council which will make a temporary appointment for the 
remainder of the unexpired term or until the next annual meeting of 
the Plymouth Teachers Club, whichever term is shorter. 
The Council shall meet at least once each quarter of the calendar 
year, but additional meetings may be cal+ed as necessary. 
II 
II 
II 
I 
The following types of cases will be acted upon by the Staff Advisory 
1 
Council, and appropriate recommendations made to the Plymouth School 
Committee through the Superintendent of Schools: 1 
Leave with or without pay for study and for travel involving periods I 
of less than a school year. 'l 
Sabbatical Year lj 
Recommendation of teachers to School Conunittee for sabbatical year 'I 
for study and/or travel, at 1/2 regular pay, not to exceed one · 
full year, limited to not more than 2% of total teaching faculty 1 
in any given year, and requiring 7 or more years of continuous I 
teaching service in Plymouth schools for establishing basic I 
eligibility. This regulation will not go into effect before 1 
September 1, 1955. Applications for sabbatical leave must be made 
not later than December 1st preceding the school year in which a 
teacher desires such leave. · 
Teacher attendance at educational conferences. (In cases where 
teacher attendance is requested by the Principal and/or the Super-
intendent, action by the Council will not be necessary.) 
Teacher attendance at civic functions deemed to be of value to the 
school, or the community. 
Time taken out of C & D is not deductible from sick leave. 
i 
I 
II 
I 
II 
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Length of teaching service, possible educational value to the 
teacher, or benefit. to the local community are to be considered 
primary factors in rendering a decision. 
Deduction in cases of leave of absence without pay: 
j! 
I 
I 
,I 
II Pay shall not be held up pending recommendation of Staff Advisory  
Council, Superintendent, or School Committee, but shall be deducted jJ 
from the pay period next following the date of final decision by I 
the School Committee, except in cases involving termination of i 
employment. !I 
In the event of absence for which pay is deductible, the deduction 
for regularly employed teachers shall be made at the rate of one-
two hundreth of the annual contract salary of the employee per day. 
Review of Leave Policy: 
·!j 
I! 
The Staff Advisory Council on Personnel Policy shall review this Leave 
Policy at least once every three (3) years in a general teachers' meet-
ing called for such a purpose, and carry recommendations to the Super-
intendent for appropriate action. 
'I II II 
'I II 
I 
VII. Enactment of the Leave Policy:: 
A. 
B. 
VIII. 
Subject to the approval of the Plymouth School Committee, this 
policy shall become effective as of September 1, 1954, except for 
sabbatical leave. 
Each staff member shall be credited with his present accumulation 
as of Septamber 1, 1954, to be calculated in the following manner: 
II 
1\ 
II 
1. Number of acc~ulated, unused school days at full pay computed! 
'Under former leave policy schedule. J 
2. To be added to No. 1 above, the number of days to be granted 11 
regularly employed teaching personnel at the beginning of eachll 
school year, in accordance with this schedule. 1 
!, 
This total credit not to exceed 40 full school days of leave. jl 
Any circumstances a:cising which are not covered by the above 
regulations will be subject to consideration by the School 
Committee. II 
I 
I 
I ii 
I !I 
I 7411 T~~~SENCES AND SUBSTITUTES --------- --- ,r==== 
Absences-..- Absences which can be foreseen should be ~ranged for, in !I 
l1 advance, so that the necessary approval may be requested and substitutes 1l 
I 
provided. In case of sudden illness, the teacher is requested to notify his II 
principal not later than 7::_30 a.m. and to kee his rinci al advised as earl:, 
' as possible each day concernin.g the continuance of his absence. It is the j I responsibility of the principal to arrange with the Superintendent 1 s office I 
,
1 
for necessary substitutes. I 
1 Substitutes.- A substitute teacher- takes the place of the regular 11 
l
1 teacher and should try to follow the regular procedures.· Therefore, in orde, I to facilitate this, the follovr.Lng policies should be closely followed: 
11
1 
1. Substitute t e. achers should report to the principal of the ! 
I
. school before goin.g to their room. 
I I 
I 2. Be sure to check with the principal about special rules and I 
I 
. regulations of the school. 1 
II. 3. Leave room in order when she leaves. \I 
·I 
I I
I 
4. Correct all written work, including workbooks, for the day. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5~ Leave a report for the regular teacher indicating what has 
been done. 
6. Check all attendance and tardiness and leave report; register 
should not be marked. 
7. Be prepared to take over all duties v.hich have been assigned 
to the regular teacher. 
,I 
I 
I 
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SEXJTION V 
1
:, :1 
PBDFESSION.AL POLICIES I' ~ J 
l
liPHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES !! 
I I 
·I The school exists to educate the whole child for active participation \ 
11 in a democratic society. It stands ready to accept all pupils as they are, 1 
II the retarded, the average, and the gifted, and to prcvide them with stim.u.- II 
I! lating, wholesome, all-round development as individuals to the end that they i 
11 may become respedted workers, loyal family members, and useful citizens. 1 
,, I 
II Within a democratic atmosphere, the school must provide experiences 
II which wil.l develop :in youth socially desirable behavior with respect to : 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
II 
!! 
II 
I 
I 
Living with other human beings. 
Achieving sound mental and physical health. 
Living in harmony with their natural and scientific envirorun.ent. 
Achieving self-direction through sound personal guidance. 
Thinking logically and expressing themselves clearly. 
Preparing for work, for further education, or for both. 
Using leisure time well. 
Developing an appreciation 0f beauty in nature, in art, and in 
the charaeter of their fellow men. 
\ The education of youth is a necessary investment in, his future and in 
lithe future well-be:ing of our nation and its citizens. 
~~CODE OF ETHICS FOR TEACHERS (NEA) 
I 
I' II 
II 
II d 
II 
II I· 
Jl 
.I 
II 
I ~e teacher should be courteous, just, and professional :in all 
\ships. 
I' relation-~! 
1 Desirable ethical standards r~uire cordial relations between teacher 
and pupil, home, and school. 
The conduct of the teacher should conform to the accepted patterns of 
behavior of the most wholesome members of the commm.ity. 
The teacher should strive to :ilnprove educational practice through 
1 travel, and experimentation. 
I 
I 
Unfavorable criticism of associates should be av·oided except when made 
to proper officials. 
I 
Testimonials regarding the teacher should be truthful and confidential. I 
II !i I' 
II 
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I Membership and active participation 
1 professional associations are expected. 
in local, state, and national 
I I The teacher 
1 personal gain. · 
should avoid indorsement of all educational materials for 
!i 
1: 
II 
II 
II 
I Great care should be taken by the teacher to avoid interference between 1 
i other teachers and pupils. 
l Fair salary schedules should be sought and when established carefully 
:I upheld by all professionals. j 
11 No teacher should knowingly underbid a rival for a position. ~~ 
\ No teacher should accept compensation for helping another teacher to .! 
I get a position or a promotion. il 
1
1 HOnorable contract~ when signed should be respected by both parties and 1!i\ I dissolved only by mutual consent. '! ~~ . ?:t::t:icial business should be transacted only t!Jrough proper~y designated 1! 
1 off~c~als. p i ,, 
I The responsibility for reporting all matters harmful to the welfare of 1\ 
II the schools rests upon each teacher. . [1 
II II 
I
I Professional growth should be stimulated through suitable recognition 1 
1 and promotion wi. thin the ranks. 1 
'I Unethical practices should be reported to local, state, or national i 
1 connn.issions on ethics. jJ 
Ill' ~e term "teacher" as used here includes all persons directly engaged jl in educational .work. . I 
PUBLIC RELATIONS I' 
I
I 
Professional attitude.-- 'Ibo much emphasis cannot be placed upon the  
1 importance of the professional attitude of the teacher. This includes an I!, I abiding faith in the worth, dignity, and potentialities of boys and girls, !i 
1 a: truth-seeking attitude toward the problems of education, and an awareness I' 
j of the great importance and significance of the work of the teacher. I 
1j other important attitudes are fairness and courtesy to pupils; friendly il 
11 and .:i.nt.elligent relationship with parents; and loYlJ]li,y, mutual helpfulness 
1
1 
1 towaro, and good fellowship among staff members. 
11 TeacheiS should take the utmost care in personal appearance. They l1 
·i sheuld be careful of their speech patterns at all times. They should so II li conduct themselves, within as well as out of school, that criticism shall jl 
tnot be brought upon them or the profession. ~~ il 
======== l 
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I ·----,-------- -·· --x= - -~·---- ----~~ Teachers should use extreme caution in talking in public places, su~~-
11 as busses and restaurants, particularly about children or co-workers. It II 
--
lessens the confidence of the general public in teachers to overhear infor- I . I mat ion which should be : released only professionally. 11 I ! 
I The teacher and parents.-- The teacher should in every way attempt to I 
.1 establish an honest, friendly relationship with the parents of her pupils I il and should encourage school visitation by parents. She should be ethical, II 
11 professional, and considerate when conferring with parents about their lj 
II 
children. In fairness to other children, she should request parents to make lj 
appointments for conferences at a t :ime when classes are not i:a session. 11 
I I! The teacher and pupils.-- Pupils are the teacher• s most important i 
1public. To every pupil and his parents, school means the teacher, and good I 
II will or criticism for the school largely depends upon the teacher. Granted 1 
that judgment of their teacher by OO.ys and girls may be inml.ature and possibly,j 
·i wrong; nevertheless what the pupil thinks of the teacher, the home us-aally 11 
J thinks of the school. i 
I II I Pupils need to feel that teachers are their friends and counselors. I 
lKindness, sympathy, fair-mindedness, willingness to understand the other ·11 
·! fellow 1s point of view, cooperation, courtesy, respect for the rights of .I 
II others, a tendency to give more praise than censure - all are qualities nec~.t.  essary to good teacher-pupil relations. .
1
,
1 ! TEACHER EVALUATION , 
! i I Criteria used.-- I 
I I 
~~ 1. Skill and success in teaching subject matter. II 
lj 2. Interest, endeavors, and achievements in helpiillg pupils satisfy the~! 
1;_. II ,, personality needs. 1 
II 1·· 
! 3. Share taken in the life of the school as this pertains to 11 i activities outside the classroom, such as clubs, recreational il 
1 activities of pupils, assemblies, school projects, and attendance '' 
I! at PTA meetings. I 
I 4. Recognition and satisfactory discharge of such responsibilities ji 
I as adherence to school policies, acceptance of special assign- 11 
, ments, arrival at school on time, giving after-school help to Jl 
! pupils, filing of reports on time, keeping l.esson plans available , 
for use of substitutes in case of need, maintenance of pupil- jJ 
accounting records, and the like. !\ 
II 
II 
II II 
5. Personal traits; conscientiousness, sincerity, loyalty, cooperation, 
creativeness, initiative, responsibility, and the ability to profit 
from constructive criticism. 
6. Efforts made toward professional imprevement. 
I' 
I! 
II 
il 
II 
ii 
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I IN-SERVICE Tmm:ID !! ll I Professional libra~.-- A p~ofessional library of educational books, ! 
i periodicals, pamphlets, and standard educational reference works is located \ 
IIJ.:t.nh ~he SchoolfDep~rtm1en1tibOffice. dSomthe of1the etlhemenb1tary ~bchools maintain ,
1
.
11 
1, e1r own pro ess1ona rary, an . e P ymou Pu ic L1 rary has several 
li shelves given over to books on education. The elementary school staff is 
1
1 encouraged to make frequent use of this material. Suggestions and recom- l/1!
1
·. ! mendations for purchase of new material are welcomed and should be made to I the principals. j' 
11 Teacher visitations.- Provisions may be made for ·Oeachers to visit 1l 
11 other classrooms either in or outside the Plymouth system. Teachers, who i'j 
1 wish to yisit other teachers, should discuss their plans with their princi- I I pal. Such visitations will be done with the approval of the princ:ipal and !1 
! the Superintendent. II 
II Workshops.--- From t:ime to t:ime, workshops in various areas of the cur- .,
1
! 
1
., rieulum are carried on for the be!}.efit of the teachers in the school system. ji 
.I Conferences and meetings.-- It is the duty and the responsibility of il 
I the principal to do everything possible to help teachers with their problems~! 
! Teachers should not hesitate to consult the principals and special teachers li I for help. Much help and information is gained through attendance at faculty,li 
I grade level, and other meetings called for specific or general reasons. \1 
li Demonstration lessons.-- Supervisors, consultants, and the principal I' 
'I will arrange demonstration lessons for the teacher who feels the need of 
I this type of training. 
1 II PROFESSIONAL GROWTH . j, 
I
I General • ..-- A good teacher should not only take advantage. of professi~n-11 
1 al opportunities for growth in her work, but should also use hen talent. and li 
ji training to contribute to education and to her profession. sm-. may desire to~! 
,i participate in research and comm~ttee work in the schools, to contribute to II 
I' group meetings, to do professional reading and research, to contribute to I ,! the advancement of teachers 1 professional organizations, to take advanced. ~~~ 
1
work in college or university, to travel~ to write articles for professional 1 
!magazines or textbooks, or many other activities. Jj 
'II Courses.-- Plymouth is within easy driving distance to Boston and its \ 
jmany colleges and universities which offer courses in the educational field. I 
11 state extension courses are within easy reach at the state Teachers College I 
i! at Bridgewater. A long-range schedule is being planned, whereby courses, in I 
!Jwhich PlJIIll. outh teachers have expressed interest, will be held in Plymouth I e II during the next few years. ! 
II RESPONSIBJLITIES IN .ADDITION TO TEACHING I' 
II I 
1 Special assigrnnents.-- In addition to teaching, each teacher is subject lj 
1!to a·ssigrnnent by the principal to responsibility for a portion of the miscel-iJ 
1 1aneous services and activities of the school, such as preparation of progr~ 
=====jl _c ,.. - -· --------=====:---=---=..--======-~-=--"-. . . - ~~:·===== 
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j extra-curricular activities, exhibitions of work, parent-teacher meeting, T· 
1 supervision of corridors, playground, and committee activity. I . 
II Committee service.-- Various committeesof teachers and primcipals meet 
throughout the year to study curriculum revision and improvement. •rhese 
1 committees are formed on both horizontal and vertical levels, on subject 
II matter and grade levels, and on topics of general jnterest such as guidance, 1 testing, or reporting to parents. 
II Each teacher and principal should accept willingly an appointment to 
II render sezvice on any committee and make every effort to bring success to 
I'! that group. Continuous curriculum improvement should be the goal of all . i concerned with education. _ · I 
II Meetings.-- Teachers 1 meetings may be called as the occasion may arise 11 
,, throughout the year by the supervisors, principals, and/or the superintend- 1
1
., 
r ent. Notice :for the time for such meeting3 shouJlla and usually will be sent . 
I out in plenty of time so that necessary arrangements may be made by the sta.:ffi members concerned. 11 
i !' 
1 Student teachers • .:.- In cooperation m. th the State Teachers Colleges and jl 
1 other teacher training institutions, students are admitted to do their prac- ,I 
11 tice teaching in the Plj'lllouth schools. This plan is designed to be mutually I 
I
I advantageous "to the schools and to the trn_ ·ning institutions. The teacher I 
.
1 
to whom such a student is assigned is lmown as the super.rising teacher and , 
'! the student is subject to her direotion. ! I . I 
jl Pl!OFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS I 
,, Membership in professional organizations affords an opportunity for 
'
'!'mental stimulation and :for pleasant relationshipswith other teachers, and is I 
I
' an :lndex of professional attitude. Although membership in these groups is !i 
! not compulsory, it is highly desirable. Plymouth teachers are encouraged to I· 
1
,
1 
join the following groups: ,
11 
Local level: Pl,mouth Teachers Association 
County level: Plymouth County Teachers Association 
State level: Massachusetts Teachers Association I 
National level: National E:iucation Association 
' !• 
1 Dues to aLl but the County Association are paid to the Plymouth Teacher~~ 
!Association building representative. County Association dues are paid to t:rej, principal by the first of October. Plym.outh schools are closed one day in !I 
!october so that teachers may attend the Plymouth County Teachers Association.,.,, 
1 Convention. . lllP~T-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS II I II iJ The five elementary schools in the Plymouth system have separate Parentj 
!!Teacher Associations. All teachers should belong and take an active part in jj 
l
.!the work of the group. Supervisors, consultants,_ and special teachers shouldlil 
!consider joining the Assoc~atian of one school, perhaps shifting membership ! 
'i from year to year. il ==-=~=-- . - .. . - - -------------------==co- - 4 
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I li 
I! INSTRUCTION J'j 
11 
· ll I If=~ OOIVES ~ BASAL ~s . . II 
1\ Gurr~culum. gtndes.~ Curr~culum. gu.J.des and courses of study are pro~dedjl 
i1for the guidance of teachers i.n some of the subject matter areas. Others are;j' 
lliin the making. These ~e located in each classroom. It is important that ! 
. i. these be followed carefully so that all children will achieve the skills and I[ 
iiknowledge which they need. Teachers should !mow the content of instruction i 
)tin levels preceding and following the grade being taught. The school prin- li 
:i cipal should be requested for this information. !I 
:: 1'1 I! . Each el~entary ~lassroo~ is provided with a copy of ~he Massachusetts \ 
li Gurr~cul.wn. Guide fo~ ~ts part~cul.ar grade level. These gw.des are to be j; 
!!used for suggestions and reference ~iSQJ::[ia;r as they relate to the Plymouth !I 
li courses of study. i! 
1~ ~· 
1f Basal texts.- The following information concerns elementary school cur-!1 
l!ricula and basal texts by subject matter areas. II 
I' jt II Reading - Russell, et al., Ginn and Company !i 
i· I! 1! The Ginn Basal· Reading System is used in Grades l through 6 in !I 
I! the Pl~uth Schools. Manuals and guides for each grade level are j! li provided and should be found in each classroom. Workbooks are d 
'iJ ain:vailable for each textbook. Thhi~ Ginnt. · ~eating Pro~am~s in. effthect l! 
li all grades and sequence of t s est:w.g program ~s e; ... ven ~ e I! 
·' manuals ,. 
11 • !i li p il Grade 1. Reading Readiness Fun With Tom and Betty 1! il Activities Reading Readiness Games to Play 1\ 
II' Pre-Primer l My Little Red story Book 11 
!1 Pre-Pr:i.mer 2 My Little Green story Book !J 
1! Pre-Primer 3 My Little Blue Story Book r il Pre-Primer :Enrichment Come With Us ,i 
II Primer The Little White House !l 
I' Primer Enri'chment Under the Apple Tree :! 
:I First Reader On Cherry street !I 
! r-· II !j First Reader Enrichment Open the Gate .1 
,, i' 
, li Grade 2 Second Reader Level I We Are Neighbors ~1 
' Secon. d Reader Level II .Aromd the Gerner I i Second Reader Enrichment Ranches and Rainbows 11 I, 
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I 
I 
l 
,I 
'I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
Grade 3 
Grade 4 
Grade 5 
Grade 6 
Third Reader Level I 
Third Reader Level II 
Third Reader Enrichment 
Fourth Reader 
Fifth Reader 
Sixth Reader 
Finding New Neighbors 
Friends Far and Near 
Fun and Fancy 
Roads to Everywhere · 
Trails to Treasure 
Wings to .Adventure 
A reading consultant is available for guidance and help in all 
phases ef the reading program. 
Langu.~.- McKee~ et al., Houghtc:m, Mif.flin Company 
Language for Meaning Series - Teachers 1manuals at all grade levels. 
Grade 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Teacher's Manual 
Let's Talk 
Building Your I.anguage 
Developing Yeur Language 
Enriching Your Language 
Improving Your Language 
Spe1 ling - David H. Patton, Charles E. Merrill Company 
Word Mastery Speller - Grades 2 through 6 
Hand:writing -
The Zaner-Bloser Handwriting System has been adopted in all 
elementary school in Plymouth. Manuscripts used in Grades 1 and 2 
with the change te cursive being made in Grade 3. Teachers 1 manuals 
are located in each classroom. 
Primary Aids - Teacher•s Manual for Grades 1-2-3 - Frank Freeman 
Here We start Recorder - Grades 1 and 2 Manuscript 
On We Move Recorder - Grades 2 and 3 Manuscript 
We Write Now Recorder- Grade 3 Cursive 
Elementary Aids - Teacher 1 s Manual for Grades 4-5-6 - Frank Freeman 
We GTowUp Recorder- Grade· 4 Cursive 
WOrking Together Recorder - Grade 5 Cursive 
We Make Plans Recorder- Grade 6 Cursive 
Arithmetic - Clark~ et al., World Book Company 
Grade 1 
Grade 2 
Grades 3-6 
Readiness Work Boek 
Work Book 
Work Book 
Letts Count 
Number Book 1 
Number Book 2 
Arithmetic tor Young America Book at each level. 
I 
I 
II 
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I Social studies.- The social studies curriculwn was recently revised. An integrated program is carried on through the unit teaching method. 6ur-l riculwn guides and uilits for particular grade levels are located in each I classroom along with multiple textbooks suitable ~<:>fi ari.d~~tm:ttt,iJt& 11he'·.llldts. 
_· II o 
- 1/ A list of units taught at each grade level follows 1 
I, Grade I 
1. School 3. Farm 5. Pets 
2. Home 4. Circus 6. Safety 
The last two units may be taught as supplementary units. 
Grade II 
1. Liv:ing in a Neighborhood or Community 
2. Living in Pl;ym.Guth-a town 
3. Conununity Workers Who Protect Us 
4. Workers Who Carry Messages 
5. Workers Who Produce and Distribute Food 
6. Workers Who Help Us Play and :Entertain Us 
7. Workers Who Help Us Travel 
Grade III 
1. Food 3. Shelter 5. Communication 
I 
I· I 
2. Clothing 4. Transportation 6.. Indians and the Pilgrims j 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
Grade IV 
1. Cultures Represented in Our Own Community 
2 • .An Unknown Neighboring Culture 
3. An Unknown Remote Culture 
4. A Stable, Peaceful Democratic Culture 
5. An Isolated Culture 
6. Plymouth 
7. Christmas in other Lands-This is a supplementary unit. 
Grade V 
1. :Elcploration . 
2. America, Land of Promise (Natural Resources) 
3. New England, Past and Present 
4. Colonial Elcpansion and Independence 
5. Westward Movement 
6. America, Promise Falfilled 
7. Neighbors to the North (Canada) 
01-adeVI 
1. Getting Acquainted With Our World 
2. Peoples of the Ancient World:: Their Gifts to the Western Nations 
3. J!llropet s Progress Toward Modern Times-Middle Ages 
4. Countries of Europe-Western Nations Learn New Lessons 
5. Countries of Asia-Eastern Nations Change Their J{eys 
6. Southern Lands of the Old World 
A. _Australia B. Africa · C. Pacific Islands 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
__ _jl_ 
I The observance of all holidays throughout the school year will be Jj 
carried out in all grades, l-6 by discussion, art work, reading, and reports I 
, both oral and written. . · '/ 
j Science.- Khox, et al., Charles Scribner's Sons 
I 11
, ~ade 1....6 The Wonderworld of Science 
i Grade 5 Audubon Conservation Course l.S week1 s instruction by · j 
1
1 Audubon .. Instructor- classes'! 
1
.
11
1 every two weeks beginning j
1 
in the Fall. I 
II Health.- Charters, et al., MacMillan Company 
New H~alth and ·Growth Series 
Grade l No Health Book 
1,
1 
3
2 Health Through the Year 
Health Secrets 
,1 4 Healthful. Ways 
j! 5 Letts Be Healthy 
II 6 ab. 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
! 
11 H :L.ts, Healthful and Sa:!e 
~~~ ,, 
" 
lj In _G>rder ~o meet the individual needs of pupils, it may be advisable to 'I' 
1 divide the class into groups for specific academic work. Such grouping I 
i should be made only after the teacher has made a study of each child. 'I 
.I I I Groups should be flexible so that children may be changed from one ~~· 
I
I grou.p to another whenever it seems expedient. 
ij 
\CLASS PLANNING . II 
j Time allotments and schedule of classes. ___ A daily schedule of classes, II 
1
1 by subjects, will be made out b~ each teac~e~ accerding to the time allot- lj' 
ments for her particular grade. Time a1lotment sheets are obtained from the I, I principal 1 s office. These schedules should be set up early in September and II 
' sent to the principal's office for approval. When approved, three copies j' I will be made on the fonns provided; one. ifi'or the Superintendent• s office, one I 
I 
for the principal's office, and one to be kept in the teacher~s plan book. Jl 
Plan books.- All elementary teachers are provided with plan books. '! 
'\Careful planning .makes teaching more effective. The plan book should be 
I made out in ink at least three days in advance, and should be kept on the 1. 
I
I teacher's desk. It is suggested that,. whenever pessible, plans be mad~ on 1!' 
the unit basis. Plan books should indicate the general plan of the un:L.t and I 
I specific outlines of the daily work. It is not intended that the plans be ,
1
1 
i involved or detailed. They are to .be brief, clear statements of what is I 
"I planned to be done •. The date for the plans sheuld be clearly stated and the 'I 
I names of the books to be used should be specified. When making out plan 1 books, it would be well for teachers to remember that the purposes of keeping! ====;~1 - -·-----------·-------·--·--·---- ---·---· i. II .. _ . ·--- . ll 
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I! such bocks are: --~-
11 1. to provide the teacher with a convenient, systematic way o:r 'jlj 
1! organizing and planning her classroom work. 
r 
II 2. ~=lj~;!\~'\:.:~q::; :;:!d:1~~ :;k~ubstitute Vlb.o may be I ,, I' 
!1 It is important that special duties and assignments be clearly stated so thatJ j absence on the part o:f the regular teacher will not upset the school routine.! 
1 
In the :front of the plan book, the :following should be inserted: class-' 
room daily schedule, seating plan., current roll o:f reading and other groups, I! 
class directions for :fire and other drills, special duties, milk and hot lj 
lunch records, and any information which will assist the substitute in the II 
handling o:f the class. 
i II. Plan books may be requested :for review, at any time, by the principal, 
SUperintendent, or school board members. j! 
. SUPPtns, BOOKS, :EQUIPMENT II 
I I I Each spring, teachers are requested to order supplies, books, and equip-fl 
ment :for the next. school year. From these requests, the principals make out 'I 
I the supply orders for the district. The am.Ount o:r materials requested is II 
' based on the estimated enr0llment :for the coming year. These materials are ij 
'l generally delivered to each building before the close o:f school in June. It I' 
j is the intention of the School Department to provide the schools with all I' I the necessary materials for effective teaching. However, certain economies il 
must be observed and careful planning and checks on children's habits I 
regarding the use o:f school materials, can result in. considerable saving 11 
throughout the school system. · 
I Each building has its own method of distributing supplies and other 
!
1 
materials, depending on the size of the building and available classroom ~~ 
I 
storage space. Information conceming the distribution o:r supplies to the I individual classrooms will be furnished by the principal o:r each school. 
II SUPERVISORS AND IWJJING CONSULTANT I 
j! .Art, music, physical. education supervisors, and reading consultant make I 
II regular visits to each elementary school. It is their responsibility to I 1 organize and outline the work of their special areas o:f the curriculum. The 11 
'I music supervisor;:·visits each classroom once every two weeks and the art and i' 
1 
physical education supervisors make weekly visits. The reading consultant • s 1'1 
1 schedule is flexible and provides :for time in each building each week. The 
li da.i.ly- schedules o:f these supervisors are approved by the principals and then .j 
1
: filed with the principals and the SUperintendent~. jl 
11 Principals and teachers should be. notified before any deviation in therei! II schedules are made. ADsence of superVJ.sors and consultants should be 
1
; 
II reported as early as possible to the principals so that teachers can be in- ij 
i formed in time to make necessary plans for the time scheduled :for the h 
. ~· i ~,1 
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Special supplies, equipment, or other materials needed by special I 
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teachers for their classes should be requested in advance of their visit, so I 
I 
that arrangements may be made to have these materials ready for use when 
needed. j 
I Teachers are expected to remain in the classroom and pay close attentioJI when ·supervisors are taking their classes. These specialists can give 
valuable help to the regular teachers so that they can function more 
adequately as they follow through the work of these special areas. It is 
the responsibility of both the supervisor and the teacher to see that the 
1 children conduct themselves properly during these special lessons. 
j Supervisors can be of more assistance when plans are made ahead and re- . 
l
·j que·. st s are made by the teachers for special materials and lessons to corre- I ! late with the social studies or other areas of the curriculum.. It would be 
,I rise to advise the special teachers well in advance of any prospective 
1
1! 
lj assemblies, special day observances, or any other programs in which the re- I! 
I sources of any or all of these specialists would be of help. ij 
I, Ji, SU]>ervisors and consultants are provided to give help to teachers so 
that improvement of instruction will result. It is. the responsibility of I 
each teacher to avail herself of this help. I 
Since the reading censultant is a comparatively new additien to the 
1 elementary school sta.f'f, a more detailed outline of her or his specific ~1,, II duties follows: 
1 ,, I. The reading consultant 1
1 
I
ll 1'1 1. aids the classroom teachers with the basic and supplementary 
·I 
II 2. ~=~~~e!r~::;r, upon request, with forming reading groups. !1 
.
1 
3. supplies special material for extreme reading cases and offers 1
1
,
1 
suggestions relating to instruction of reading. 
4. rece.mmends supplementary material f0r those progressing slowly. 
I 5. conducts grade level meetings whenever requested or necessary. i! 
I 
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6. visits classrooms for the purpose ef lending assistance to I 
difficult reading cases. j 
II. Special services of the reading consultant: 
1. Administers the stanford-Binet, Individual Test of Mental 
Maturity to those considered remedial or whose classroom 
performance does not correspond closely to the group test 
score of intelligence. 
2. Confers with parents and the prindipal about remedial reading 
referrals. 
3. Recemmends special class instruction. 
4.. Provides demonstration reading lessons in the classroo~. 
5 Provides special reading instruction outside the regular 
classroom whenever needed. 
I 
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6. Plans reading workshops. lll 
I m. Poss:i.b~e reading referrals: II 
I j!.· ( 1. Those children -who have an average or better mental test score 
li and are reading one or more years below grade placement. 11 
I! 2. Children who appear to have blocks in reading. 1
1 
I 3. Children experiencing di£ficulty in comprehension, word attack, II ! oral-silent reading habits, or other specific factors impeding 1
1 
Ill reading progress.. II 4. Anyone :for whom parents still request an individual reading 
!
I analysis after a conference with the teacher. Teacher will 1
1 make the re:ferral. I 5. Those who seem ready :for a "boosttt in reading. 'I 
II GU11JANCE PROOllAM I. 
Ji Guidan,ce and counseling are necessary services whl.ch must be furni.shed I 
1 by the scho?l without regard to grade ~evel. The classroom reacher is the 
1
1 ! key person J.n the elementary school gm.dance program. Elementary school 1 i children are still close to their home training and every e:ffort should be I' 
I put :forth by teachers to work with parents in all guidance procedures. Much 
I' use o:f the cumulative records is made iri the guidance program. Sound ~~1 
II guidance and counseling "Will help children achieve mental, social, emotional, I 
1 
and physical maturity; adjust themselves to their environment; modi:fy and .1 I improve their behavior patterns, and develop good habits of citizenship. j! 
' .! \ Guidance and counseling are not special subjects taught separately and j! 
1 apart from other areas, but are an integral part o:f the work of every class- ., I room. It .is the responsibility o:f every teacher to provide this service 
r whenever it is needed. I 
I Additional help in handling edu~ational, emotional, or social problems 1j 
· cencerning a specific child and his behavior may be obtained by conferring I 
with the principal, w.ho may requ.est the services of the reading consultant 1 
and school psychologist :for testing help, the consulting psychologist for II 
conference and advice, the school nurse to in.vestigate problems which involwl! 
parents and home life of the child, or to obtain the cooperation of the ! 
social agencies of the town. · 
'I TESTING PROGRAM 
I The Pl~~th elementary schools maintain a regular testing program. II 
jT.his limited but set program ef testing is carried on to help determine I! 
II mental capacity and school achievement. Testing in Plymouth is done in the j I Fall. Accuracy in correcting and recording is most necessary. Test results j 
j are recorded in the spaces provided on the Permanent Record Cards. 
1 
j The value of any testing program depends on the interpretation and the J 
I use that is made of the results for a better understanding of children
1 s 1
1 
needs. The results are often helpful in substantiating the teacher's obser- j 
- ration and judgment-0:_ a-~· s abil:ity and the progress he is making. II_ ____ _ 
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1 li , Plymouth testing program; , 
I· I' 
1
:.·: Intelligence tests: ,1
1 KUhlmann Anderson Grades 1, 4, and G. 
" StanforA-B-i ... et F · • al 11 11 u: _._ _. or specJ.. cases. ,, 
- ll The teacher should request intelligence tests for new pupils II 
" " I
I with no re.cord of IQ. jl 
ld 
lij1, Achievement tests: !,.1, Metropolitan Grades 4 and 6. 1 Girui Reading Tests lll grades. I! 
1 II 
I other subject matter and general achievement tests are given li I .I 
1 to individuals and groups at the request of the teacher. II 
i li 
II SPECIAL CLASSES jl 
II Special classes provide facilities for individual pupils in need of 11 
lj special assistance. These special services include speech correction, read- 11 
I\ ing, provision for the mentally retarded:; and instrumental classes. II 
II . II 
'I SQeech correction.- An elementary pupil having a speech. defect is re- il 
li ferred ·to· the speech· correctionist for consideration and upon her recommend- i! 
j aticm may receive correction treatment. This help is given once a week, !i 
1 after school. Since the system does not employ a full-time speech therapist,!! 
the number of papils receiving speech help must be lind. ted. il 
1 Reading.- Remedial reading classes are part of the SJq>anding program Jl 
1l to aid elementary children who are in need of special help. Reading classes 1\ 
ij are held under the supervision and with the help of the reading consultant. \1 
I Mentay..y re~arded.~ In August, 1954, a Division of ~pecial ~uc~tion Jl ! was established J.n the .Massachusetts Department of EducatJ..on. PrJJnarily, its
1
.
1
 
'
purpose is to prairl.de training and education for those boys and girls who 
, reqaire special services, whether because of physical or mental ha.a.dicaps. I 
11 The responsibility for identifying the mentally retarded children is defined ,: · il in the law when it states that every town shall annually ascertain the numbe~~ 
11 of children retarded in mental development in attendance upon its public 11 
1! schools, or of school age and resident therein. Each mentally retarded chil~ 
!i is to be given a thorough medical examination that shall include the taking i 
I! of a history of the growth and development of the child as an estimate of hiSj! 
!!motor capacity. He is also to have a co~lete eye and ear examination. j! 
1
1 Psychological examinations shall be given by qaalified examiners. The 11 
. basic psychological test instrument to be used for the purpose of screening li e· 1,· and classification shall be the Stanford-Binet scale, 1937 revision. After !j 
1 careful and thorough study, mentally retarded children shall be classified li 
,i as follows: :1 !I !, 
i! 1. ttThe educablerr. This will include those children who receive a i/ 
I
I score of .50 to • 79 on an approved intelligence-test rating. It 11 
.! may also include exceptional cases of other children whose Jl 
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educational needs are such that they require this kind of 
education. Placement of the latter in a special class is 
subject to approval of the Department of Education. 
2. "The trainable11 • Children who receive a score of .20 to .49 
on an approved intelligence-test rating make up this group. 
These children shall have classes established for them in 
keeping with their abilities and needs. The goals for these 
children are for more adequate family and social living. 
3. ttThe custodiSJ.tt. These are children who receive a Binet rating 
of lower than .20 and who need constant care and supervision. 
The Department of Mental Health has prepared a bulletin which defines 
the qualifications of a school psychologist. ~alified persons may become 
approved testers and may be employed by local school committees either as 
full-time or part-time testers. 
I' 
II 
II 
I 
I 
i 
The educable and the trainable mentally retarded children are to be I 
1\ enrolled in separate classes. In saal.1. areas, three or four superintendents I 
I ~wish to set up one class· to care for their trainable mentally retarded, if there are only two or three · children in each town. The enrollment in i 
' classes for the educable mentally retarded is not to exceed eighteen and in 1 
the trainable classes is nat to exceed twelve. All children who need these I 
I 
services are to be placed in special classes unless other instruction, 
1
1
. approved by the Departmen~ of Educat.ion, is provided. . I 
These classes are under the supervision of the Supervisor of Special Ill 
Classes and the principal of the school district in which the class is 
i located. . . . l! 
1
1 
The Plymouth Public Schools provide classes. and teachers for children j'l 
. who need special help." Class achievement tests and intelligence test . 
I results, aleng with teacher observations, are reviewed each year to detei"llli.mi 
1 who should be recommended for this special help. To recommend a child for !'
1
. 
1
1 cansideration as a candidate for special class, the following procedure is 1 
generally followed: · · 
I 1. The teacher refers the child to the principal. 
2. The principal~:contacts 
I 
a. the schoel nurse for a physical and social report. 
. b. the school psychologist for intelligence and achievement tests. 
3· 
I 
I 
c. the teacher for an educational report. 
The screening committee meets, discusses reports, and makes a 
decision. The screening committee may consist of the school 
psyChologist, school, nurse, the teacher, the principal, and 
the superintendent. All decisions must be approved by the 
Superintendent. 
'! 
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The Superintendent :informs the parents of the decision and arranges Jl 
a conference for the parents and the screening committee. I+L"-=- = 
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~~ Instrumental Classes.- Instrumental lessons for elementary children in 'jl 
1 grades 4, 5, 6, and Special Class are provided under the direction of the 
·fm.usic sapervisors. Violins may be provided by the school. All other instru-IJ 
1
ments m.ust be furnished by the home. Lessons are given in the various build-~~ 
lings during school time. . . 
Home Instruction.~ 'When children are unable to attend school for a ~~~ 
considerable length of time because of illness or injury, parents may apply i 
for the services of a visiting teacher. Home inst.ruction is provided only o.a! 
japproval by the school committee and the Superintendent. !I 
. 'II FIELD TRIPS AND RESOURCE PIDPLE 
The School Committee recognizes the field t.rip as an integral part o.t 
i lthe curriculum. Teachers may conduct .field trips, provided that 
! 1. the field trip will be ·educationally valuable. 
I 
I 
II ,, 
,, 
insure the safety of those going I' 
I 
2. it will be adequately supervised. 
3. necessary steps have been taken to 
on the trip. 
I 
Teachers planning a field trip shall i 
I, 
1. obtain permission from the principal to conduct the field trip. 
2. obtain a written statement .!rom the parent or guardian of each 
child, granting permission for the child to go on the trip. 11 
·.·• Permission forms are obtained from the school o.tfice. j' 3. take every reasonable precaution for the safety of the children •
1 
t
1 
while on the trip. 
11 Certain museum visits have been set up as part of the elementary schoolll 
icurriculum. Necessary arrangements for these trips are made each spring by 1 
il:.l he school principal. The following historical places of interest are visit1_'! 
·I 
Grades 4 Harlow !buse, First House, and Old Fort J
11
1 
Grades 5 Howland House, and Pilgrim. Hall 
II 
II 
1 
It is recommended that all elementary school pupils visit the 11 
I. Forefathers t Monument and the Antiquarian House sometime during li I the elementary school years. II 
I The use of non-school resource persons or organizations; for talks and I 
!!activities relating to the educational program in the classroom, must receive i 
~~he approval of the principal. ! 
II ' 
S.AFErY PROGRAM ,I 
I Safety .Patrols.~ With the increase of traffic hazards, safety educatiJ! 
has become more and more important. The elementary schools maintain student ll ~afety patrols to promote the safety of the children on the playgrounds, in 'jl 
__ Jfhe buildings, at the crossings to and from school, and on the school bus. ·,.! 
lj - =====!11!=== 
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=:=;;;::;'L __ fliLi == !.jThese-pat~?ls' are under the direction of the principals, or teachers appo-irlt.edll 
!!})y the principal. Teachers 1 cooperation is expected in encouraging the work 
[lor these 'patrels-by respecting their rules and regulations and giving them 
ilany possible support.. · 
11
1 
Sal:ety rules.- Teachers should familiarize themselves with the safety ·1 
irules for their particular buildings and should see to it that their pupils 
!,know these rules. Policy pertaining to the use of bicycles varies with each ' 1\sc~oo~. Permission for J?upils to use a bicycle should be obt~ined from the II 
\iprmc~pal. Rules regardJ.ng the use of bats, hard baseballs, and other equip- 1 lflllent of this type are issued through the principal's office. The carrying of i 
i!knives to school by the pupils is forbidden9 All knives that are ·found in lj 
!'the possesaien of children are turned in to the school office. 
1 I . Drills.- Conducting orderly fire drills is an impertant part of the ! school safety program. At least one fire drill a month is required, and a 
I record of drills should be kept by the principal. Teachers should make them-
jselves familiar with the drill route and procedure for their classrooms. 
;,Alternate routes should be practiced in case the regular exits become blocke<U 
il::incipals and noon supervisors should instruct the children as to drill pro-! 
j,cedures from the cafeteria and the playground during the lunch hour. 
!I 
!!AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS . I 
1
1] Each elementary school has a motion picture projector, at least one fu.m.il 
'lstrip and slide projector, and an opaque projector. Teachers who do not knowl 
1\'how to operat.e each of these projectors should request the principal for 
,instructions. Each school has its own system for use of audio-visual equip-
l\ment and teachers should become familiar with the system .of their school. 
lj Each elementary school has its own film strip library. A list of the ' film strips in the library is located in each classroom. From time to time, 
teachers may be asked to preview film strips, to evaluate them for use in 
their classrooms. 
I The School Department arranges a motion picture film schedule for the 
!elementary grades. These films are shown throughout the year at a time when I 
!llthey should correlate with various subject matter areas of the curriculum. ,
1 
!.All grades will not see a film each week. Classes will be shown only those 
!!films which are suitable for their grade level. Teachers may order films 
lfwm.ch are l}ot included in the regular film schedule. These must be ordered 11 
lithrC?ugh the school office, two or three weeks in advance of the day on which -~~ 
11[they a.re to be shown. ! 
I 'I 1 The opaque projector is very easy to operate and offers an excellen~ I eans for good teaching. Some of the elementary schools are provided with , 
~\tape' recorders. Operating instructions and suggestions for use may be j 
!~arranged with the school principal. All elementary schools have one or more 1
11 jrecord players and a record library. 'I 
li The responsibility for a successful audio-visual aid program rests with I 
!ithe elementary school prine .. · ipals who are interested in helping teachers secll 
:the desired films, filin. strips, records, pictures, maps, globes, and other !
1
: 
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j The thrift habit is ~ncouraged in the Plymouth Schools by having a day~~~ ! each week when pupils bring their money to school te have it banked. The 
banking system has recently been changed and simplified se that teachers 1! 
. have the least possible responsibility. In some schools, teachers handle II 
the depositing; in others, children are trained to carry on this work. The I 
1 principal will instruct teachers as t0 how the program is handled in his 
~~:::strict. I 
1\ It is a general policy of the Plymon.th elementary schools that no 
~~regular homework shall be assigned. Make-up work may be given in instances , 
of absence because of illness or injur~, and in cases where s:pecial arrange- j 
1
ments have been made as a result of parlmt-teacher conferences. II 
11 
, REPORTmG TO PARmTS Ji 
/ Report Cards.- Formal report cards are issued four times a year on the!! 
1 dates specified on the abhool calendar. Two .forms are used: one for the jl 
!first three grades and one for grades 4, 5, and 6. Letter grades, s, N, and 1'1 
lw, are used on the report cards for Grades l through 4, and A, B, C, D, and ; IE are used on fi.fth and sixth grade report cards. Children are graded accord4 
ling to the grade level in which they are placed and not according to individ-111 
l,ual ability. On all cards, special space is provided to show individual 
1
1 growth according to ability in reading, arithmetic, and spelling. , 
1
1 
. I 
1! Marks should be carefully thought out and should be truthful. It is no
1
1 I kindness to the child or to his parents to misrepresent his school standing. !1 \If' a child is not up to grade, his parents should know it. II 
i The space provided .for comments to parents is an important part of the \1' 
i report card, and teachers are urged to make use of this section. Comments tol 
1 parents should be clear and aimed to be as helpful as possible. The teacher 
I should be truthful and should be able to explain any comments made. jl 
I II I I 
1 .Marks should be recorded on the permanent record cards be.fore report !'i 
:cards are sent home with the pupils. Report cards sheuld be signed by parent\ 
11' or guardian and returned to school. Teachers should carefully check the \1 
1 returned cards for signatures and parent comments. . 
I Conferences.- Conferences with parents should supplement the formal 
1
\ 
!report cards, and should be arranged to take place at a time when there will 
II be no interruptions. A conference With a parent calls .for very careful I 
liplanning. The follew.ing suggestions may be of help in planning a teacher- 1 parent conference: I 
1. Time should be taken to put the parent at ease. I 
2. The teacher should review what has been done for the child. I 
3. The parent should be given time to talk and make sugge'Stions.jl 
tl. L-=========#\======~==o====== ~i 11 ;I 
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There should be no suggestion of complaint about the child 
or blame on the parents. 
The teacher and the parent should look for probable causes of 
the problem. · · 
Samples e:f the child1 s work and, if available, standardized 
test results should be on hand. 
Results of intelligence tests should never be given. 
The teacher should be tactful, but frank and truthful about 1 
the child t s ability. I 
The teacher should avoid giving the impression that a solution 1 
can be found in one conference. It is better to decide on I 
a plan of action and then arrange :for a future conference 
to discuss the child• s progress. 
The conference should close oa. a note of cooperation and 
friendliness between teacher and parent. 
I· 
!I Polley on promotion.- In deciding whether or not a child should be 
1: prolDI:Dted, it is important te eoasider his physical, social, and emotional 
II
, develepment, as well as his educational standing. If it seems advisable for I 
a child to repeat a grade, it is wise te discuss the matter with the princi-
11 pal. The child's parents should be notified several weeks in advance ef the 
j'l promotion date, and an opportunity should be given them to meet with the 
! teacher and the principal. At this time, available material and information 
1
1
.
1 
should be at hand to help bring ab0ut ·an understanding that the decision 1 
made is in the best interest of the child. - I 
. I 
li . . II I DISCIPLINE AND ~ PUNISHMENT I 
1
: Di. scipline.- Th. e teacher must have control of the classroom before 1 
I positive learning activities can be effective. Laxity in behavion cannot 1! 
I be accepted in the school. Children respect firm, fair, and consistent 
1
-
1
1 
j authority becaase J.t gives them a sense of security. Teachers may permit 
! as much freedom as the children are ready to take and able to handle, but 
ll it should be remembered that there is a distinct dif'ference between freedom 
jl and license. 
1! Classroom discipline is largely a teacher problem and should be handled 1 
1
'
1! by the teacher. There are always children in every group who need much help' 
I 
in learning to get along with others. It is the teacher's responsibility to I 
j give these chilclren the guidance and counseling they need. The teacher may I 
!i consult the principal for help in .handling difficult cases. 1 
ij' Teachers should avoid sending children into the coatro0lll. er hall for 
I punishment or leaVing them in the classroom witlwut supervision. 
I, 
.jJ Teachers should avoid excluding children from the class. Only the 
li Superintendent and the school committee have the right to expel a pupil from 
!\ school. In very serious cases, the prmcipal may suspend a pupil until a 'J 
i1j parent cen:terence can be arranged or the Superintendent can act in the case.j 
i Whenever a child is suspended, parents should be notified inmediately. · L 
====!)-~-- ---, ~--
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1 CorPOral punishment.-. Corporal punishment is discouraged in the Plymou~h 
I 
schoel . system. . Only after alJ. other met]::lods of discipline have proven in- ! 
1 
effective, should a child be administered corporal punishment, and then only I 
i by the principal, in the presenee of a -witness. ~· 
I In view of the attitudes of many parents and courts of justice, corporaJl 
punishment places the teacher or administrator in a precarious position and 
. makes him liable for civil action. Jud~ent and diseretion are to be used 
1 in all punishment, corporal or otherwise. 
II li II BIB!;E READING, FLAG ·DISPLAY AND SALUTE, HOUDAYS 
I
ll Bible reading.- A po~tion <:>f the Bibl~ shall be read daily in the 
I public schools, w.ithout written note or oral cemm.ent; but a pupil whose 
I parent or gu.ardian informs the teacher in writing that he has conscientious 
I' scruples against it, shall net be required to read from any particular ,I version, or te take any part in the reading. The school committee shall not 
1
. 
J purchase or use in the public sch<:><:>ls books favoring tenets 0f any partieulat'i 
1 religious sect. (General Laws Relating t0 Education, Chapter 71, Section 1 
1 3l). I 
I Flag provision and displey.-· The school cemmittee shall provide for i each schoolhouse under its control, which is not otherwi.se supplied, flags 
li of the United States of silk or bunting not less than two feet long, such 
1i flags or bunting to be manufactured in the United States, and suitable 
lj apparatus for their display- as hereinafter provided. A flag shall be dis- I' 
II played, weatl:J.er permitting, on the scho<:>l buildin.· g or grounds on every schoJi 
I
! day and on every legal holiday or day proclaimed by the governor or the ' 
I 
President of the United states for especial observance; provided, that on I 
stormy school days, it shall be displayed inside the building. A flag shall i 
j be displayed in sach assembly hall or other room iD. each such schoolhouse 1 
; where the opening exercises on each school day are held. (General Laws 1 
)I Relating to Education, Chapter 7l, Section 69) • . I 
~~~ Flag Salute.- Each teacher. shall cause the pupils under his charge to 
i salute the flag and recite in unison 'With him at said opening exercises at 
I·~ least once eaeh weak the t1Pledge of Allegiance to the Flagn. (General. Laws 
I, Relating to Education, .. Chapter 71, Sectio~ 69). . 1 
\j. Legal holidays.- "Legal holiday" shall include January first, February! 
j1 twenty-second, April nineteenth, May thirtieth, July fourth, the first MondcYII1 
II' of September, October twelfth, November eleventh, Thanksgiving day and .! 
\ Christmas day, or the day follow±:n.g when any of the five days first mentioned, 
1 October twelfth, November eleventh, or Christmas day occurs on Sunday; • • • !I 
\\
1 (General Laws Relating to Education, Chapter 4, Section 7). l ' - 1 
I CARE OF SCHOOL PROP]RTY . I 
1\ It is the r esponsibility of every teacher to develop respect f~r public I 
I! ~~perty.. Careful cheek s~ould be kept on the ~e~ks and other furm.ture~ ! 
=====lr~~~t, ~C!_ books. It ~s well to ~ak~. a ~s~t~ve ra~her th811: a negat~ve r-
1 II 
j! II 
!\ 1i 
I ' !i ·i. 
:1 li 
II II 
il . ()4JL' ~ ' ;, ! 
IJ approach to thi:3 problem. Various techniques may- be used to develop the ~ === 
I proper attitude in the youngsters. The negative approaeh cannot be entirely-
!! avoided. Pupils damaging school property shoUld be reported to the principa1J 
I
, who shall determine the amount of damages to be paid and make collection of I 
l this amount. I 
II I I HOUSEKEEPING . II 
I Good housekeeping is an essential part of good teaching. Cldldren ! 
1
1 
should be encouraged to participate in keepimg the classroom attractive and 1 
!1! in caring for materials. A few specific characteristics of good classroom 
i practices are as follows: 
l
i ' 
Pupils keep their desks and floor free from litter of ~ 
1
1 description. 
Blackboards are clean and free from disfigurement. 
I 
Closets, cloakroom, and teacher• s desk are orderly- and clear 
of cluttering books and papers. 
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SECTION VII 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
1 Teachers' hours • ._ Elementary teachers are required to be in their l1 classrooms at .eight-thirty in the morning and at twelve-.ferty-five in the 
1
j afternoon. They are requested to remain in their rooms for at least .fifteen I 
('minutes after the scheduled dismissal of school. I 
1 Pupilst hours.:- Pupils may come inte the school fifteen minutes before! 
I the segi.nning of the morning and afternoon sessions. School hours are as li ,.follows: I 
I Grade 1 . Grades 2 through 6 I 
I Morning session 1 
! 9:00 to 11:30 9:00 to 11:45 I 
\ I 
' Afternoon session 
I ~:00 to 3·00 ~:00 to 3:~5 
•
1 
Bus schedules ~e necessary a difference in school hours at the 
'\Manomet School. The hours there are: 
~~ Grade 1 
I 
Morning session 
:1 9:00 to 11:30 9:00 to 11:45 
Grades 2 through 6 
Afternoon session I 
1 12:30 to 3:00 12:30 to 3:00 
'I ~~~ PuJ2il dismissal.~ Bus pupils should be dismissed promptly at three-! fifteen. Arrangemerrbs to detain bus pupils after school must be made it.ith 
jl the parents in advance. other pupils may be held after dismissal, but 
il parents should be notified if the child is to be detained after four o'clock. 
l! JjRULES AND REGULATIONS FOR Bl!S PUPILS 
\\ Teachers shall review the following regulations for bus pupils at the 
!I beginning of each school year. 
\i 1. The driver is in full. charge of the bus and pupils. Pupils should 
!I give prempt obedience to driver under all circumstances. Pupils are expected\ 
ij to conduct themselves in a ~et and orderly manner. The driver should !i report to the school principa.J.. any ease of serious misconduct on the part of 
jl a pupil. 
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;I 2. Pllpils should be on time· according to schedule given by the driver~i 
/j The bus cannot wait for those who are tardy. The bus should not leave any I 
/1 stop ahead of schedule. I 
II 3. "While waiting for the bus, pupils should stand off the highway and I 
ll on the right side. I 
Jl_ 4. Pupils should not try to get on or off the bus or move aoout within 
1
. 
I! the bus while it is in motion. Pupils should observe directions of driver 
.: or patrol boy in boarding and alighting from the bus. -when alighting !rom 
!1 the bus and crossing. the street, pupils sheuld use the crosswalk when avail- j 
!I able, otherwise cross at least fifteen feet ahead of the waiting school bus 1 
1
'1 to get a clear view of the road in ooth directions. II 
11 5. The driver may assign a seat to each p~pil. Pupils in less ~~-
[1 desirable seats ma.y.mov? to a second assigned seat for added comfort when \ 
jl the passenger load ~s l~ghtened. 1 
,j ; 
1_1 6. Pupils should not at any tiln.e extend arms or head out of bus 
i windows. 
!l 
1: 7. l!Tnnecessary conversation with the driver is prohibited. 
!I 
il 
1/ 8. Pupils are asked to cooperate in preventing damage to the bus 
\1 through defacement or otherwise. .Any pupil .found to have wiJ.l!ully damaged 
i) the bus will be held responsible. 
q - I 
Ji 9. Written authority from a child's parents or guardian must be given 'i' 
1
\ the bus driver and the principal to excuse a child from riding the bus after 
li JJchool. · _ . 
j! 10. Permission for a child to take a different bus !rom that which he I 
i/ ordinarily rides, must be obtained, in advance, from the bus driver. A 11 
:
1 
written note to· the school principal should explain the change for that 
i~ particular afternoon. 
I! . 
IJ 11. Pupils who miss the bus must report to the principal.' s office. 
j: They are not to start walking home. 
\1 
' i i LUliCH AND Mll.K PROGRAM 
i 
;: Noon lunches.- Hot lunches are available at a minimum cost in the I . . ;! Cornish, Cold Spring, Hedge, and 1fan<:>met Schools. These lunch projects 
!I ftl.nction primarily for bus pupils. If there is space, pupils who have a IJ 
il considerable distance to walk and those whose parents are both working and e j\ \C~~;: to btehat hothanme tdurh-ingwhthe no<:>ntohourh, ar1eballbowed to,~.. rembtai ~ for l~c~. 111 il -· - ..:u-en, o · er - -ose o come sc oo 'Y us, mus~ o ~ per~ss~on' 
11 !rom the principal. to eat lunch at school. Children, 'Who remain during the j 
,! noon hour, may bring a cold lunch and purchase milk to drink w.ith it.. 
1 
11J Teachers may purchase lunches in the school cafeteria at a price for teacher~ I set by the lunch program administrator. II 
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' Noon supervisio.t'il..- Teachers do not supervise the children during the i 
, lunch.hour •.. Special noon..-time supervisors are on duty in the cafeteria and I 
iJ on the playground. throughout this period. j 
\I Milk program..- Milk may be purchased in all schools for the morning I 
!1recess. There is ·no limit to the number of bottles per day a pupil may buy, II 
11 but it must be drunk either at the morning rec. ess or during the lunch period. I I! . 
l' Ordering and payment of milk and lunches • ._ Milk and rot lunches must b~ il ordered by the week and payment for the week should be made on Monday morning:~ 
liMoney for lunches and milk paid for and not received by pupils because of I 
!i absence, w:ill either be refunded or applied toward the cost of the next weekt 6 
!I milk or lunch. .I 
ll il ii CL'ERICAL WORK, RECORDS, .AND REPORTS 
il li Much clerical work is necessary in the running of a school. From time 
!'to time reports, suggestions, outlines, and the like may be called for by 
i the principal or superintendent. Accuracy, neatness, and promptness in such J 
I 
matters is of utmost importance. In the keeping of records, uni.fermi.ty is 
i most desirable and helpful. Foll<:rw:ing is a list of record-keep:ing activitiesi1 
11 common to all Plymouth elementary schools: 1 
lj 1. Register.- It is ~portant that an accurate record of children's li attendance be kept. The Massachusetts register should be kept, in ink, 
i! according to the directions given in the register. A list of supplementary j 
II direct~ons, is~ued by th~ Superintend~t' s office, should be obtained from I! 
1/' the prJ.ncipal if a copy :LS not found :Ln the. classroom desk. Monthly reports 1 
i are due on the Monday following the last day of the register month. Register:,1s 
j! shall be balanced at the half year and at the end of the school year. Forms 
'I are provided for the various register reports. Principals shall carefully 1 
!J check all register reports and send them to the Superintendent's office. J 
I\ 2. Cumulative i'lecord folder.- A folder containing records which are II 
jl' permanent and co. nfidential is kept for each child. This folder is available 11 
,,, only to those working professionally with the child. A careful study of 1 
i these records will give the teacher mueh valuable information concerning the , 
!j' children in her group. This folder contains ! 
i1 a. Permanent Record Card. This card is started whenever the child Ji !I enters the Plymouth schools, and is a record of the pupilt s educational. 11 
i! progress. It is :important that this record be kept up to date. Addresses j 
!land occupation of parents should be checked and corrected at the beginning , 
!land. end of each school year. 'Early in each year, teachers should date and I 
!i sign in the space provided. Report card grades and attendance should be /! 
\1 recorded on this card at the end of each marking term. Mental and achieve-
[1! ment test results, assignment for the next year, and any special informatien ' 
j, are al.so recorded on this card. II 
l! I 
j! b. Tests. All mental, achievement, and other special tests are 11 
il filed in this folder. 1 
'i I 
'L _J 
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\ c. Individual Reading Record Sheets. This record shows the basal I 
!/ and supplementary texts. read, the workbooks used, and the scores obtained 1 
jl on the Ginn Reading Tests. . · I 
1
1 II. I d. All correspondence carried on regarding the child. J ~ ll e. Any other special information. 11 
3. A.D.P. Cards.- Two of these cards, one pink and one white, are I 
, made out for each pupil. The pink cards are kept in the teacher 1 s desk and , 
i, the white cards are sent to the Superintendent t s office. . 
II ' . \, 4. Milk and I.u.nch Record._- Teachers are. required to keep careful 
1! records of payment for lunches and milk. Weekly returns of milk and lunches I 
11 purchased are sent to the principal1 s office. The principal. sets the day ofjj 
\l the week when these returns shall be made in his school. 11 
I' I 
1
1 5. Inventories.- Inventories of books, supplies, and material. s are 
1
, 
11 handled individually in each school. The school principal. will inform 
lj teachers as to how inventories are to be kept in each school. J 
,, . . I 
II 6. Report Cards.- Grades and records necessary for making out report I 
II cards shall be carefully kept by each teacher. Report cards shall be sent I 
q home at the time designated on the school calendar. 1 II i 
/I 7. Test Reco!ds and Reports.:- Teachers of grades in which group mentalil 
'I and achievement tests are given will make reports of test results on the I 
\1 forms provided and will record scores on permanent record cards, and file I 
Ji tests in cumulative folders. 1 
lJ 8. School Census.- Teachers shall make out school census forms for j 
!1 each pupil in her class by October 15th of each school year. These census ' 
li slips shall be ~ent to the school office. 
II 
:1 9. Transfer Cards.~ Two transfer cards ~e made out for pupils 
!1 leaving the Plymouth schools; one is given to the pupil, aJ.ong with his I 
ij' report card, an,d the other is sent to the Superintendent 1 s office from the j\1 
1 school office. . 
,, 
1: 
i1 10. Plan books and daily schedule of classes. I 
lj \i il ll. Reading and other group lists. II 
!I 12. Lists - class, prOJn<>tion, bus pupils . II 
1! 13. .An accident report on a fonn obtained from the principal.' s of£ice ,j 
!I\ is to be completely filled out, in duplicate, immediately after any accident 1'! 
I involving children in school or on the grounds. One copy is to be filed at , 
;) the. school office and the other copy is to be sent to the Superintendent 1 s 1
1
i 
;; off~ce. ! 
'I I 
j/ 14. Book and. Supplies Orders. II 
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!l REE&SED TIME - !'' 
'I I 
1
1
\ . :Reie~~ed. time for dental work, outside school classes, or other special!! 
1
\ appOintments during school haurs is discouraged. Occasional.ly a child may I' 
I be excused for immediate dental or medical attention. 1 
;I . I 
i . i 
\j CAllE OF MONEY AND VALUABLE POSSESSIONS I 
I I 
1
1
1 Teachers sh~uld. be ~eful to . see that no money is left in th~ir desks, I 
i files, cupboards, or any other place in their room. All money should be I 
1! turn~d in to the· principal if it must b~ ~eft in the building for any length , 
!I of tUtf;l. The school assumes nc> responsJ.bility for money or valuables lost 
1
1 
ij from a teacher• s desk or classroom. lj 
1q II 
't I 
!I KEYS AND USE OF BUILDINGS I 
;! Policy regarding school keys and use of building by teachers varies in I 
;J each school. The school principal shall inform teachers as to the policy 
\i i"ollowed in his school district. 1 
ii I 
ii ABSENCES AND DISMISSALS I 
il · · I 
II Maintenance of good attendance is essential if the best work is to be 'i'i 
I accomplished. All stai'f members can assist by carefully cheeking attendance · 
,, and r eporting any cases that need investigation and study at once to the I 
I, • I 11 principal. PrincJ.pals and teaehers are urged to check all such eases as 
!j carefully as ppssible. Since there are often healt.la factors and home situa-11 
il tions involved in attendance problems, principals and nurses may well work ! 
:i t~gether on them w.i.th the nurses making home calls that seem necessary and 
1
: 
\! WJ.se. 
1
., 
'I I 
!1 When a ehlldreturns to school after an absence, he should bring a note I 
I! from the parent stating the reason for the absence. Notes should be kept on I! 
:1 file until the end of the school year. . ··~· 
li 
,I 
ii 
!i Dismissal of pupils during the school day.-.~ dismissal requests 
lj should be ref.erred to the principal. Children may be dismissed by note from. 
1
, the parent or if parent comes to the school for the child. When a request 1 
1; for dismissal of a child is made by telephone, the principal shouJ.d check by i 
ij calling the parent back. All. dismissal notes should be kept on file until !' 
;1 the end of the school year. 
~ i 
i! CONTROLLING cr.ASSROOMI ENVIRONMENT . ,J 
\! The physical conditions under "Which children work have an important -~~ 
11 bearing upon their energy consumption, their comfort, their physical and 
1j mental health, their behavior, and their effort and interest. It is most I 
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Ill ~ortant to maintain wholesome p~ical conditions- in the -classro;~ at all 
, t:un.es. ,, 
li 
1
'1 Cla_ssroom lighting reqUires continuous attention. Children sitting in 
those portions of the room hit by the direct rays of the sun are blinded by 
il its brightness unless the shades are properly drawn. Those. sitting on the 
jl far side of the room away from the windows are likely to have teo little 
!I light unless the electric lights are used. As the sun changes position durin;g 
I the course of the day, the shades and the electric lights must be adjusted. i 
II All lights are to be turned off whel'l the classroom is not il'l use. I 
I< I 
il . I 
'1·\ The way in which a child is seated in the classroem affects his welfare I 
I and work efficiency. The seat sheuld fit him and he should not faee the !1 light. The chair• s height sheuld be such as to enable the child1 s feet to 
II be placed squarely en the floor. 
!I 
li Sinc-e· the school buildings arec:~eq¢.pped "With automatic heating and 
ll ventilating system.S, the teacher must. be on the alert to make sure that the 
II systems are operating properly and to make inmediate reports if they are no 
i! If w.indow ventilatiGn is used, there is the problem of making sure that 
11 ventilation is adequate at all times without casting cold drafts en anyone. 
\! Classroom heating units, whether automatic er hand-controlled, must be con-
!j stantly watched to ensure a reasonable urrl.form temperature at 68 degrees to 
'1 72 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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!!Absence 
-· :r- -pupil; 59, 99 
ii teacher, 57, 70-73, 74 
!I supervisor, 84 · 
!/Accidents 
l! pupil and reports, 55, 98 
II Achievement Tests, 86, 87, 97 
1
1\Adm:inistration and Organization, 51-62 
JAdministrative Assistant, 54 
!'Applications, teacher, 53 
" !'!Appointment, teacher, 53, 6.3 ;Arithmetic, basal texts, 81 
!!Assignment, personnel, 57 
I! special, 78 
IJAtten~ance 
ii pupil, 55, 60 
!! regist?r, 97 
II supemsor . of, 58 
11 teacher, 70-73 j\Audio Visual Aids, 90 
!~Audubon Course, 8.3 
I. 
,I 
i!Banking Program, 91 
!!Basal Texts, 80-8.3 
j)Bible Reading, 9.3 
!!Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 66 
\!Bonds, u. s., 66 
jiBooks, 80-83, 84, 98 
l;jBrochure, Cemmunity, 50 ,IB\dldings, care of, 93, 94 
l· use of, 61, 99 
!
!Bus Pupils, 60 
.. ! rules and regulation@: for, 95, 96 
11 · 
'!Calendar, 46 
ii II 
Conferences 1: l! attendance at, 78 p 
parent-teacher~ 91-92 i! 
Consultant~ Reading, 81, 84, 85, 86 .,'I 
Controlling Classroom Environment, 99 .! 
Corporal Punishment, 92, 9.3 \1 
Ceunseling, 86 II 
Courses, 78 I! 
CUmulative Folder, 97 ~~~ 
Curriculum Guides, 80 i 
audio visual aids, 90 d 
field trips, 89 II 
safety program, 89 \! 
Custodians, 58 II 
II ~Demonstration Lessons, 78 1 
Deductions, salary, 66 1
11 Dental Hygienist, 57 
Dentist, School, 56 11·.· 
Directory-, School, 45 
Discipline, 92 ,, 
:Dismissal, pupil, 95, 99 II,' 
Dress 
'! pupil, 60 .I 
teacher, 76 'j 
Drills, 54, 56, 90 i 
Drives, 55 ! 
Educational Program, 
Entering Age, 52, 59 
Equipment, 84, 98 
Equivalent Credit, 64 
53, 55 
Field Trips and Resource Pedple, 
Fire ~rills, 54, 56, 90 
Flag :Display and Salute, 9.3 
Foreword, 44 
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!t Holidays, Legal, 93 Philosophy and Objectives, 75 i! 
11 Home Instruction, 89 Physician, Sehool, 56 !i . 
;) Heme'l'«>rk, 91 Plan Books, 83, 84, 98 j'i 
\I Housiag, Community, 42 Planning, Class, 83 i 
j! Housekeeping, 94 Population, Community, 48 !j 
jl Principals, 55, ;6 il 
:\Income ~ax:, federal,. deductions, 66 Profes?ional ~olicies, 75-79 11 
lilndustr~es, co.mmunit~es, 48, 49 Promot:J..<m Policy, 92 1.: ,iiQs, devulging, 92 Property, Care of School, 93, 94 ,\ 
!lin-Service Training, 78 Psychologist, 86 !! 
ljintellig~nce Tests, 86, 87, 97 Public Relations, 54, 76, 77 ii 
1:Instruct~on, 80-94. Pupils, 55-60, 99, 100 11 
1'Instrumental Classes, 89 ~bsence, 99 1
1
'!_· 
!!Insurance a-ecidents, 55 il 
!) pupil, 60, 66 admission, 52, 59 !l 
i teacher, 66, 67 attendance, 55, 59, 100 II 
jinventories, 98 dismissal, 95, 99 \,
1
·;!, 
1 dress, 60 
errands, 60 I! \(Keys, 99 
!\Language, basal texts, 81 
,\Law Officers and Pupils, 56 
i:Leaves of Absence, teachers, 70-73 
/;Libraries 
1; community, 49 
!; professional, 78 
:1Li.ghting, 100 \/Lunch and Milk Pro gram, 96, 97 
:1 records, 98 
II 
insurance, 60 H 
law officers, 55 Jj 
leaving school grounds, 60 /l 
phone calls, 60 !! 
principal, 55 1.1. 
readmission after absence, 59 
rules for, 60 \; 
seating, 100 !i 
suspension of, 55 !i 
t-eachers and, 57 li 
:!Maintenance, buildings and grounds, 
!Map, Schools and Community, 50 
!¥eetings, teachers, 53, 78, 79 
!!Mentally Retarded Pupils, 87, 88 
jfMental Tests, 86, 87, 97 
58 Rating, Teacher, 53, 55, 77 l; 
!!Milk aad Lunch Program, 96, 97, 98 
j1 nooa supervision, 97 
!:Miscellaneous Infor.roation, 95 
!Money, care of, 99 
::Museums, Community, 49 
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H • • !:Noon Superns~on, 97 
;iNon-Tenure Teachers, 57 
1: \;No School Signals, 47 
i!Nurse, School, 56, 86 
!;oaths, 63 
/'Objectives, 75 
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!!parent-Teacher Association, 79 
j:Paydays, 66 
, Pension, 67-69 
:Permanent Record Cards, 97 
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Reading 
basal texts, 80, 81 
C0nsultant, 81, 84, S5, 86 
record sheets, 98 
referrals, 86 
remedial, 85 
tests, 81, 98 
Recreation, Community, 50 
Released Time, 99 
Reparts 
employees, 54 
teachers on pupils, 57 
Reporting to Parents, 
Resignations, 67 
Resource People, 89 
Retirement, 67-69 
91, 98 
! 
sa:rety Program, 89-90 :: 
drills, 54, 56, 90 i: 
! ~ patrols, 89 ii 
rules, 90 L 
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li Salary Information, 57, 6J.v-66 
!: Schedule of Classes, 83 
•J School Cens~s, 98 
!school Committee, 51-52 
i:school Da;r, 85 
l! School Districts, 59 
!: School Property, care of, 93, 94 li Science, basal texts, 83 
i, Audubon course, 83 
jiSeating, pupil, 100 
!:slow Learners, 87, 88 
i1Social Studies, 82 
1iSpecial Assignments, 78 
l• 
;!Special Classes, 87-89 
1: home instruction, 89 
1. instrum.ental, 89 ii mentally retarded, 87, 88 
I! reading, 87 
i: speech, B7 
i!Spellitlg, basal teXt~, 81 
1!Student Teachers, 79 
. Substitutes, 57, 74 
isuperintendent, 52-53 
j:supervisien 
:1 pupil, 60 · 
il noontime, 97 
!:Supervisors, 56, 84 
lj attendance, 58 i P. T. A., 79 
~~ school buildings, 58 
!;supplies, Books, Equipment, 84, 98 
!:suspension, pupils, 55 
n 
/[Teacher, 57-58 
1: absence, 57, 70-73, 74 
·: and parents, 77 i, 
11 and pupils, 57 
l' applications, 63 
r assignment, 57' 63 
li code, ethics, 75, 76 
j! guidand.e pro gram, 86 
in-service training, 78 
j! insurance, 66, 67 
I! meetings, 53, 78 
i! non-tenure, 57 
i: oaths, 63, 64 
!i par~nt conferences, 91, 92 q 
I• pupils and, 57, 77 
pupil reports, 57, 91 
\! rating and evaluation, 53, 55, 77 
!' · resignation, 67 
: retirement and pensions, 67-69 
salaries, 57, 64-66 
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substitute, 57 
transfer, 63 
visiting days, 54, 78 
welfare, 63-74 
X-rays, 63 
Testing Program, 80, 86, 
reading, 80, 85, 87 
Stanford-Binet, 85 
Time Allotments, 83 
Transfers 
teacher, 63 
pupil, 9S 
Transportation 
community, 49 
pupil, 60 
Units, 82, 83 
Vacancies 
·~anit.0r~al;, 58 
teacher, 53 
Vaccination, 59 
Ventilation, 100 
Visiting Days, 54, 7B 
Workshops, 7$ 
x-rays, 63 
87, 97 
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BEACH M •••••••••••••••• G5 
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l!OUJUIE M •••••• Ell E12 
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F.AJU!HU!lST P.O. • • • •••••••• 116 
FAW!l POliO •• • • • .012 D13 
FEAJ!lNG POIID P.O •••••••• 812 
FEDERAL FUIU!ACE P.D C6 
C7 B8 
FEDfllAL POliO RD •••••••• BlO 
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FREJ>l)()! ................ Hl6 
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CIIURC!l ••••••••••••••••• Hl6 J 
CLARK. •• ••••• ••• •• •• ••• G17 K 
CLARK w •............•.. G9 KN 
CLIFF •••• • • • • • • • •••••••• E5 LA.1 
CLIFFOM M ••••••••••••• F? ~ 
CLINTOll •••••••••••••••• Hl6 
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FRONT •••••••• ••••••• •• .Jl6 
FUIUIACE M •• • •• B8 B7 
GATE M ••••••••••••••••• G5 
GODDAAD CT ••••••••••••• G17 
GODDAAD LA •• •••••••• ••• Hl? 
GCIUXJI CT •••••••••••••• Hl6 
GaUXJII PL •••••••••••••• 1116 
GRANT •••••••••••••••••• Gl6 
GRAY AV •••••••••••••••• Hl? 
GURNET••••••••••••••••••P1 
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Bll 
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SAW'YE!l PL .............. Hl6 
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/ 
-Statue of Massasoit 
PILGRIM 
PLYMOUTH 
Pilgrim Hall Museum-Relics that 
will take visitors back to the Colony's 
birth - Charter of 1 21 - scale model 
of Mayflower, etc. Open April 15th 
November 30th. 
Plymouth Rock-Mecca of vistors. 
Under classic canopy donated by the 
National Society Colonial Dames on 
the 300th anniversary. Landing place 
of the Pilgrims. 
Statue of Massasoit-On Coles's Hill 
this friendly Chief signed treaty of 
peace with Pilgrims - a loyal friend 
for over half a century. 
On Cover-Replica of First House-
built and furnished ; period of 1623. 
Open May 30th to Labor Day and 
week-end through Thanksgiving. 
Cole's Hill, Brewster Gardens, Ley-
den Street, the First Street, are other 
places of historic interest. 
Pilgrim's Progress-Faithfully re-
enacted each Friday at 5 P.M. during 
August and on Thanksgiving, march 
from Cole's Hill to the old Burial 
Ground. 
~ n the cabin of the ship "May-
flower" in Cape Cod Bay on November 
21, 1620, the men of the Pilgrim party 
drew up and signed the ''Mayflower 
Compact." 
In the first year, 51 of the 102 origi-
nal passengers died. The survivors 
elected William Bradford as their 
Governor, and Myles Standish as 
their military leader. 
Homes and the fort-meeting house 
were built and gardens were planted 
from corn obtained from the Indians. 
The First Thanksgiving was observed 
in 1621. 
Small wonder Plymouth is called 
"America's Home Town," for here is 
where our great and glorious country 
really started. 
In the archives of the Registry of 
Deeds here in Plymouth, one may see 
the time-yellowed pages written by 
Governors Bradford and Winslow, 
dated as early as 1623. 
From 1620 to 1692 Plymouth Colony 
was an independent Pilgrim Republic, 
and PlYmouth is the birthplace of the 
New England Town Meeting. The 
Plymouth Board of Selectmen still 
meet in the grey clapboarded Town 
House over 300 years old, the oldest 
government building in regular daily 
use in the United States. 
The Old Colony Club, organized 
1769, the oldest in the country, has the 
distinction of holding the first public 
observance of Forefathers' Day De-
cember 22, 1769. 
One must come to Plymouth to see 
the monuments to these hardy Pil-
grims, and to read the many authen-
tic stories about them. 
National Headquarters 
Society of the 
lco:stu~me on guard as in the old days. 
May 30 to Labor Day; week-
through Thanksgiving. 
Site of Governor Bradford's Grave 
on Burial Hill. Governor Bradford was 
for 31 years Governor of the Colony. 
FOR 
YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 
The First Church in Plymouth 
From this Church in 1620 
were founded the 
First Church in Duxbury 1632 
first Church in Marshfield 1632 
First Church in Eastham 1646 
First Church in Plympton 1698 
First Church in Kingston 1717 
Second Church in Plymouth 1738 
Third Church in Plymouth 1801 
now Church of the Pilgrimage 
A 
8 
c 
0 
G 
J 
Place 
ANTIQUARIAN HOUSE 
AIRPORT ... ... . 
BAPTIST CHURCH .. 
BREWSTER GARDENS 
BURIAL HILL .. . 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
CLAM BAKE . . 
4 
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
FIRST CHURCH 
HIGH SCHOOL .... 
HARLOW (William) HOUSE 
HARLOW-HOLMES HOMESTEAD 
HOWLAND HOUSE 
MASSASOIT'S STATUE 
5 6 7 
ONE·WAY STREETS 
ROUTE MARKERS 
Location 
H 13 
A 9 
G 8 
E 14 
B 10 
E 14 
.T I 5 
D 9 
G 19 
c 9 
F 5 
E 3 
G 1 
D 6 
H 9 
G 10 
F 11 
A 9 
B 3 
B 1CJ 
H 7 
Built in 1809 Furnished and restored in early 19th 
century period. 
Here the Pilgrims had their first gardens, called meersteads. 
Conrains Site of O!d Fort, Pilgrim Graves, Old Bronze Cannons. 
Open daily for vis!rors during summer months. 
Open daily for visitors during summer months. 
Built in 1677 Everyday life of Pilgrims. 
Built in 1649. Has MayBower Compact Table. Open for 
visitors daily. 
Built in 1666. Complece~y restored and furnished to that period. 
Visitors daily during summer months. 
Chief of Wompanoag Indians, Friends of Pilgrims. By Cyrus 
Dallin. 
Headquarters of General Society of MayBower D escendants. 
Bathing and p :cnic grounds. 
Swimming, boating, p !cnic grounds, firep!aces, fish ing. 
Reproduction of original fort and meeting house. 
II IL 
Place 
PILGRIM HALL . 
PILGRIM MAIDEN 
PILGRIM MOTHER 
PLIMOTH PLANTATION 
IJ 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY COURT HOUSE 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY REGISTRY OF DEEDS 
PLYMOUTH MEMORIAL BUILDING 
PLYMOUTH POLICE STATION 
PLYMOUTH ROCK 
POST OFFICE . 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SARCOPHAGUS . 
SITE OF FIRST HOUSE 
SITE OF OLD FORT 
SPARROW HOUSE 
SYNAGOGUE . . 
TABITHA PLA<KETT HOU~E 
TOURIST INFORMATION BOOTH 
TOWN HOUSE (Old) . 
TOWN OFFICES (New) 
TOWN PIER . .. . 
TOWN TRAIL"ER SITE 
TRAINING GREEN 
YACHT CLUB 
F 13 
F 7 
H 9 
I 8 
D 11 
D 12 
F 15 
c 11 
H 8 
F 8 
F 9 
G 8 
F 8 
B 10 
B 8 
D 7 
F 12 
F 17 
D 9 
F 4 
.T 14 
I 19 
D 5 
H 4 
IS 16 17 
Legend 
Open daily frotp April 15 to Nov. 30. 
By Henry Kitson. 
Erected by National Society Daughters of American Revolution. 
ro H eroic \Vom en of MayBower. 
Replica of Fi sr House of Pilgrims. 
Pilgrims Jande in 1620 National Shrine. 
Holds bones of Pilgrims who died the first winter. 
Built in 1640. Home of Plymouth Pottery. 
Built in 1722 and home of the first woman school reacher. 
Your welcome to "America's Home Town." 
Oldest Government House in America, in use since 1648. 
All active Town offices. 
Used by soldie in early wars. 
19 20 
GREAT MONUMENTS AN 
Statue of Pilgrim Malden In Brewster Gardens, through 
which still runs the Old Town Brook. These gardens were the 
site of the first Pilgrim gardens. 
Sarcophagus. On Cole's Hill, the first burial ground. Almost 
one half of the Pilgrim company were buried here the first 
winter "the ground be levelled lest the Indians know how many 
were the graves." 
Forefathers' Monument High upon the hill in back of the 
Town on Allerton Street, the largest monument of solid granite 
in the world, 81 feet tall on each of the four buttresses at the 
base is a seated figure symbolic of the Pilgrim principles, i.e. 
Morality, Law, Education and Freedom. 
Harlow-Holmes Homestead- 1649 Open all year, 3 cen-
turies the family has lived here. Here may be seen the May-
flower ship's table one of the few historical houses not set up 
exclusively as a museum. 
Gov. Bradford's Chair 
OMESTEADS OF 
John Howland House- 1666-Completely re 
stored and furnished to that period. Open May 
14th to November 1st. 
Sparrow House - 1640 Probably the oldest 
house in Plymouth home of the Pottery 
Guild open all year except Sundays. 
Harlow Old-Fort House 1677 Everyday 
life of the Pilgrims, 17th century open May 
30th to September 15th. 
Antiquarian House- 1809 Completely fur-
nished in Federal style 19th century beauti-
ful gardens open June 15th to September 
15th. 
One must visit these old homes and see how 
the Pilgrims lived. Ladies in Pilgrim costume 
spin yarn, weave cloth, plant and grow herbs 
and berries used in dyeing fabrics. 
Huge fireplaces, Dutch ovens, and many old 
original cooking utensils. 
At these old homes many special events are 
held during the vacation season- corn planting 
Pilgrim Breakfasts teas, etc. 
A new feature, the Historic Trail, routes 
the visitors to all places in this Brochure, with-
out the inconvenience of using the many busi-
ness streets. 
Plymouth has 147 acres of town forests and 
game preserves. 
The Pine-Hills of Manomet, 5 miles from 
Plymouth, is the highest elevation on the At-
lantic coast 
